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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the second of his three famous papers on the mechanics of heat, 
"A Method of Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of a 
Substance by Means of a Surface" [3], J. Willard Gibbs proposed the use of the 
energy-entropy-volume {USV) surface to predict the thermodynamic behavior of a 
fixed mass of pure material J Through Gibbs' model, the onset of phase splitting, 
the limits of metastable phases, the fluid-phase critical point, and the common triple 
point are all revealed by the behavior of a plane tangent to the surface. In his third 
paper, "On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances" [4], Gibbs extended his 
analysis to multicomponent systems. 
Curiously, Gibbs used very few illustrations to show his geometric reasoning. 
The figures he did provide are limited in detail and convey only partially the three-
dimensional nature of the surfaces. Following Gibbs written manipulations of 
surfaces, planes, and other geometric structures has proved a formidable challenge 
to those who have studied his work. Evidence of this is found in the following 
passage from a report of the Rumford Committee of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences (May 25,1880, [9]): "His [Gibbs'] treatment of the subject is severely 
mathematical, and incapable of being translated into common language." The 
Academy later awarded the Rumford Medal to Gibbs for his scientific work. Indeed, 
^In a footnote [5, p. 358] Gibbs wrote, "M. Massieu [6] appears to have been the first to solve 
the problem of representing all the properties of a body of invariable composition which are 
concerned in reversible processes by means of a single function." This fact was apparently unknown 
to Gibbs when he published his second paper [3]. However, Gibbs key contribution was identifying 
the role of the chemical potential in equilibrium. Wheeler [7, pp. 101-102] notes that in a rare 
comment on his own work, Gibbs states that "It [the second paper] contains, I believe, the first 
solution of a problem of considerable importance, viz.: the additional condition (besides equality of 
temp & press) wh [sic] is necessary in order that two states of a substance shall be in equilibrium in 
contact with each other..." (From a letter to Wilhelm Ostwaid dated March 27,1891.) 
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the austere mathematics of Gibbs' third paper seems at times impenetrable. But 
Gibbs knew (as others have realized) that the key to interpreting his work lay in 
extending the geometrical model proposed in the earlier paper to the more complex 
systems treated in the third paper.^ 
The first to visualize Gibbs' surface was James Clerk Maxwell, who in the 
1870's was Head of the Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge University. Maxwell 
was so convinced of the value of Gibbs analysis that he spent an entire winter 
constructing a plaster model of the USV surface for water [13] and then sent Gibbs 
a copy [14]. Since that time, many authors and researchers have generated two-
dimensional and three-dimensional representations of thermodynamic functions as 
an aid to solving problems. But only a few have created such surfaces to illustrate 
Gibbs' arguments [13-24]. Of those, most have limited their studies to single-
component systems.^ (Most likely, previous researchers concentrated on the pure-
material case because of the difficulty of calculating and visualizing thermodynamic 
data for binary and higher-order systems.) 
This author has had the good fortune to come to this work at a time when the 
required computational tools (numerical methods and high-performance graphics) 
are well refined and accessible. Through careful application of these tools, this 
work has confirmed, both mathematically and visually, the geometrical models 
proposed by Gibbs. 
^Wheeler [7, pp. 101-102]: "...Moreover, the treatment of a homogeneous body [single-
component system] in this paper [3] is really identical in spirit with my treatment of heterogeneous 
bodies [multicomponent systems] in the larger paper [4]." (From a letter to Wilhelm Ostwaid dated 
March 27,1891.) 
^One notable exception is the work of Onnes [16] that resulted in a plaster block representing 
the isothermal Helmholtz energy-volume-composition surface for a van der Waals fluid. 
Developing the theory for this research begins naturally with a review of the 
work of Gibbs. All of Gibbs' published material and a small amount of unpublished 
work are presented in a two-volume set, The Collected Works of J. Willard Gibbs [1]. 
The first volume, Thermodynamics, contains Gibbs' second and third papers. A 
biographical sketch, first published in the American Journal of Science in 1903, the 
year of Gibbs' death, appears also in the first volume. 
A comprehensive review of Gibbs' work is presented in the Commentary on 
the Scientific Writings of J. Willard Gibbs [8], the first volume of which deals with the 
work in thermodynamics. The most enlightening treatment of this work for our 
purposes is given by E. B. Wilson [9] in the form of notes from Gibbs' 
thermodynamics lectures at Yale. 
Wilson reconstructs the course as it was presented in 1899-1900.^ During 
this course Gibbs used the van der Waals pressure-volume-temperature 
equation [10] to generate a L/SV function capable of predicting phase separation. 
Earlier expressions for the U-function based on the ideal-gas equation were 
incapable of such predictions. (The geometric interpretation of this function as a 
surface is presented later in the review of Gibbs' second paper.) This method of 
generating thermodynamic data from a PVTexpression has been applied to 
multicomponent systems to create the images presented in this work. 
In a later section of his article, Wilson touches on various aspects of Gibbs' 
career. He shows pictures of the plaster model of Gibbs' surface that was prepared 
•"Wilson uses the notes of L. I. Hewes. Wilson himself took the course in 1901-1902, but his 
notes were lost. 
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by J. C. Maxwell, a transcription from the meeting of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences where Gibbs (who was unable to attend) was awarded the Rumford 
medal, and Gibbs' written response to the Academy. 
An interesting interpretation of Gibbs' thermodynamic model is given by 
Boynton [30-32]. Boynton's first paper discusses the problems that his students 
were having trying to reconstruct Gibbs' surface from the van der Waals equation 
while guided by a two-dimensional figure given by Maxwell [15, p. 207].^ Boynton's 
second paper reflects an increased understanding of the USV model and includes 
an illuminating discussion of the surface along with accurate drawings of the 
energy-volume and entropy-volume projections. His third paper concentrates on the 
other thermodynamic surfaces proposed by Gibbs and includes several two-
dimensional projections. 
More recent discussions of Gibbs' work are presented in the Proceedings of 
a symposium held at Yale University in 1989 to commemorate the sesquicentennial 
of Gibbs' birth [11]. These proceedings contain three papers directly related to this 
research. The first is a historical presentation of Gibbs' life and work by the noted 
scientific historian Martin J. Klein.^ Klein penetrates beyond the science to present 
the character and circumstances of J. Willard Gibbs. The second paper by 
M. E. Fisher provides a review of Gibbs' propositions in light of the current 
understanding of thermodynamic theory. Fisher begins with a review of the 
geometrical models offered by Gibbs and then examines cases where Gibbs' 
models may be weakest, including the prediction of metastable states.'^ Finally, a 
^Maxwell's figure is included in Boynton's paper. 
^An abridged version of this paper appears in Physics Today [12]. 
''Although the stability theory proposed by Gibbs is no longer believed to model the actual 
nonequilibhum behavior of metastable states, it is a fundamental component of the Gibbsian 
approach and is thus presented in this paper. 
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paper by K. R. Jolis offers a unique examination of the processes involved in 
producing computer-generated images of the Gibbsian surfaces. Jolis' paper 
presents the theory, procedure, and early results of the research reported here for 
pure, fluid-phase systems. (The extension to mixtures is the subject of this 
dissertation.) 
The following review of Gibbs' second and third papers concentrates on the 
graphical interpretation of the USV surface prescribed in the second paper. 
Pertinent aspects of the mathematical extension to mixtures (presented in the third 
paper) are also discussed. 
The review is followed by a discussion of Legendre transforms and scaling.® 
The THEORY chapter closes by presenting a general method to identify the 
Gibbsian surfaces that offer the best visual display of phase equilibrium and stability 
limits. Tables identifying those surfaces for single-component, binary, and ternary 
systems are provided. 
Review of Gibbs' Work 
"A Method of Geometrical Representation of the Thermodynamic Properties of 
Substances bv Means of Surfaces" 
Gibbs began his second paper by stating that the relationship between the 
volume, pressure, temperature, energy, and entropy of a given mass of fluid in 
thermodynamic equilibrium may be deduced from the expression 
^"Scaling" is the process by which all extensive quantities are divided by one of the 
extensive independent variables to produce a new variable set and thus reduce the dimensionality of 
the data. 
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dU = TdS - PdV ( 1 1 . 1 ) 6  
where 
T={dU/dS)v 
P = -{ôUlôV)s 
(11.2) 
(11.3/ 
when the total mass N is held constant. 
The above equations describe a three-dimensional surface, where the 
volume V and entropy S may be plotted along the horizontal axes and the energy U 
plotted along the vertical axis. Such a surface is shown in Fig. 11.1, where the Peng-
Robinson pressure-volume-temperature (PVT) equation [49] and a polynomial heat-
capacity expression [61] have been used to generate the data.® The constants 
used in the PVT and heat-capacity expressions are those for ethylene. The 
variables in Fig. 11.1 are molar quantities (corresponding to Gibbs' model when the 
mass is taken to be 1 mole). 
In agreement with the Gibbs Phase Rule, each of the thermodynamic 
properties cited above is known after any two are specified. This is confirmed in 
Fig. 11.1, where a volume of 10 times the critical value and a (negative) molar 
entropy of 1.5 times the gas constant uniquely identify the point where the 
transparent purple plane is shown tangent to the surface. The point of tangency is 
marked by a diamond-shaped cutout. The energy of the material is given by the 
value of the vertical coordinate, the temperature is given by the slope of the tangent 
plane in the entropy direction (Eqn. 11.2), and the pressure is given by the slope in 
®The same is true of a solid if the pressure is uniform. 
^The nomenclature of this paper has been substituted for Gibbs' original symbols. 
®The method used to construct this surface is discussed in the COMPUTATIONAL 
PROCEDURE chapter. 
Figure 11.1. Energy-entropy-volume (USV) surface with a tangent plane 
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the volume direction (Eqn. 11.3). As will be seen, this surface reveals more about 
the system than simply the temperature and pressure at a given point, but, as Gibbs 
suggested, we should first distinguish between what is essential and what is 
arbitrary in such a surface. 
Volume is a physical quantity, and thus the origin on the V axis is not 
arbitrary. Moreover, the entire USV surface must lie on the positive side of the 
plane at 1/ = 0. In contrast, both entropy and energy are derived quantities that are 
constructed by integration, and thus each contains an arbitrary constant. The 
position on the entropy axis where S = 0 can therefore have no special significance 
that is not shared by other planes of constant entropy. The same holds true for the 
energy axis. In Fig. 11.1 the values of these arbitrary integration constants are 
adjusted so that the origin of the coordinate system occurs at the lower-left-front 
corner of the coordinate box. Changing either constant has the sole effect of 
translating the surface along the corresponding axis. Gibbs notes that sets of 
surfaces constructed for different masses of the same material will be similar to one 
another, their linear dimensions proportional to their masses. 
Having described the l/Si/function (but without illustrating it), Gibbs then 
explained how its surface predicts phase splitting. Coexisting states can occur 
when a plane tangent to the surface finds two or more points of tangency, each 
point representing a distinct phase. Points found in this way share the same 
principal slopes and, therefore, the same temperature and pressure. While the 
equivalence of temperature and pressure between coexisting phases had been 
known by those before him, Gibbs was the first to identify the final criterion for 
equilibrium; the equivalence of chemical potential. This additional condition 
9 
requires that the tangent points lie in the same plane and thus project to the same 
U-ax\s intercept. The intercept given by a plane tangent at the point (S*. V*) is 
Thus, Gibbs was the first to show that the equivalence of temperature, pressure, 
and chemical potential between coexisting phases of a pure material guarantees 
conformity with the Second Law; such coexistence maximizes the entropy at 
isolation. (In a footnote in the second paper where he first introduced this idea, 
Gibbs expressed the intercept as is shown in the right-hand side of Eqn. 11.4, and he 
did not associate it with the now-common chemical potential until the third paper.) 
The intersection of the tangent plane with the U axis is illustrated in Fig. 11.1, 
where the purple chip (an extension of the tangent plane) intersects the dashed 
pole. Because the surface changes curvature, as the tangent plane rolls upward 
and to the left it eventually finds two points of tangency, as shown in Fig. 11.2. 
These points represent the coexisting liquid and vapor phases. As the tangent 
plane then rolls along the ridges surrounding the depression, the blue-yellow 
"coexistence" boundary is generated. 
If the USV surface is extended to the more negative entropies associated 
with the solid phase, the rolling tangent plane finds a third point of tangency at the 
triple point.® To illustrate this, the USV model for water created by Clark and 
®The Peng-Robinson PVT equation is incapable of representing solid phases. A possible 
method for including a solid phase in computer generated images is presented in the 
CONCLUSIONS chapter. 
2 = u{s*, V*) - 7(8^ \r)s* + P(S*, \r)\r 
= G(s*, n 
= V*)N 
(11.4) 
(11.5) 
(11.6) 
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Katz [19] is shown in Fig. 11.3. This model is oriented in roughly the same manner 
as that in Fig. 11.2, and it shows the triple tangency by means of a triangle. The 
temperature and pressure given by this tangent plane correspond to the condition 
where water exists simultaneously as solid, liquid, and vapor in equilibrium. 
Each time the tangent plane finds an additional point of tangency it loses a 
degree of freedom in its movement, until it is finally fixed by three points. In the 
physical sense, a plane with one tangent point identifies a single-phase system 
where two values (e.g., temperature & pressure) are required to specify the state. 
When the plane finds a second point of tangency, the resulting two-phase system 
requires only one value (e.g., temperature) to specify the state. Finally, when the 
plane finds three points of tangency at the triple point, all conditions are determined 
and no values may be specified. This scenario provides a graphic illustration of the 
Phase Rule introduced by Gibbs in his third paper. 
Having stated the criteria for phase equilibrium, Gibbs then identified the 
properties of the surface that indicate whether a given state is stable, unstable, or 
neutral. To study this question, Gibbs proposed a virtual process, or thought 
experiment, in which a system is perturbed and its response observed. In such an 
experiment, the system under study (subscript 1 ) is surrounded by a much larger 
mass of the same material (subscript 2), the two are separated by a flexible, 
diathermal membrane, and the composite system is placed in isolation. The 
surrounding mass is sufficiently large that its temperature and pressure are 
assumed constant. Applying Eqn. 11.1 to the surrounding mass and integrating over 
the entropy and volume ranges of the perturbation yields 
^2f~ ^2i ~ " ^^2/ " (11.7) 
Figure 11.2. USV surface with a plane identifying coexisting phases 
V A P O R  
Figure 11.3. USV surface showing the solid, liquid, and vapor phases [19] 
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where the subscripts / and f signify the initial and final states. Since the sum of the 
energies may decrease but they will never increase 
U^f+U2f<U^i+U2i (11.8) 
And, the sum of the entropies will never decrease 
^ 2 f - ^ 2 t  (11-9) 
Finally, the volume of the composite system is unchanged 
V,f^V2f=Vy+V2i (11.10) 
Rearranging and summing Eqns. 11.7 through 11.10 yields 
U^f -TSif+ PV^f < U^i - TS,i + PV^i (11.11 ) 
Eqn. 11.11, which no longer depends on the surrounding mass, provides the stability 
criterion for a pure material maintained at a fixed temperature and pressure and is 
recognized as the minimization of the Gibbs energy. 
The geometrical consequences of the phase equilibrium criteria and the 
stability criterion are illustrated in Figs. 11.1 and 11.2. As shown in Fig. 11.1, any plane 
tangent in the blue region of the surface finds one point of tangency and lies entirely 
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above the surface. Therefore, the blue region represents stable, single-phase 
states. 
When the plane finds a second point of tangency, as shown in Fig. 11.2, the 
combined properties of the two tangent points (i.e., the two coexisting phases) are 
given by conditions found along the "tie-line" connecting the points, and the relative 
masses of the two phases are given by the Proportionality Rule. Because the tie-
line lies within the tangent plane, a movement along the tie-line does not affect the 
Gibbs energy, temperature, or pressure, and thus all conditions are equally stable. 
The equilibrium in such cases is neutral. The locus of dual tangent points 
generated by the rolling plane as it finds all coexisting liquid-vapor states produces 
the blue-yellow boundary. Gibbs called this boundary the limit of absolute stability. 
If the tangent plane rolls into the yellow region it will continue to find a point 
of tangency on the still convex surface, but it will also cut the surface at some 
distant location. Therefore, the thermodynamic state specified by the tangent point 
is only locally stable, and it will ultimately split into coexisting phases upon sufficient 
perturbation. The regions comprising such states are shown yellow in Fig. 11.2 and 
are termed metastable. As the plane travels farther into the metastable region, it 
eventually encounters a point where the surface changes from convex to saddle-
shaped. The saddle section of the surface, shown red in Fig. 11.2, cuts through the 
tangent plane immediately and thus represents a region of unstable states. Gibbs 
referred to the yellow-red boundary as the limit of essential stability. 
Gibbs also discussed the identification and significance of the critical point. 
The critical point occurs where the two curves representing the coexisting fluid 
phases join, and it thus represents the starting point for liquid-vapor phase splitting. 
Thus defined, the point is marked by "C" in Fig. 11.2, where the "saturated" liquid and 
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vapor curves given by the blue-yellow boundaries meet, and it is marked again in 
Fig. 11.3 by "C.P." It is no coincidence that the curve marking the limit of essential 
stability passes through the critical point also. Gibbs offers an alternative definition 
of the critical point: "That although the critical state is a limiting state between those 
of stability and instability..., yet the critical point is stable." (i.e., the critical point is 
a stable point on the limit of stability.) This observation enabled Gibbs to identify 
four equivalent sets of critical criteria: 
This review of the second paper was provided to give insight into Gibbs' 
geometrical reasoning. For brevity, some topics covered in that paper have been 
omitted. It is in that document that Gibbs proposed his geometrical model 
describing phase equilibrium and stability, and, in the opinion of this author, it 
provides the clearest example of Gibbs' geometrical thinking. 
In the third paper, Gibbs presents a detailed mathematical generalization to 
multicomponent systems, coupled with elaborate descriptions of several surfaces 
that depict his ideas. Unfortunately, few illustrations are provided in the third paper, 
which makes the complex geometrical arguments associated with multicomponent 
^°These topics include a confirmation of ttie Clausius-Clapeyron equation, sound wave 
propagation rate at the critical point, and the energy release during phase transitions of metastable 
states. 
{dPldV)T=0, {^PIdV\=0 
{ÔPldS)r=0, {d^PldS\=0 
{dT/ÔV)p = 0, {^TIdV\ = 0 
(dTldS)p = 0, {^TIdS\ = 0 
(11.12) 
(11.13) 
(11.14) 
(11.15) 
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systems difficult to follow. The work presented in this dissertation is designed to 
provide those illustrations. 
"On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances" 
The 321 pages of Gibbs' third paper [4] span two publications of the 
Transactions of the Connecticut Academy and discuss such seemingly disparate 
subjects as multicomponent phase equilibrium, solid mechanics, capillarity, surface 
effects, and electromotive forces. This review will discuss only those topics directly 
related to the second paper: phase-equilibrium, stability, critical-point criteria, and 
the graphical interpretation of each. 
Gibbs began his third paper with Clausius' statements of the First and 
Second Laws of thermodynamics: 
The above lead to the following two equivalent criteria for a stable equilibrium state: 
where 5 denotes a finite first-order variation resulting from a constrained 
perturbation from the equilibrium state. Eqn. 11.16 is a direct application of the First 
and Second Laws. The First Law states that the energy is constant for the isolated 
The energy of the universe is constant 
The entropy of the universe tends to a maximum 
(11.16) 
(11.17) 
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system under consideration/^ The Second Law states that the entropy of such a 
system will increase until equilibrium is established. Once in equilibrium, any 
allowed perturbation of the system can only cause the entropy to decrease, thus the 
equilibrium criterion given by Eqn. 11.16. 
Gibbs began his proof of Eqn. 11.17 by establishing that it is always possible 
to decrease the energy and entropy of a system concurrently by removing heat. 
Thus, it is clear that violation of Eqn. 11.16 is tantamount to violation of Eqn. 11.17 (as 
well as the converse). If Eqn. 11.16 does not hold, a perturbation from the stable 
equilibrium state exists such that 
(11.18) 
Then, decreasing the entropy until its value is that of the initial (unperturbed) state 
can only produce a decrease in the energy, and it follows that 
< 0 (11.19) 
in violation of Eqn. 11.17. The converse is shown in an analogous manner. In the 
case of a reversible system (i.e., where a change may proceed in either the forward 
or reverse direction) the variations in entropy or energy must vanish, and thus the 
inequalities in Eqns. 11.16 and 11.17 become equalities. 
In Eqns. 11.16 and 11.17 the quantities 5S and 5U represent first-order 
variations resulting from constrained perturbations of the equilibrium system. To 
Isolation implies constant volume, mass, and the absence of heat interactions. 
L 
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determine the stability of such equilibrium states, higher-order variations must also 
be considered. The total variations are equated to the Taylor series expansions 
AS = ÔS+—ô==S+—Ô'S + - (11.20) 
2! 3! 
and 
AU = ôU+—Ô^U+—d^U + - (11.21) 
2! 3! 
where is a second-order variation, 6^ is a third-order variation, and so on. 
As was shown earlier, minimizing the energy is equivalent to maximizing the 
entropy, and Gibbs found the energy representation more convenient for the 
remainder of his derivation. The consequences of this minimization may be 
expressed as 
min(AL/) => 5U = 0 
Ô^U>0 
b^U>0 
and (11.22) 
but if 0, then (11.23) 
but if 0, then... (11.24) 
Eqn. 11.22 guarantees that the energy is at an extremum, and Eqns. 11.23, 
11.24, ... guarantee that the extremum is a minimum. Thus, the former is the 
criterion of equilibrium and the latter is the criterion of stability. Examination of the 
^^From the third paper (4, pp. 61-62]: "We shall now proceed to apply these principles to 
systems consisting of heterogeneous substances [multicomponent] and deduce the special laws 
which apply to different classes of phenomena. For this purpose we shall use the second fomi of the 
criterion for equilibrium [the energy representation], both because it admits more readily the 
introduction of the condition that there shall be no thermal communication between the different parts 
of the system, and because it is more convenient... to make the entropy one of the independent 
variables which determine the state of the system, than to make the energy one of these variables." 
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higher-order variations is necessary only when the lower-order variations vanish, 
e.g., at a critical point - a stable point on the limit of stability. 
The individual criteria for phase equilibrium evolve from Eqn. 11.1, 
generalized here to include multicomponent systems, 
dU = TdS -PdV+n^dN^ + ...+ [i„dN„ (11.25) 
where 
T = (11.26) 
P=-(aL//ôVOs,A/ (11.27) 
Hi = (5iy/5A/i)s,v,A/2 N„. (11.28) 
To test for the possibility of a second phase, the system is split into a large 
portion a and a very small portion (3. Eqn. 11.25 is then applied to both to give 
di/'= rdS"'+1^1" +... (11.29) 
and 
dlf = T^dS^ - P^c/vP + ^i/c//ViP + ... + (11.30) 
At equilibrium, the combined energies of the two phases minimize under conditions 
of constant total entropy, volume, and mole-numbers. Any change In the entropy of 
phase a must therefore be balanced by an equal and opposite change in the 
entropy of phase 3. The same must also hold for changes in volume and in mole-
numbers. Summing, simplifying, and considering only ffrsZ-order variations yields 
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5L/=(r-TP)ÔS« -(/="-pP)ô\/"+(iai"- iiiP)a/Vi* 
+ .. + (kin" - (11.31) 
Since ÔU must vanish at equilibrium and since the variations in entropy, volume, 
and mole-numbers are arbitrary, the coefficients of these variations must vanish 
also. Generalization to multiple phases leads to the familiar equilibrium criteria 
given by 
where n is the number of components in the system and K is the number of phases. 
Gibbs derived the expression for the number of degrees of freedom F in such 
a system by finding the total number of independent variables and then subtracting 
the number of relations provided by Eqns. 11.32 through 11.35. As seen in Eqn. 11.25, 
{n + 2) independent values are required to specify the state of a single phase 
completely. However, in the application of Eqns. 11.32 through 11.35, the fraction of 
t h e  t o t a l  m a s s  i n  e a c h  p h a s e  i s  i n c o n s e q u e n t i a l .  T h e r e f o r e ,  o n l y  { n  +  ^ )  
independent values are required to specify the state of a phase when its mass is not 
considered. (This observation is developed fully in the Legendre Transforms and 
Scaling section.) Eqns. 11.32 through 11.35 provide (/? + 2){TZ -1) constraints, and 
thus the Gibbs Phase Rule is given by 
(11.32) 
(11.33) 
(11.34) 
(11.35) 
L 
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F  =  n  +  2 - K  (11.36) 
An illustration of the geometrical consequences of tine Phase Rule in single-
component systems was given in the earlier review of Gibbs' second paper. 
Gibbs next addressed the definition and properties of fundamental equations. 
A fundamental equation (FE) contains all possible thermodynamic information for a 
specific system. Thus far, the FE used in this work has been the energy function, 
with the differential form given by Eqn. 11.25. The (n + 2) independent variables of 
the energy function (entropy, volume, and n mole-numbers) specify each phase 
completely. The temperature, pressure, and chemical potentials are then recovered 
through differentiation. 
The energy form of the fundamental equation accommodates heat 
interactions through the entropy variable (cfQ = TdS), work interactions through the 
volume variable {dW = PdV), and mass interactions through the mole-number 
variables (n,dA/,).^^ 
Other fundamental forms are generated by linear transformations of the 
energy function.^'* The three examples given by Gibbs are 
i^The energy function (or any other FE) may be modified to account for other interactions 
with the surroundings such as gravitational, electrostatic, and magnetic. It may also be modified to 
represent nonisotropic solid phases where the pressure is not unifomn. 
^''Known as Legendre transforms. 
A = U-TS (11.37) 
(11.38) H =U + PV 
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and 
G=U-TS + PV (11.39) 
Today, these functions are called the Helmholtz energy, the enthalpy, and the Gibbs 
energy. Differentiation of Eqn. 11.37 leads to the expression 
where the independent variables are now temperature, volume, and n mole-
numbers. In an analogous manner, the roles of pressure and volume are 
interchanged to produce the H function, and both variable pairs are transposed to 
form the G function. 
An Euler integration of Eqn. 11.25 yields [25-29] 
dA = -SdT - PdV + \i^dN^ + ... + \XndN„ (11.40) 
U - TS - PV + fa,-|A/-| + ... + (11.41) 
and substitution into Eqns. 11.37 through 11.39 yields 
A = -PV+]X^N^ + ...+\XNNN 
H= + + ... + iipNn 
(11.42) 
(11.43) 
and 
G - |iiA/i + ... + ix„N„ (11.44) 
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Alternatively, the differential forms of Eqns. 11.37 through 11.39 (e.g., Eqn. 11.40) may 
be integrated directly to produce the above results. Subtracting Eqn. 11.25 from the 
total differential of Eqn. 11.41 yields the Gibbs-Duhem equation, 
SdT -VdP + N^dii^ + ...+ N„d[i„ = 0 (11.45) 
After defining the four common fundamental equations U, A, H, and 
Gibbs then examined the stability of a multicomponent, single phase. This is done 
by testing the stability of the original phase relative to a differentially perturbed 
phase p. The stability function 0 is defined as 
0= U^-TS + PV-\x^N^-...-n„N„ (11.46) 
where is the energy of the perturbed phase, and S, V,N^, are the entropy, 
volume, and mole-numbers common to both phases. The quantity 0 then 
represents the difference in energy between the original state and the perturbed 
state under conditions of constant entropy, volume, and mole-numbers. As was 
seen in the derivation of Eqns. 11.22 through 11.24, the energy of a stable state under 
such conditions has minimized, and all constrained perturbations of that state must 
lead to higher energies. Therefore. 0 is greater than zero for all stable states. 
Taking the differential of Eqn. 11.46, substituting Eqn. 11.25, and simplifying yields 
c/0 = (JP - J)dS - (PP - P)dy+(M/ - ni)dA/i + ... + (pJ3 - Hn)dA/„ (11.47) 
iSGibbs' symbols for these functions were e, \|/, %, and respectively. 
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When testing the stability of a phase, the size is immaterial, and thus one of 
the independent variables in Eqn. 11.47 may be held fixed to set the size or "scale" 
of the phase. Gibbs chose to fix the volume {dV = 0) and then examine the behavior 
of Eqn. 11.47. 
If all mole-number variations are suppressed and the temperature difference 
is made differential. Eqn. 11.47 yields (for a stable state) 
/v,>0 (11.48) 
Gibbs noted that for any given values o f  V ,  N ^ , N „  the value of 0 minimizes 
when = T. Therefore, the temperature difference is made to vanish and 
variations of the first mole-number are considered to give 
iô\^ildN'\)vj,N2 Nn>0 (11.49) 
This pattern continues until only one term remains 
(6n^g/V,)y,T,^^ ,^^>0 (11.50) 
Since this is the final term to minimize it provides the controlling stability criterion, 
and thus the derivative in Eqn. 11.50 becomes zero at the stability limit for the single 
phase. Several equivalent stability criteria can be generated by interchanging the 
positions of S, I/, A/^, and the conjugate variables T, P, jn 
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The stability criterion given by Eqn. 11.50 is in an inconvenient form because 
the derivative is difficult to evaluate. The derivative is more conveniently 
represented using the matrix form 
a'u ô^U 
as" dN,ôS dN„ÔS 
d^u d'U ô^U 
dSdN, ÔN^ dN„dN, 
d^u Ô^U ô^U 
ÔSÔN„ ÔN,ÔN„ 6/V: 
Eqn. 11.50 then becomes 
> 0 (11.52) 16 
As before, analogous matrix-based formulations of the stability criteria may be 
generated by changing the variable ordering. 
Gibbs began his derivation of critical point criteria by recalling that a critical 
point is a stable point on the limit of stability. That is, a critical point lies on the 
stability limit but is still capable of splitting into two stable phases when subjected to 
a perturbation. The resulting two-phase system has n degrees of freedom (from 
Eqn. 11.36), and is thus characterized by any set of n values from among the {n+2) 
intensive variables T, |i„, along with the fixed value of V. The values of T, 
P, 1^1, ..., li„ are identical in both phases while the values of S, /V^, ..., A/^ are, in 
^®This relation is confirmed in Legendre transform notation by Table 5.3 in the text by Modell 
and Reid [27]. Application to a ternary system is given in Example 9.1 of that text. 
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general, different in the two phases. Therefore, in the immediate vicinity of the 
critical point the variations in the former with respect to the latter vanish, and thus 
the relation 
provides the first criterion for critical points. 
The second criterion is derived from consideration of the two near-critical 
phases created when T, are fixed. These two phases are stable, and 
thus Eqn. 11.50 is satisfied for both. The derivative expressed in Eqn. 11.50 is 
identical to that expressed in Eqn. 11.53, and thus it must have a value of zero at the 
critical point and greater than zero on either side. Therefore, the following two 
equations must hold also at a critical point 
- 0 (11.53) 
= 0 (11.54) 
and 
> 0 (11.55) 
Eqns. 11.53 and 11.54 provide the critical point criteria. (If the equality holds in 
Eqn. 11.55, higher-order derivatives must be satisfied.) Several equivalent criteria 
for critical points can be generated by reordering the variables. As with Eqn. 11.50, 
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the derivatives in Eqns. 11.53 and 11.54 are more conveniently expressed in matrix 
form. If the denominator L„ is ignored,these equations become 
= 0 (11.56) 
and 
d^U d^U d^U 
as" dN,dS ôN„dS 
d^U d^U d^U 
^^n+1 
ÔS dN, dN„ 
At the close of his discussion on critical points, Gibbs developed a matrix-
based set of criteria using the G form of the fundamental equation. Development of 
alternate forms of critical point criteria using Legendre transform notation is 
presented in the Legendre Transforms and Scaling section of this chapter. 
Thus far, this review has discussed the reasoning used by Gibbs to derive 
the criteria for phase equilibrium, stability, and critical points. The remainder of the 
review concentrates on Gibbs' descriptions of other geometrical illustrations that aid 
in interpreting the thermodynamic behavior of pure and multicomponent systems. 
Gibbs began his line of reasoning by recognizing that the independent variables of 
the USl/function, although ideally suited for the theoretical arguments of the 
i^The value of the denominator L„ in Eqn. 11.52 is usually well behaved (i.e., positive and 
non zero) as the numerator passes through zero. However, an indeterminacy can occur if the 
numerator and denominator reach zero concurrently. The problem of indeterminacy is addressed by 
Heidemann [35], Teja and Kropholler [37], and Modell and Reid [27, p. 252]. The condition /.„ = 0 
results in a vertical asymptote on certain equation-of-state surfaces for binary and higher-order 
systems. Examples are shown in the RESULTS chapter. 
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second paper, are a poor choice for practical application. He believed that the G 
function is best suited for describing the state of a substance because it has the 
most convenient independent variables — temperature and pressure. The 
differential form of G is derived by analogy with Eqn. 11.40 for the Helmholtz energy 
A to yield 
Thus for a constant mass of pure material the independent variables are 
temperature and pressure, and the principal slopes of the G function yield the 
entropy and the volume. From Eqn. 11.44 we note that for a pure material 
where Gy^ is the molar Gibbs energy. 
The GTP function for a pure material is illustrated in Fig. 11.4. This function 
forms a self-intersecting surface at temperatures below critical. The locus of this 
intersection defines all coexisting liquid and vapor states since, at each point of 
intersection, the two phases share the same temperature, pressure, and chemical 
potential. As shown by Eqn. 11.11 and its accompanying arguments, the Gibbs 
energy of a stable state minimizes under conditions of constant temperature and 
pressure. Therefore, where multiple points share the same temperature and 
pressure (i.e., where the surface overlaps), the point with the lowest Gibbs energy 
represents the most stable state. In Fig. 11.4 the triangular unstable region that 
dG = -SdT + VdP + \x-\dN-\ + ...+ iXpdNp (11.58) 
Gf^ — GIN — jj, (11.59) 
^®This notation is developed in the Legendre Transforms and Scaling section. 
normally covers the two yellow regions of the surface has been removed for clarity. 
Of the remaining sections, the blue region always lies below the yellow, and thus 
blue denotes stable states and yellow denotes metastable states. 
As the Gibbs energy is extended to lower temperatures, a third part of the 
surface representing the solid phase is encountered. The PVT equation used to 
generate Fig. 11.4 is not capable of representing the properties of solids, but an 
illustration that does show all three phases is given in Fig. 11.5.^® Such a surface 
displays three curves of intersection that represent coexisting vapor-liquid, liquid-
solid, and vapor-solid states. The triple point for a single-component system is then 
represented by the point at which all of these lines of intersection join. 
Gibbs also discussed the application of the G function to binary and ternary 
systems. In these muiticomponent cases the temperature, pressure, and total 
number of moles (A/^ + A/2 for a binary) are considered to be constant. If the sum of 
the mole-numbers is held at unity, each mole-number becomes equal to the mole 
fraction of that material. The corresponding diagram for a binary becomes the two-
dimensional, isothermal-isobaric G-X, plot. One may then choose either 
temperature or pressure as a second independent variable to produce a three-
dimensional drawing. 
Plots of this type for a binary mixture of ethylene (1 ) and n-butane (2) are 
shown in Figs. 11.6 and 11.7.^° The criteria for equilibrium are satisfied when either 
^^aken from Lupis [26, p. 39]. 
2°The symbolism "X1c=0.5, T fixed" in Figure 11.6 indicates that the critical point for the fixed 
temperature of the diagram occurs at an equal-molar composition. The "d" in the label on the G axis 
indicates that the value plotted is actually the difference between the molar Gibbs energy and the 
value given for the same temperature and pressure by a plane tangent at the critical point. The 
difference is plotted to exaggerate the curvature of the surface. The notation in Figure 11.7 is 
interpreted similarly. Details of the construction and labeling of these surfaces is presented in the 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE chapter. 
i 
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Figure 11.4. The G/v(7, P) surface 
Figure 11.5. Schematic GTP surface showing the triple point [26] 
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Figure 11.6. An isothermal Gd/v(P. y surface 
Xic=03, P fixed 
Figure 11.7. An isobaric Gc/yv(T, X^)p surface 
two isobaric points (Fig. 11.6) or two isothermal points (Fig. 11.7) have a common 
tangent line. In both figures a red cross marks the liquid state and a green cross 
marks the vapor. The arms of the crosses indicate the principal slopes at the points 
of tangency, and in Fig. 11.6 the tangent points share the fixed temperature of the 
diagram and the single pressure of the isobar. 
Taking dN2 = -dN^, Eqn. 11.58 (for the undifferenced Gibbs energy) shows 
that the slope of such a tangent line is equal to the difference (ii^ - ^2) between the 
two chemical potentials at the point(s) of tangency, and thus both tangent points 
have the same difference. Scaling Eqn. 44 with the total number of moles N yields 
^N' (P1 " (11.60) 
and we see that, for each tangent point, \X2 is given by the same tangent-line 
intercept on the wall at X, =0 (not shown in these figures). With 112 the same at 
each point, is also the same, and the phase equilibrium criteria are satisfied.^^ 
For equilibrium among three fluid phases (e.g., a heterogeneous azeotrope), a 
similar construction would show ^-equivalency at three composition points along 
the tangent line. 
Gibbs also identified the isothermal, isobaric surface as the most 
useful function for interpreting phase behavior in ternary systems. As before, the 
total moles are fixed such that A/^ + A/2 + A/3 = 1, and thus the numerical values of 
the mole-numbers and mole-fractions are identical. Because the mole-fractions 
sum to unity, this surface is bounded by the planes X, = 0, ^  = 0, and 
^^The differencing in Figs. 11.6 and 11.7 changes the slope and intercept of the tangent line, 
but it does not alter the confirmation of equilibrium criteria. 
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+ ^ 2 = 1.0. Such a surface projects to a right-triangle in the plane, and the 
three-dimensional figure takes the form of a right prism. 
Gibbs suggested that an improved coordinate system for viewing ternary 
mixtures would result by changing the right-triangular base into an equilateral 
triangle. An illustration of this transformation taken from Lupis [26, p. 58] is shown 
in Fig. 11.8. In the resulting prism, the corner marked "A" represents pure A, "B" 
represents pure B, and so on. The isothermal, isobaric G-Xj behavior of each of the 
three binaries within the ternary is shown on the three faces of the prism, and 
ternary mixtures are represented by points in the interior. Eqn. 11.44 indicates that 
at point A (where A/2 and are zero) the intercept on the G-axis of a plane tangent 
to the surface at point M is equal to the chemical potential of component A at that 
point. The chemical potentials of the other two components are found similarly 
along their respective axes. When two or more points of tangency are found for the 
same plane, such points share the same temperature, pressure, and component 
chemical potentials, and thus represent equilibrium phases. 
The prism diagram and the related two-dimensional triangular diagram have 
proven quite useful in displaying the phase behavior of ternary systems. However, 
the rectilinear coordinate set may be retained (and is perhaps more useful) when 
only modest composition ranges in the interior of the diagram are considered. Such 
a plot for a ternary composed of ethylene (1 ), n-butane (2), and carbon dioxide (3) is 
shown (differenced) in Fig. 11.9. The critical point corresponding to the fixed 
temperature and pressure of the diagram occurs at an equal-molar composition.^^ 
22|n this work, critical properties are found by specifying the critical composition and then 
solving for the critical volume and temperature using the method of Heidemann and Khalil [58]. 
Thus, the fixed values for each diagram (in this case temperature and pressure) are those that 
correspond to the specified critical composition. Details of this procedure are given in the 
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE chapter. Numerical values are tabulated in APPENDIX E. 
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M» 
C(3) 
B(2) 
C(l) 
(a) 
Figure 11.8. The prism diagram [26] 
Figure 11.9. The Gd,^X^, X2)jp surface 
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In the undifferenced coordinate system, the slope of a tangent plane in the X, 
direction is proportional to the chemical potential difference - ^3), and the slope 
in theX2 direction is proportional to the difference (^2 - H3). Finally, the intercept of 
the plane on the G axis (where X, and X2 vanish) is the chemical potential of the 
third component Therefore, the tangent points in Fig. 11.9 represent coexisting 
liquid and vapor states because they satisfy the phase-equilibrium criteria 
completely. 
Summary 
In his second paper Gibbs proposed the USV surface as a geometrical model 
showing the thermodynamic behavior of a pure material. From that model he 
deduced the criteria for phase equilibrium, stability, and criticaiity. In his third paper 
he extended these criteria to multicomponent systems, and he introduced three new 
functions A, H, and G. He referred to all of these functions as fundamental 
equations because each contains complete thermodynamic information about a 
given system. Finally, he recommended the use of the G function for visualizing the 
thermodynamic behavior of pure materials and binary and ternary mixtures. 
Gibbs began his first paper [2] with the statement: 
"Although geometrical representations of propositions in the 
thermodynamics of fluids are in general use and have done good service in 
disseminating clear notions in this science, yet they have by no means 
received the extension in respect to variety and generality of which they are 
capable." 
^As before, the differencing in Fig. 11.9 changes the values of the slopes and intercept of the 
tangent plane, but it does not alter the confirmation of equilibrium criteria. 
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In the spirit of using geometrical representations to show the propositions of 
thermodynamics, this dissertation offers visual evidence of the usefulness of Gibbs' 
models for both pure materials and mixtures. 
Legendre Transforms and Scaling 
Legendre transforms 
Knowledge of the energy function U (or of any other fundamental function) is 
sufficient to characterize a system thermodynamically. However, the independent 
variables entropy, volume, and mole-numbers may be inconvenient to use. Gibbs 
showed that the set of coordinate transformations illustrated by Eqns. 11.37 through 
11.44 produce new fundamental-equation forms that possess more desirable 
independent variables, while retaining the information content of the original 
function. The generalized form of this transformation stems from line geometry and 
is called the Legendre transform [39]. 
The Legendre transform has been described in varying degrees of detail in a 
number of thermodynamics textbooks [25-29]. Perhaps the most complete 
presentation was given in a series of papers by Beegle, Modell, and Reid [33,34,38] 
and in a textbook by the latter two authors [27]. While a rigorous derivation of 
Legendre transform theory is tedious and outside the scope of this work, the 
application of the theory is a central issue. Thus, its nomenclature and pertinent 
applications are presented below. 
Legendre transform theory begins with the definition of a basis function 
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Y<°) = /(Xi. (11.61) 
with 
Ç,. = (11.62) 
where the are partial derivatives of the basis function. In thermodynamics, the 
basis may be any one of several fundamental forms, including the familiar U, A, H, 
or G forms. When the energy U is selected, Eqns. 11.61 and 11.62 become 
Y*"' = U(S, V, N, N„) (11.63) 
and 
= r (11.64) 
^2 = -P (11.65) 
^3 = 1^1, etc. (11.66) 
The first Legendre transform is produced by the following transformation 
Y(^) (11.67) 
or 
A = U - T S  (11.68) 
The information content of the Helmholtz function A is equivalent to that of 
the energy U, but the roles of temperature and entropy are reversed. That is, in the 
energy representation (Y^°') entropy is an independent variable and temperature is 
a slope, while in the Helmholtz energy representation (Y^")) temperature Is an 
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independent variable and (negative) entropy is a slope. This is seen by examining 
the differential forms of Eqns. 11.63 and 11.68 
dU=^-PdV+ [x^dN^ + ... + UndA/n (11.69) 
dA = dU-d{TS) (11.70) 
= TdS -PdV+\i^dN^ + ... + UnCfA/n - TdS - SdT (11.71 ) 
= -SdT -PdV+ii.dN. + ... + a„dN. (11.72) 
Rearranging the order of the independent variables in Eqn. 11.63 yields 
alternative first transforms of the energy function 
H(P. S,A/i A/J =U-{-PV) (11.73) 
and 
U'(ni, S, V,N2 N„) = U-ii^N^ (11.74) 
where the prime indicates that one of the mole-number variables has been 
transformed to its respective chemical potential. Clearly, the number of pr/med first 
transforms is equal to the number of components in the system. 
Second transforms of the basis function are obtained as follows 
y<2) = y<")-5^xi-42X2 (11.75) 
This yields the following group of second transforms of the energy function; 
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G(T. P. A/i N„) = U-TS-{-PV) 
A'{T, | i^, V, N2 N„) = U - TS - ]x^N^ 
H'{P, S. N2, N,) = U-{-PV) - ni/Vi 
"(Hi,  ^ 2' K •••> Nfj) = U -\X'\N^- \ i2N2 
(11.76) 
(11.77) 
(11.76) 
(11.79) 
where each second transform has the same information content as the basis 
function, but the roles within two conjugate pairs (TS. PV, ...) have been 
interchanged. 
In general, the kth Legendre transform of the basis function is given 
by the expression 
k 
(11.80) 
The total Legendre transform is given by 
m 
(11.81) 
with the differential 
m 
y=i 
(11.82) 
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and when U is the basis function 
c/y<"'-2) = -SdT +VdP-N^d[i^-...- N^d^ir, = 0 (11.83) 
Eqn. 11.83 is the Gibbs-Duhem equation, and its zero value is confirmed by the 
vanishing of the transform of the U basis function (Eqn. 11.81 ). 
Eqn. 11.50 indicates that the criterion for the limit of stability may be difficult to 
evaluate for the practical reason that the variables held constant may not match the 
actual independent variables of the fundamental function available (or that such a 
function may not exist in explicit form). Fortunately, Legendre transform theory 
provides a way to express such derivatives in terms of lower transforms. Using the 
(re-ordered) binary energy function U{S,N^,N2,V) as an example basis, Eqn. 11.50 is 
transformed as follows 
(%2/^^2)T,ni,y - il-],V (11.84) 
= V<2)33 (11.85) 
= 0 (at the limit of stability) (11.86) 
where represents the second Legendre transform, differentiated twice with 
respect to the third independent variable. In response to the criticism of 
Heidemann [35], Beegle, Modell, and Reid [36] emphasize that when Eqn. 11.86 is 
applied to find the limit of stability, that limit must be approached from a stable state. 
In the above example, the ordering of the basis-function variables could have 
been either (S, A/^, N2, V) or (A/^, S, N2, V), since both produce the required 
independent variable set (7,1^.,, A/2, V). Any rearrangement of the variables of the 
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basis function leads to the same result: at the binary stability limit >^^^33 = 0. In 
general, when energy is chosen as the basis function, the limit of stability in 
Legendre transform notation is given by 
(11.87) 
where m = n+ 2. Derivatives of this sort may be expressed in terms of lower-order 
transforms or of the basis function. An example for a ternary system is given by 
Modell and Reid [27, pp. 231-232] and is presented here: 
If the basis function and variable ordering are those of Eqn. 11.63, then 
the limit of stability occurs when = 0. Using Legendre transforms, this 
derivative may be expressed in each of the following ways^^ 
V<5>« = l.d'G'ldN2\p,„,M3 
®«,w, 
y(')44 
Y">: 33 •'W1W1 
y% y^za y(')24 \v Aw, Awj 
y^'^zs ym%, y(')34 A^i A ^W,Wj 
y% ym* y(')44 A 
y(')22 Av Aw, 
Aw, \N, 
(11.88) 
(11.89) 
(11.90) 
^'•Condensed notation for second derivatives is used in these matrix expressions; e.g., U^s 
represents This notation should not be confused with the "scaling" notation 
introduced later. 
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y(=)ii y(°)i2 y(°)i3 y(°)i4 
yc)» y(°)22 y(% y(% 
•
<
 3 
C
O
 y(% y(°)33 y(°)34 
y(°\4 y(°)24 y(°)34 y(°)44 
y(°\2 y(°\3 
y(0)i2 y(0)22 y(0)23 
y(°\3 y<°>23 y^^^sa 
Uss Usv ^sw. 
Usv ^VN, ^VN2 
^SN, ^W,/V2 
^SN2 
^SS ^SV ^SN-t 
Usv 
^SWi ^MV, ^A/iWi 
The matrix expressions in Eqns. 11.89 through 11.91 are generated by 
Legendre transform "step-down" relations for second derivatives [27, 
p. 110-112]. 
The stability criterion for a ternary system may therefore be expressed in 
terms of the G', G, A, or U forms of the fundamental equation. Rearranging the 
variable ordering of the basis function even further yields other equivalent 
expressions for the stability criterion Y^^'44 = 0. 
Beegle, Model!, and Reid [34] have shown that the denominators in 
Eqns. 11.89 through 11.91 are expected to be well behaved as the numerators pass 
through zero. Thus, only the numerators need be considered, and the stability-limit 
criteria simplify to 
Lj > 0 (for stable states) 
Lj = 0 (at the limit of stability) 
where 
y^'\/+i)(/+i) y^'\/+i)(/+2) ••• y^'\/+i)(m-i) 
, _ y^'\/+2)(/+1) Y^'\I+2){I+2) y^'\/+2)(m-1) 
^1 — . . . 
\m-1)(/+1) y^ '\m-1)(/+2) • • • y^ '\m-1)(m-1) 
(11.92) 
(11.93) 
(11.94) 
and 
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Beegle, Modell, and Reid also showed that, for an /7-component system, the 
stability criterion given by Eqn. 11.93 is more restrictive than the corresponding 
criterion for an (n-1 )-component system, which is in turn more restrictive than that 
for an (/7-2)-component system, and so on. In this way a stability hierarchy is 
established. 
In the example given by Modell and Reid, the numerators in Eqns. 11.89 
through 11.91 correspond to the stability-limit expressions L, for the ternary system, 
and the denominators correspond to the expressions that would apply to a binary. 
When passing from stable to unstable states, the numerators therefore pass 
through zero before the denominators. This hierarchy has interesting geometrical 
consequences that are discussed and illustrated in subsequent sections of this 
dissertation. 
Finally, Reid and Beegle [38] have shown that the critical-point criteria given 
by Eqns. 11.56 and 11.57 are specified more generally as 
Li — 0 (11.95) 
(11.96) M;= 0 
where L is defined as before and 
y^'\/+i)(/+i) y^'\/+i)(/+2) ••• y^'\/+i)(/n-i) 
y^ '\/n-2)(/+1) Y'-'\m-2){l+2) 
ÔL, ÔL, 
(11.97) 
^(7+1) ^(/+2) 
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Scaling 
The subject of scaling is perhaps best introduced by the following passage 
from Tisza [25, p.45]: 
First of all we may single out one of the [extensive] variables as a 
"scale factor"; its main role is to define the size of the system whereas other 
variables correspond to its intrinsic properties.^® Thus, using the mole 
number N in this capacity we introduce the intrinsic molar quantities: 
s = S/A/, u=U/N, v=V/N (11.98) 
An interesting alternative is to use the volume as a scale factor and 
the densities: 
s=S/V, u=U/V, p=N/V (11.99) 
as intrinsic variables. There is, of course, a conflict of notation between 
Eqns. 11.98 and 11.99 that has to be taken care of in each context. 
Unfortunately, there are not enough symbols to go around to have a fixed set 
for each scheme. However, this is only a small price to pay for the flexibility 
gained by using these different schemes. Thus Eqns. 11.98 and 11.99 refer to 
entirely different situations: They correspond to closed and open systems, 
respectively. It is remarkable that these cases appear here on an equal 
footing, and we can choose either one to fit the problem at hand. 
^^The extensive variables (entropy, volume, and mole-numbers) are proportional to the size 
of the system. The remaining intensive variables (temperature, pressure, and chemical potentials) 
are independent of the size of the system . 
In the terminology of the Euier integration [25-29], each fundamental equation is 
homogeneous to the order one with respect to its extensive independent variables and homogeneous 
to the order zero with respect to its intensive independent variables. 
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Tisza correctly identified the benefits of scaling, but Gibbs [4] had already 
suggested the use of scaled variables in thermodynamics. Gibbs noted that the 
criteria for phase equilibrium and stability are independent of the size of the phases, 
and thus the systems may be scaled to eliminate this ambiguity. He also notes that 
the result obtained by holding one of the extensive variables constant is identical to 
that obtained when the system is scaled by the same variable.^® For example, the 
fofa/energy, entropy, and volume of one mole of material will display the same 
behavior as the mo/ar energy, entropy, and volume for any amount of that material. 
Tisza comments that the variable set shown as Eqn. 11.98 applies to closed 
systems while that of Eqn. 11.99 applies to open systems. His interpretation is 
derived from his observation that the scaling in Eqn. 11.98 corresponds to the 
physical case of fixed mass and variable volume, whereas Eqn. 11.99 corresponds to 
fixed volume and variable mass. 
In this work, scaling is useful because it allows the elimination of one 
independent variable, and thus reduces the number of dimensions required for 
plotting a given function. For example, the U{S, V, N) function proposed by Gibbs in 
his second paper [3] cannot be shown in three-dimensional space until a constant 
value for N is specified, but the scaled function U/N{S/N, VIN) produces identical 
results and may be plotted at once. Therefore, a general method of scaling is 
presented below along with the nomenclature for the scaled variables. 
Any fundamental equation may be scaled by one of its extensive independent 
variables. In this example, the energy equation is used to illustrate the scaling 
process. For a pure material, the expression is 
2®Gibbs suggested using Nto scale pure-material systems and l/to scale mixtures. The 
resulting variable sets are similar to those shown in Eqs 11.98 and 11.99. 
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U=g{S, V,N) = TS-PV + nN (11.100) 
Because Eqn. 11.100 is a linear partial differential equation of the first order, the 
solution must be of the form 
where x, y, and z can be any permutation of S, V, N, or their linear combinations. 
Therefore, the expression may be scaled by any one of these variables. Scaling by 
A/yields 
where the new variables (= U/N), S/^ {= S/N), and V,^ (s V/N) are the energy, 
entropy, and volume per mole. The equation of a tangent plane is 
where V and P* are the temperature and pressure (i.e., the slopes) at the tangent 
point. 
On the surface, coexisting phases are identified by a plane 
tangent at two or more points. The principal slopes of such a plane are the 
common temperature and pressure at the tangent points, and the intercept of the 
plane on the Ui^ axis through the origin (where Spj = 0 and Vj^ = 0) is the common 
(11.101) 
^A/(^A/' Kv) - 7'Syv - PV/^ + (11.102) 
Z{Sn. Vi^) = rS;,-R'V^ + ii{r, p*) (11.103) 
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chemical potential. The surface points contacting this plane therefore satisfy the 
criteria for equilibrium given by Eqns. 11.32 through 11.34. 
The Uj^Si^, Vj^) surface is shown in Fig. 11.10, with the coordinate axes 
translated and nondimensionalized by suitable combinations of the critical values. 
In this way the critical point falls at either 0.0 or 1.0 on each axis. 
Thermodynamically stable states are colored blue, metastable states are yellow, 
unstable states are red. and the critical point is marked by the white cross. 
The Vf^) surface is convex in the stable and metastable regions and 
saddle in the unstable region. These regions join to produce an overall surface 
such that the brown plane can find dual points of tangency and thus identify 
coexisting liquid and vapor phases. The red and green crosses represent, 
respectively, the liquid and vapor states. The two arms of each cross represent the 
principal slopes (i.e., the common temperature and pressure) that characterize the 
two points. On surfaces that show the solid phase as well as the fluid phases (not 
part of Fig. 11.10), the plane will find three points of tangency at the triple point. 
The choice of N as the scaling variable in this example was convenient but 
arbitrary. A similar analysis using V for scaling yields the function 
U^/Sv,Nv) = TSv+iiNv-P (11.104) 
and a plane tangent to this surface is given by 
Z(Sy, A/y) = rSy + - P{r ,  IX*)  (11.105) 
Figure 11.10. The Ui^{Sf^, V%) surface 
where now V and p,* (the temperature and chemical potential) are the slopes at the 
tangent point, and the intercept on the axis through the origin (where = 0 and 
A/y= 0) is -P{T, As before, the surface points contacting the tangent plane 
satisfy the criteria for equilibrium given by Eqns. 11.32 through 11.34. 
The Uy(Sy, Ny) surface is shown in Fig. 11.11. The color-coding (blue -
stable, yellow - metastable, red - unstable) is identical to that of Fig. 11.10 and is 
maintained throughout this work. Again, the convex and saddle regions combine to 
form a surface yielding two tangent points for the brown plane. As before, the red 
and green crosses represent liquid and vapor states. 
Finally, scaling by the entropy S yields the fundamental equation 
1/3(1/5, Ns) = -PVs + ixNs+T (11.106) 
with the tangent plane 
Z{Vs, Ns) = -P*Vs + ii*Ns + 7(P*, Hi (11.107) 
where the principal slopes give the pressure P* and chemical potential |i* at the 
tangent point, and the intercept on the Us axis is T(P*, |i*). 
The "positive" section of the UsiVs, Ns) surface is shown in Fig. 11.12. The 
surface is roughly the shape of a quarter section of a bowl with draped edges. The 
ridge of the bowl proceeds clockwise from the upper-front-left corner to the upper-
back-right corner. The white curves on the surface are curves of constant entropy 
^^These coordinates (for multicomponent systems) have been profitably used for 
investigating the thermodynamic properties of liquid ^He-'^He mixtures [40]. 
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Figure 11.11, The Uy(Sy, A/^) surface 
Figure 11.12. The "positive" section of the U^iVs, A/g) surface 
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density A/g (and thus constant molar entropy Sf^). The brown plane in the figure 
finds two points of tangency, the red cross marking the liquid state and the green 
cross marking the coexisting vapor. 
The reference entropy used to generate Figs. 11.10 through 11.12 produces a 
critical-state molar entropy SI^Q^R = +20.16, and so the entropy range of the 
A/-scaled surface shown in Fig. 11.10 is actually +18.16 to +23.16. (In the figure it is 
labeled -2.0 to +3.0 because the critical value has been subtracted.) In this work, 
the values of the reference entropies were selected so that all states (within the 
range of validity of the governing equations) posses positive molar entropies.^® 
Entropy scaling maps all states with >0 into the positive region of the 
^s(^s> ^s) surface shown in Fig. 11.12 and all other states into a second region (not 
shown) that exists in the quadrant with negative values of l/g and NQ. A qualitative 
sense of this mapping can be obtained by noting that information plotted in the 
depth directions in Figs. 11.10 and 11.12 (S/^and A/g) is reversed between the two 
figures. Superheated vapor states that appear in the foreground of Fig. 11.10 lie at 
the rear of Fig. 11.12 and make up the "draped" part of the surface that falls rapidly 
downward (becomes more positive) as -> 0. 
Since the reference entropies used in this work insure that the fluid phases 
predicted by the Peng-Robinson equation will always have positive molar entropies, 
28The reference and critical values used in this work are tabulated in APPENDIX E. Initially, 
the entropy reference values were taken to be the absolute entropies of the individual components. 
But, as is explained presently, these reference values are in no way restricted, and the resulting 
entropy-scaled surfaces exist in two parts, a "positive" section and a "negative" section. 
When the reference entropies are made sufficiently large, the regions of interest (the critical 
point, coexisting vapor-liquid states, and so forth) appear exclusively on the positive section of the 
surface. When moderate values are chosen, these regions appear on both sections of the surface, 
and pass through the unbounded ranges of the diagram. The latter case is illustrated for a 
monatomic ideal gas in Fig. 11.13, but is more difficult to visualize than the former. So for all other 
entropy-scaled surfaces the large positive values for the reference entropies were retained so that 
only the positive sections needed to be drawn. 
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only the positive sections of the entropy-scaled surfaces are shown. This step was 
taken to simplify the visualizations, but it was not necessary to do so to maintain the 
integrity of the coordinate variables or of their derivatives. This is seen by 
considering the analysis presented below for the entropy-scaled energy function for 
an ideal-gas (nonideality would not alter the analysis). 
The energy expression for a monatomic ideal-gas is derived in APPENDIX A: 
U = N 
vÂ/y exp 
2 
3R N 
(11.108) 
where the molar quantities UQ and Sq are defined as 
Ui=U,-^RT„ 
S;=S.-Rln(vJ-|ln(T„) 
(11.109) 
(11.110) 
The reference values 0^ and Sg are the molar energy and entropy at the reference 
state, as specified by the temperature TQ and the molar volume V^. As before, the 
temperature, pressure, and chemical potential are obtained by differentiation 
T= = 
N. 
exp 
3R (11.111) 
P = -{dUldV\^=R f v '  r 2 f 
u. 
1 exp [3R[ N -s: (11.112) 
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and 
\ i  = {dU/dN)^^ = Ûo + (11.113) 
Eqn. 11.108 may now be recast into entropy-scaled variables to yield 
Uç =^ = N, rv Ya ^ o r u:+^R 
K^sj 
exp 
3R 
-s: (11.114) 
and the pressure and chemical potential verified as 
exp 
3R 
s: (11.115) 
n = (au,/e/v,) = Uo + -R- — 
v2 A/jy xNs) 
( o f  
exp 
ZR \^s 
-s; (11.116) 
Eqn. 11.106 is solved to verify the temperature 
T = ÏS, 
\^S. 
"i  f 
exp 
V -f-ZR[NS 
s; (11.117) 
Comparing Eqns. 11.111 through 11.113 with Eqns. 11.115 through 11.117 shows 
that the temperature, pressure, and chemical potential are consistent between the 
original and the entropy-scaled energy expressions. If the values 0, 0, and 2/3 are 
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given to the constants Sq , and R (which fixes the relationships in the reference-
property expressions), Eqn. II. 114 reduces to a particularly simple form 
The overall surface generated by Eqn. 11.118 is shown in Fig. 11.13 with the 
UQ axis plotted positive-downward to give the best view.^® The function possesses 
two real parts, one for the region where both Vs and A/g are positive (positive V and 
N scaled by positive S), and the other for the region where they are both negative 
(l/and N scaled by negative S). The function is clearly discontinuous, both parts 
becoming unbounded as ^ 0, and the part for the positive quadrant becoming 
unbounded as /V^ -> 0. Yet these discontinuities do not corrupt the function - it still 
returns valid data via the slopes (Eqns. 11.115 and 11.116) and the intercept 
(Eqn. 11.117) of a tangent plane at any point on the thermodynamic surface. 
Although not shown here, it is interesting to consider the geometrical 
consequences of varying Sq. If a given physical state has a positive value of S for 
some particular Sq, the reference level may be adjusted so that the entropy 
decreases through zero toward negative values. The initial positive-entropy state 
might be represented by a point on the positive section of the Us{Vs, N^) surface in 
Fig. 11.13. As Sg decreases and S proceeds toward zero, the surface flexes, the 
values of and A/g become larger and larger, and the state point proceeds into the 
unbounded positive region at the right-rear. As the entropy passes (smoothly) 
2 
(11.118) 
^^This figure was generated using the modeling software Mathematica. Special thanks to 
Kurt Whitmore for his assistance in doing this. 
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Figure 11.13. The complete L/g( l/g, N^) surface for a monatomic ideal 
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through zero toward negative values, the state point leaves the surface in the 
unbounded positive region and returns in the unbounded negative region. As S 
attains still larger negative values, the surface continues to flex and the point 
representing the (unchanging) physical state proceeds into the negative portion of 
the surface. 
Throughout this operation, the surface deforms in such a way that, as the 
state point moves, its principal slope (yielding the pressure) and its tangent-plane 
intercept on the Us axis (yielding the temperature) remain unchanged. Also, as the 
entropy approaches zero from either direction, the other principal slope \x attains a 
unique value. Therefore, along this path, a single tangent plane touches the two 
sections of the surface in each of the unbounded regions. L'Hospital's Rule [41] 
verifies continuity at S = 0. 
Eqns. 11.102, 11.104, and 11.106 demonstrate that the energy function may be 
scaled by N, V, or S. In an analogous manner, the Helmholtz energy for a pure 
material may be scaled by N or V, the enthalpy by N or S, and the Gibbs energy by 
N alone. Scaling is easily extended to multicomponent systems, but quantities 
scaled by individual mole-numbers (e.g., L/yy,) become unwieldy as those mole-
numbers approach zero. To avoid these problems, the asymmetric variable set is 
introduced. 
The Helmholtz energy for a ternary system is expressed in terms of 
symmetric variables as follows: 
A{T, V, A/i, A/2, A/g) = -P\/+ + P2A/2 + MsA/s ("•119) 
Eqn. 11.119 can also be written as 
A{T. V, A/i, a/2, A/3) = -PV + (Hi - |i3)A/i + (^2 - ^3)^2 (11.120) 
+ 1^3(^1 + + ^^3) 
or, in terms of the asymmetric quantities N^, A/2, and the total number of moles N 
A{T, V, A/i, A/2. N) = -P\/+ TI1A/1 + TI2A/2 + TisA/ (11.121) 
Here we have introduced the modified chemical potential ti/which is equal to 
(h, - |j,„ ), except for the last term where Scaling by N produces the molar 
Helmholtz energy expression 
Af^T, Vi^, X^, X2) - -P^N ^1-^1 "*• •*" "Hs (11.122) 
where is the molar volume and the X,- are conventional mole-fractions. 
An isothermal AfJiVf^, X^)y surface for the ethylene/n-butane binary is shown 
in Fig. 11.14. In this coordinate system, the slope of a tangent plane in the 
direction is -P, the slope in the X^ direction is r|.,, and the intercept of the plane on 
the axis through the origin (where = 0 and = 0) is %. Therefore, two or more 
points sharing the same tangent plane have the same temperature, pressure, and 
component chemical potentials. The brown plane in Fig. 11.14 finds two points of 
tangency. The red cross marks the position and principal slopes of the liquid state 
and the green cross marks those of the vapor. 
Legendre transform nomenclature for the asymmetric variable set is slightly 
different than for symmetric variables. First, the chemical potential symbol p,,- is 
ft 
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X1c=0.67, T fixed 
Figure 11.14. The Aj^V^, surface 
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replaced with the symbol for the modified chemical potential ti,-. Second, when a 
mole-number is transformed into its corresponding chemical potential, the new 
function is identified by a "plus" symbol rather than by the "prime" used with the 
symmetric set [e.g., U*{ t \^,S ,V ,N2,N) as compared to U\ix^,S,V,N2,N^)]. 
Three-Dlmensional Surfaces that Display 
Phase Equilibrium and Stability 
Gibbs was the first to interpret the phase behavior of a pure material through 
the actions of a plane tangent to the energy surface [3]. He later expanded his 
ideas to include multicomponent systems, focusing on the Gibbs energy functions 
for his geometric interpretations [4]. But while he described these models in words, 
he showed no drawings of the three-dimensional surfaces and only a few sketches 
of selected two-dimensional projections. Since Gibbs' time, others [13-24] have 
succeeded in creating a limited number of solid models and pictorial images of 
thermodynamic surfaces. Now, building on the work of these authors, this 
dissertation provides a comprehensive set of computer-generated images to 
illustrate the Gibbsian models for pure materials and for multicomponent fluid-phase 
mixtures. To produce such a set, one must first identify all of the functions that 
exhibit phase equilibrium and stability limits in ways suited to geometrical display. 
Surfaces displaying phase equilibrium through contact structures 
Tables 11.1 and 11.2 list the three-dimensional, fundamental-equation surfaces 
that display phase equilibrium through contact structures (tangent planes, tangent 
lines, and points of surface intersection) in pure, binary, and ternary systems. 
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Table 11.1. Fundamental-equation surfaces displaying phase equilibrium 
through contact structures in pure, binary, and ternary systems 
(symmetric variables) 
Basis function Legendre Transformed Three-dimensional Contact 
transform function surface^ structure 
di ira m n f _  
r  Ul  C f l lC l ld lC l ld '  
u(s, y, N) y<0) u(s, % a/) Vw) plane 
U{S. V, N) yd) /»(t, v. ao AN{T, Vfj) line 
U{V, S, N) Y<1) H{P, s, a/) HdP. Sw) line 
U(N. S, V) ^1) (/(p. s, V) Sv) line 
U(S. V, N) y(2) g(7, p, a/) GN(T. P) point 
U{S, N. V) y(2) >A'(T. n. V) AVT, H) point 
U{V. N. S) y(2) «•{P. P, S) hfsiP. H) point 
Rinnr \ /  
U{S. V. A/i. A/2) y(1) /»(t, V, a/i. a/2) '^w2(^v2. 'V1/V2)r plane 
U(V, S, A/i. Ni) Y(1) h(p. s, a/i, a/2) WN2(SN2> A/1/y2)p plane 
t/(a/i. s. y, a/2) ^1) (/(Ml. S, K a/2) U'n2(Sn2. plane 
U{S, V, A/i, A/2) y<2) g(t. p, a/i, a/2) GACC. line 
U{S. A/i. V. A/2) Y<2) A(T. m. K A/2) line 
U(V. A/i, S, A/2) y(2) w(p, m, s, a/2) ^A/2(R1' S«2)p line 
a(a/i. a/2, s. v) Y<2) U"(m, H2, S, V) line 
U{S. V, A/I, A/2) y{3) G(T, P, ^ 1, A/2) g'w2(p. )^i)r point 
U(S, A/i. A/2. V) Y<3) A"{T. H2, W H2)r point 
U(V, A/i, A/2, S) y<3) hf'(P. m,  H2. S)  Ws(m.  ^^2)p point 
"  i d i i c i iy  dys i c i i i o  
U{S. % A/1. A/2, A/3) y<2) G(T. p. a/i, a/2, a/3) g/\o(a/1;v3, N2i^)T,P plane 
a(S, a/i. V, a/2, a/3) /2) m. k a/2. a/3) A'pfiiVnz- ^/V3)r,pi plane 
u(v, a/1, s, a/2, a/3) ^(p, m, s. a/2, a/3) '^ /V3(SW3. /^W3)p,ni plane 
(/(a/i, a/2, s, V, a/3) ^2) (/•(m. H2, s, K a/3) '/'W3(S/V3. *^W3)hi,H2 plane 
U(S, % a/1. a/2, a/3) Y(3) gtt. p. m. a/2, a/3) G'/v3(Pi, ^m)T,p line 
u(s, a/i, a/2, V, a/3) y{3) /^"(T, Hi, |i2, K A/ 3 )  A"NS,iP-2- ^«3)7-,m line 
U(/ A/1. A/ 2 ,  S, A/ 3 )  '/3) h"(p, m. 112, S, A/ 3 )  W"A/3(H2. ^m)p,)x^ line 
U(A/i. A/2, A/ 3 ,  S, t/) y{3) u"'(ni. ;2, ;3, s. V) Sv)m,n2 line 
a(s. k a/1, a/ 2 ,  a/ 3 )  y(4) G"(T, P, Hi. >12. W3) G'WPi' ti2)r,p point 
u(s. a/i, a/ 2 .  a/ 3 ,  w y<4) A"(r, m, ji2. i^3. V) > '^"1X^2. Ji3)r,m point 
u(y. A/i. a/2. A/3, s) /4) W"(P, m. H2, ^3. s) ^"s(|i2. J^3)p,n, point 
^Not all cases are listed. Permutations are generated by choosing a different extensive variable for 
scaling (if more than one remains after transformation). Further permutations are generated by exchanging 
intensive independent variables with intensive constraints. 
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Table 11.2. Fundamental-equation surfaces for pure, binary, and ternary systems 
(asymmetric variables) 
Basis function Legendre Transformed Three-dimensional Contact 
transform function surface^ structure 
Qi trfîv n Ul C 11ICXICI lalo 
U(S, V. N) y<0) U(S, V, N) ^N) plane 
U{S, V, N) y<1) A{T. V, N) ATI^T, VNI) line 
S, N) yd) H(P. S, N) Sfv) line 
U(N, S, V) y(1) U+(Ti, S, V) u+^n, Sv) line 
U{S. V, N) y(2) G(T, P, N) Gw(T. P) point 
U{S, W. V) y{2) /\+(T, T,, V) A*^T, N) point 
U{V, N, S) (X2) H*(P, n, S) H+s(P, Tl) point 
Dins^rx/ ••— iiiciiy dydLCiiio 
U(S, V. A/i, N) y(1) A(T, V. A/i. N) ATJ^VN, Xi)r plane 
U(V, S, A/i, N) y(1) H(P, S. A/i. N) WAXSJV, XI)P plane 
L/(A/i, S, V, N) /1) L/+(tii. S, K N) plane 
U{S. V, A/I, N) y<2) G{T. P, A/i. N) G/v(P. '^ i)r line 
U{S. A/I, V. N) y(2) A*(T, T]I, V, N) VA/)r line 
U(V,N^,S.N) y(2) H*(P. Tii, S. N) S)V)P line 
U(Wi, N, S, V) y(2) U++(T11, T12. S, V) U++v(n2, Sv)„, line 
U{S. V, A/I, N) y(3) G+(T, P, Tii, N) G'^ AKP, ni)r point 
U{S. /VI, N. V) y(3) A^^{T. m. T12. V) T\2)T point 
U(V. A/i, N, S) Y(?) T11, Î12, S) Tk,)p point 
Tprnipi^ 1 d 1 lai y oyoici i lo 
U(S, V, Wi, A/2, N) Y{2) G(T. P, A/i. A/2, N) GAX-X'I, X2)R.P plane 
U(S, A/i, V, N2. N) ^2) A*{T, TII, % A/2, N) A'^d.VF4, X2)R,R[-T plane 
U{V, A/i. S. A/2. N) ^2) H*{P, Til, S, A/2, A/) plane 
U(A/i, A/2, S, V, A/) Y<2) U++(T11. T12, S, V, N) plane 
U(S, V, A/i, A/2, A/) y(3) G+(T, P, Tii, A/2, N) G'*'N(T1I, X2)T,P line 
U{S, N^. A/2, y, A/) y<3) Tii, TI2. V'. N) Wr,ni line 
U{V, NI. A/2, S, A/) y(3) H++(P, m, 12. S. N) W '^*'/v(n2. S/v)p,,„ line 
U(N^, N2, N. S, V) y<3) U+++(T11, T12, Tl3, S, V) line 
U(S. V. A/i, A/2, A/) Y<4) G++(r, p, m, ti2. N) G'^'*'W(T11. T]2)T.P point 
U(S, A/I, A/2, A/, 10 y<4) /A+++(r, m, Ti2, Ti3. ^ /4+++v(Tl2, Tl3)r,n, point 
U(y, A/1, A/2, A/, S) H^'*"^(P, T11, r\2< Tl3, S) H+++s(Tl2, T13)P,„, point 
aSee Table 11.1. 
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Working within three dimensions is not a limitation for the pure-material case, 
where the scaled fundamental-equation surfaces V/^), A^{T, V[^), etc.] are 
bivariate functions. Such figures can represent every possible state in every phase, 
and thus coexisting states always appear as two or more points on a given surface. 
For binary and higher-order systems, however, certain fundamental-equation 
forms are no longer capable of representing coexisting phases on a single three-
dimensional surface. As an example, the binary molar energy function 
^A/(S/v. X|) will, in general, have different values for each of the variables 
UN, Sfj, Vf^, X, in any two coexisting phases, and a four dimensional display is 
required to represent coexistence on a single structure. In contrast, the binary 
molar Helmholtz energy Ai^{T, 1//^, X,) may be reduced to the three-dimensional 
A,^{VN, X,)y surface. This isothermal function, now capable of representing states 
that coexist at a particular temperature, is shown in Fig. 11.14. Thus, the remainder 
of this discussion concentrates on those three-dimensional surfaces that are 
capable of representing coexisting states and on how such states are identified in 
each case. 
Table 11.1 begins with the energy basis function for a pure material, 
= U{S, V, N). Scaling this function by N produces the three-dimensional surface 
l//v(S/v, V/v) shown in Figs. 11.1 through 11.3, and in Fig. 11.10. In these coordinates 
the principal slopes of a plane tangent to the thermodynamic surface are T and -P, 
and the intercept of the plane on the Ui^ axis is the chemical potential p,. 
Volume scaling produces the three-dimensional Ny) surface shown in 
Fig. 11.11. A plane tangent to this surfaces has the slopes 7 and {i and the U^axis 
intercept -P. Scaling by S produces the UsiV^, A/g) function (Figs. 11.12 and 11.13) 
with slopes -P and ja and intercept 7. In each of these cases, points tangent to the 
i 
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same plane share the same temperature, pressure, and chemical potential and can 
thus coexist in equilibrium. 
Other surfaces that display phase equilibrium in single-component systems 
are derived from Legendre transforms of the basis function. The three first-
transforms are 
The third transform, G'(T, P, p,), must vanish by Eqn. 11.81. 
Choosing the enthalpy function as representative of first-transforms and 
scaling by N yields 
A{T, V, N) =-PV+ixN 
H{P, S, N) = TS + iiN 
S , V ) = T S - P V  
(11.123) 
(11.124) 
(11.125) 
and the three second-transforms are 
G { T , P , N )  =  i x N  
A \ T ,  i i , V ) =  - P V  
H\P, n, S)= TS 
(11.126) 
(11.127) 
(11.128) 
Hf^p, S/v) = rSyv + (J, (11.129) 
The molar enthalpy function is also fundamental, and its surface represents 
all thermodynamic properties of all states in every phase (as do all scaled surfaces 
derived from Eqns. 11.123 through 11.128). Since coexisting phases share the same 
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pressure, a two-dimensional, isobaric section [H[^Si^)p] will represent the phases 
that coexist at that particular pressure. The equation of a tangent line on such a 
plot is given by 
Y{S^)=rSN+ii{r,n (11.130) 
where P* is the pressure of the isobar and T* (the slope) is the temperature at the 
tangent point. The intercept of the tangent line on the Y axis (the vertical plane 
where S/v = 0) is the chemical potential |i(T*, P*). Therefore, all points tangent to 
the same line share the same temperature, pressure, and chemical potential and 
can coexist in equilibrium. A single point of tangency indicates a single-phase 
system, two points of tangency a two-phase system, and three points identify a 
system at a triple point. 
The S,v) surface for fluid phases is shown in Fig. 11.15. The entropy, 
pressure, and enthalpy ranges span the critical point (marked by a white cross). An 
isobaric tangent line (barely distinguishable from the isobar) is shown at a reduced 
pressure (P/Pc) of -0.73. A red cross marks the position and principal slopes of the 
saturated liquid state, and a green cross marks the vapor. The loci of all such 
cotangencies generate the coexistence curves shown by the blue-yellow boundary. 
The natural Hi^{P, S^) surface displays very little curvature and appears flat 
under the viewing conditions used in Fig. 11.15. To emphasize the curvature that 
does exist, we plot a modified enthalpy function, the enthalpy difference Hd, in 
Fig. 11.16. The difference function is produced (here and in all other cases where it 
is used) by subtracting from points on the natural surface the corresponding values 
from a plane tangent at the critical point. The resulting Hd function has the slopes 
E 
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Figure 11.15. The H^{P, Si^) surface 
Figure 11.16. The "differenced" Hd^P, S^) surface 
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(VJ^- V%c) and (T-Tq)  and the isobaric tangent-line intercept - V F ^ç{ P - P C ) ] ,  
where Tq, and (Xc are the critical values. Coexisting phases continue to be 
represented by cotangencies along an isobar in Fig. 11.16, but the exaggerated 
curvature of the difference function now allows easy identification of the liquid and 
vapor states (red and green crosses, respectively). 
A similar analysis using S as the scaling variable yields the positive-quadrant 
surface HdsiP, A/g), shown in Fig. 11.17. Applying this analysis further to the first 
transforms given by Eqns. 11.123 and 11.125 produces the surfaces Ai^{T, V%), 
^v)' U'v{\^;Sv), U's{[i,Vs) and their respective difference functions. 
The final set of surfaces that display phase equilibrium in pure systems is 
derived from the three second-transforms of the energy function given by 
Eqns. 11.126 through 11.128. Choosing the Gibbs energy as a representative second 
transform and scaling by the only remaining extensive variable N yields the 
expression 
GN{T,P) = ii (11.131) 
In Gibbs energy coordinates, phases with the same temperature, pressure, 
and chemical potential fall at the same location, and thus coexisting phases are 
identified by a point contacting two or more sections of the surface. Such points are 
found along curves where the surface intersects itself. 
The self-intersecting Gf^T, P) surface for a single-component, fluid-phase 
system is illustrated in Fig. 11.4, and a close-up view of the intersection is shown in 
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Fig. 11.18.^° In both figures, the unstable region that lies above the transparent 
yellow metastable regions has been removed for clarity. In both images, sets of 
crossed, white lines mark isothermal trajectories in the liquid and vapor sections of 
the surface. The blue liquid surface (on the right in Figs. 11.4 and 11.18) represents 
states with smaller molar volumes and thus has the lesser slope in the pressure 
direction. The blue vapor surface (on the left) has a greater pressure-direction 
slope because of its larger molar volumes. At a point where the liquid and vapor 
surfaces intersect in Fig. 11.18, red and green crosses mark a pair of coexisting 
states. The slopes of the red cross correspond to the molar volume and entropy of 
the liquid state, and the slopes of the green cross correspond to those of the vapor 
state. The triple point occurs where three sections of the surface intersect, as is 
shown by point t in Fig. 11.5. 
Applying the above analysis to the two remaining second transforms 
(Eqns. 11.127 and 11.128) produces the two functions 
Only one of the three second-transform surfaces need be considered, since the 
other two are permutations of the first. That is, = ix{T,P), A'^ = -P{T,ix), and 
H's = T{P,i i) .  
2°This type of mathematical structure is known in catastrophe theory as a swallowtail 
surface. The three-dimensional surfaces studied in this work provide a number of geometrically 
interesting shapes including swallowtail and cusp catastrophes. The interested reader is directed to 
the work of Koenderink [42] and Poston [43]. Koenderink provides an excellent discussion of the 
visual perception of differential geometry. Poston includes an entire chapter on thermodynamics in 
his book on catastrophe theory. 
A'viT, IX) = -P 
H's(P, T 
(11.132) 
(11.133) 
Figure 11.17. The Hds{P, A/g) surface (positive section only) 
Figure 11.18. Close-up of the G/^T, P) surface showing coexisting states 
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The surfaces listed in Table 11.1 are based on the symmetric variable set 
(S, V, N^, ...,A/n). When considering binary and higher-order systems, the 
asymmetric variable set (S. V, N•^ N) yields mole-fraction variables upon scaling 
and is usually more convenient. Based on this variable set, the molar energy 
expression for a binary becomes 
\/A/.^i) = TSA/-P^A/ + Î1I>^I+Î12 (11-134) 
As noted earlier, coexisting states will have different values for each of the four 
variables Ui^, and X,, and thus a four-dimensional figure and a three-
dimensional tangent structure are required to illustrate phase equilibrium. Since 
this work is limited to three-dimensional displays, Eqn. 11.134 cannot be treated. 
First transforms of the binary energy function are the lowest-order transforms 
capable of showing coexisting phases in three-dimensions. Typical examples are 
AdT, V^, Xi) = -PV^ + TiiXi + Tl2 (11.135) 
and 
H/v(P. S/v. = TSyv + TiiXi + Ti2 (11.136) 
While these are also four-dimensional functions, coexisting phases share the same 
temperature and pressure, and thus an isothermal plot of X^) or an isobaric 
plot of Xi) can display coexisting phases in three dimensions. A plot of the 
former is shown in Fig. 11.14. In these coordinates, the slope in the direction is 
-P, the slope in the X, direction is ri^, and the intercept of a tangent plane on the 
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Af^ axis through the origin is TI2. Thus, the two points shown tangent in Fig. 11.14 
represent coexisting liquid (red cross) and vapor (green cross) states. 
A typical second-transform of the binary energy expression is the molar 
Gibbs energy 
Gw(T,P,Xi) = niXi+n2 (11.137) 
In this case, both the isothermal G/v(P, X^) plot and the isobaric Gi^{T, X,) plot can 
display coexisting phases. In the former case, coexisting states are identified by a 
multiple tangency along an Isobar, and in the latter by tangency along an isotherm. 
Surfaces of this type are shown (differenced) in Figs. 11.6 and 11.7. 
A third-transform of the binary energy function is given by 
G'ac(7", P. m) = (11.138) 
where symmetric variables are used instead of the asymmetric variables in the 
previous cases. Here, any one of the independent variables may be held fixed 
while the others are plotted. One such plot for the ethylene/n-butane binary is 
shown in Fig. 11.19 and magnified in Fig. 11.20. In these coordinates, Tand Pare 
given by the horizontal axes, G'f^ (i.e., ^2) is given by the vertical axis, and (j.^ is 
fixed. Thus coexisting states are represented by points where the surface intersects 
itself. A pair of coexisting liquid and vapor states is marked by the red and green 
crosses in both figures, 
31 In Fig. 11.14 and in similar plots, the constant parameter(s) are fixed at values that 
correspond to a particular critical-point composition. Here, the temperature is fixed at that for the 
critical composition ~ 0 67 in the ethylene/n-butane binary. 
Figure 11.19. The G,^{T, surface 
Figure 11,20. Close-up of the surface showing a binary pair 
It is important to realize that Eqn. 11.138 is a fundamental grouping that can 
produce (through differentiation and other manipulation) all thermodynamic 
information for the binary system. That completeness is assured by its Legendre-
transform coupling to the basis function U{S, V, N^, N^). But when 10,2 is expressed 
in terms of these latter arguments, it has the character of an equation of state 
[|j,2(S, = iôUlôN2)sy,N,]^ri(i carries less than complete information. 
As the preceding analysis is generalized to n-component systems, the result 
is that the through Legendre transforms of the energy are capable of 
showing coexisting phases through contact structures that can be drawn in three 
dimensions. The surfaces display coexistence through tangent planes, the 
surfaces through tangent lines, and the surfaces through points of 
surface intersection. This rule has been applied to single-component, binary, and 
ternary systems to generate Tables 11.1 and 11.2. The results for symmetric 
variables (most often applied to single-component systems) are presented in 
Table 11.1, and those for asymmetric variables (often best for mixtures) are given in 
Table 11.2. 
Surfaces displaying stabilitv limits as simple extrema 
Tables 11.3 and II.4 list the surfaces that best display the limits of phase 
stability. These surfaces are identified by applying the criterion for the limit of 
stability given previously by Eqn. 11.87, 
\Am-2) _ n (11.87) 
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Table 11.3. Equation-of-state surfaces displaying phase stability through extrema 
in pure, binary, and ternary systems (symmetric variables)^ 
Basis function Legendre Stability limit criterion Three-dimensional 
derivative surface''-® 
PI irrt mifnnnlc 
U(S. V. N) (d^Aid\/^)T,N=o P{VN. T) 
U(S. N. V) {d^A/dN^)Ty=0 M(A/y. T) 
U(V. S, N) {d^HldS\N=0 ÏÏS/V, a 
U{V, N. S) {d^Hldt^}p,s = 0 H(Ws. P) 
U(N. S, V) {a^wids^)^y= 0 7%Sy, H) 
U{N, V. S) P(Vs. H) 
Rînîin/ Dii 101 y oyoidiis 
U{S. V, Wi. A/2) Y<^33 (^GIdN-\^ )TPH  ^= 0 Hi(/V1/v2, P)r 
Pi( i^, P)r 
a(S, yvi, % A/2) " P(^V2.1^1 )r 
P(^v. Hi)r 
U(S, A/i, A/2, V) " {^A'ldN2\^„v=0 H2(A/2|/. ni)r 
Uiy, A/1, S, A/2) " (52W3S2)P,^ „W: = 0 T(S,\c, ni)p 
T(Sw, Hi)p 
U(V, A/1, A/2, S) " {d^hridN2\^,,s = o H2(A/2S. )ii)p 
U(A/1, A/2. S, V) " (d'ir'idsX^^.y^o ÏÏSv. H2)ni 
a(A/i, A/2, V, S) " P(Xs, fi2)ni 
Tpmnn/ 'îV'îtpnTî icii iQiy oyoivi 110 
U(S. % A/1, A/2, A/3) (ô^G'/ôA/2^)r,p,m,A/3 = 0 \X2(N2n3> Hl)r,P 
^2('^ 2.1^1 )r,p 
U{S. A/1, a/2, V, A/a) P(^W3. I^ 2)r,n, 
P(^v. 1^2) r,n, 
U(S, N^. A/2, W3. V) ix2)r,ni 
U(V. A/1, A/2. S, A/3) (ô2H"/as2)p,,„,,,„3 = o 7'(S/V3, |J-2)p,m 
^•(S/v. H2)p,ni 
U(V, A/i, A/2, A/3. S) O2W7SA/32)p,,„,„S = 0 |l3(W3s, H2)p,pi 
U(A/i, A/2, A/3, S. V) (aZ(/"/as2) ,^^ ,^,v=o ^^3)^1 
U(A/i, A/2, A/3. % S) 
^Adapted from Model! and Reid [27, pp. 235, 244, 248]. 
^Not all cases are listed. Permutations are generated by changing the ordering of the mole-number 
variables. Further permutations are generated by exchanging intensive independent variables with intensive 
constraints. 
(^he Chain Rule verifies that scaling by the total moles N instead of the component mole-number A/„ 
produces a second three-dimensional surface that also displays stability limits as extrema. 
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Table 11.4. Equation-of-state surfaces for pure, binary, and ternary systems 
(asymmetric variables) 
Basis function Legendre 
derivative 
Stability limit criterion Three-dimensional 
surface^ 
U(S. V, N) 
U{S. N, V) 
U(V, S. N) 
U{V. N. S) 
U{N. S, V) 
U[N. V. S) 
Pure materials-
{d^AJdv^)T,N = o 
{a^Aldl^)Ty=0 
{^HJdS^)p[,j = 0 
{d^Hldl^}p^s = 0 
(d^W/dS^^y^O 
Binary systems -
P(Vn. T) 
Tl(% Tf 
T(Sn. P) 
n(A/s. Pf 
T{Sv. nr 
P{Vs. Tl)= 
U(S. V, A/I. N) (ô2G/5A/i2)r,p,„=0 
U{S, A/1, % A/) (32/\+/5l/=)r,,„w = 0 P(^v. i1i)r 
U(S, A/i, A/. VO {d^A*/dt^)T,r,,y= 0 n2(^v, li)r 
A/1, S, A/) (8:w+/as:)p,„jv = 0 7'(S/v, Tii)p 
U(/ A/i. N, S) " (a2H+/aAf)p.„.s = o n2(^s. ni)p 
(;(A/1, A/, s. VO 7'(Sv. Tl2)tii 
U(A/1, A/. K S) " (^U++/8/:X,,.^.s = 0 12)111 
U{S, V. Wi, N2, N) 
U{S, A/1, A/2, V, N) 
U{S, /VI. A/2, A/. V) 
U{V. A/1. A/2, S, N) 
U(V, A/I, A/2, N, S) 
U(A/I, A/2, N. S, V) 
U(NT, A/2, A/, % S) 
- Ternary systems — 
{d^GVdN2\,p,^„fj=0 
(a24++/8Af)ra,.„y=0 
(g2W++/3S2)p,,„,„N=0 
(f!LP++#s2x„a^&y=o 
.5 = 0 
Ti2(-^2. Tii)r,p 
P{^v. n2)r,ii, 
Tl3(% il2)r,ni 
'^(S/V, Tl2)p.T,i 
n3(%, n2)p,ni 
P(^S. ^3)tii,ti2 
bSee Table 11.3. 
cpor a pure material t) = n. 
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The quantity m {= n + 2) \s the number of independent variables. When the 
Legendre transform is plotted against the independent variable with all 
other independent variables ^(^-2). held constant, the limit of stability is 
displayed by an inflection point in the curve.^^ When the first derivative is 
plotted similarly, the stability limit appears as an extremum point in the curve 
(a local minimum or maximum). Visually, it is easier to identify extrema than to 
identify inflection points, and thus the first-derivative surfaces are selected for 
illustrating the limits of stability. These first-derivative functions are referred to as 
equations of state. 
To illustrate, consider the basis function for a pure-material expressed as 
= U{S, V, N). Then, the number of independent variables m is 3, and the limit of 
stability is identified by the three equivalent expressions 
where multipliers are absorbed into the right-hand side. 
The A/^T, U/v) surface for a pure, fluid-phase system is shown in Fig. 11.21. 
Three isotherms are shown as white curves on the surface. The limit of stability 
occurs at the boundary between metastable and unstable regions and is thus 
marked by the change from yellow to red. Careful examination reveals that the 
^^Here Xj is the general independent variable defined by Eqn. 11.61 and is not to be confused 
with the symbol for mole fraction X/. 
><^^22=0 
{^AtJdVi^)T = 0 
{ôPldV,^)T=0 
(11.139) 
(11.140) 
(11.141) 
• 
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Figure 11.21. The >4/^(7", V^) surface 
stability limit does occur at inflection points on subcritical isotherms, but this is 
difficult to see at the magnification used in Fig. 11.21. 
The P{T, Vi^) equation-of-state surface is shown in Fig. 11.22. Here, the limits 
of the metastable liquid and vapor phases are clearly seen as minima and maxima 
along subcritical isotherms and are marked by red and green crosses. (On the 
equation-of-state surfaces, the crosses mark stability limits of the liquid and vapor 
states, not coexisting states, as in the earlier examples with fundamental-equation 
surfaces.) 
The P{T, Vi^) function is a single-valued, continuous function with continuous 
derivatives. However, the hierarchical nature of stability limits produces interesting 
geometrical behavior in the equation-of-state functions for binary and higher-order 
systems, including generation of the cusp catastrophe surfaces discussed in 
catastrophe theory [43]. This behavior is displayed in binary systems by the 
modified chemical potential surface derived from the basis function 
= U{S, V, N^, N) through the >^^^33 operator. 
Fig. 11.23 shows the surface, scaled and nondimensionaiized, and 
shifted to make the dependent variable zero at the critical point. The controlling 
stability limits are given by zero-slope extremum points along subcritical isobars. 
The limits of stability that would apply if the binary had been treated (incorrectly) as 
a pure material with identical fluid properties occur at points where the surface 
exhibits infinite-slope extrema along an isobar. The reason for this can be seen 
from the following matrix-based expression for the stability criterion in a binary 
system 
^^After transformation, scaling, and differentiation, this operation yields {dr]^/dX^)-,.p. 
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Figure 11.22. The P(T, l/yy) surface of the Peng-Robinson equation 
Figure 11.23. The X,)^surface 
(^,/gxjr^ocy(:)33 = 
7(^)22 
7(^)33 
A/v Aw, 
Aw, 
yd); 22 A/v 
(11.142) 
This indicates that the slope of an isobar in Fig. 11.23 is proportional to the ratio of 
the first-transform functions shown on the right-hand side. 
As the binary system approaches the controlling stability limit from a stable 
state, both the numerator and denominator are greater than zero, and thus the 
slope is positive. At the limit, the numerator passes through zero while the 
denominator remains greater than zero, and the slope changes from positive to 
negative. In moderately subcritical regions (typified by the center isobar in 
Fig. 11.23), the slope remains negative until the controlling limit is reached again. 
But at lower pressures (typified by the near isobar), the denominator in Eqn. 11.142 
also passes through zero, and the slope of the isobar becomes infinite and then 
positive. In Fig. 11.23, the locus of these inner, vertical slopes is marked by the red-
orange boundary. 
The denominator in Eqn. 11.142 is the stability criterion that would apply to a 
pure-material. Thus the stability hierarchy is verified: as the thermodynamically 
unstable region is approached from a stable state, the highest order stability 
criterion, > 0, is violated fi' . followed by the next-highest stability criterion, 
^^^22 > 0, and so on. 
Cursory evaluation of Eqn. 11.142 would indicate that states in the orange 
region are stable (i.e., the slope is positive). This seeming weakness of 
stability theory as developed by Beegle, Model, and Reid [34] was suggested by 
Heidemann [35]. In response, Beegle, Modell, and Reid [36] countered that when 
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testing for limits of stability, such limits must be approached from stable states. 
Such a path corresponds to moving from the yellow region toward the red region in 
Fig. 11.23. 
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III. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The goal of this project has been the production of images that illustrate the 
geometrical interpretation of thermodynamic functions as proposed by Gibbs in his 
second paper [3] and extended subsequently to multicomponent systems in the 
third [4]. The resulting surfaces for single-component through ternary systems are 
listed in Tables 11.1 through 11.4. To produce these results it was necessary to 
develop methods for generating suitable thermodynamic data sets and for 
displaying those data as three-dimensional surfaces. 
Gibbs developed methods to generate data for fluids modeled by both the 
ideal-gas and the van der Waals equations [10] and that have a constant heat 
capacity. The ideal-gas case was developed for mixtures and the van der Waals 
case for pure fluids. In this work, Gibbs' method is extended to fluid-phase mixtures 
modeled by the Peng-Robinson equation [49] and a heat-capacity expression 
polynomial in temperature [61]. The resulting functions (presented in Tables III.1 
and III.2) provide complete thermodynamic information about a given system and 
have the independent variable sets or T,V,N^ 
Unfortunately, these variable sets are inconvenient because a greater variety of 
independent variables are needed for plotting all of the surfaces of interest. For 
example, the pure-fluid surface V^j) derived from the independent variables 
(S, V, N) shows coexisting states by means of a tangent plane. But the surface 
L//y{T, V/v), derived from the set (T, V, N), is less interesting geometrically because 
•"The first of these sets is used to plot the symmetric-variable-set surfaces listed in 
Tables 11.1 and 11.3. The second is used to plot the asymmetric-set surfaces in Tables 11.2 and 11.4. 
The numerical procedure for doing this is discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 
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coexisting states can not be identified by a tangent structure.^ Therefore, a method 
for presenting these functions in their natural coordinate systems was developed. 
The first section of this chapter discusses the methods used to calculate the 
thermodynamic properties required for this work. This includes selection of a PVT 
expression, derivation of the Helmholtz energy and other thermodynamic functions, 
and definition of the method used to determine liquid-vapor critical points. 
The second section presents a numerical procedure for generating the 
particular data sets needed for the surfaces in Tables 11.1 through 11.4. This 
procedure is based on Newton's method for multivariate constrained systems [62]. 
The resulting FORTRAN program produces each surface by tracing equally spaced 
level curves and then combining them to form the final three-dimensional structure. 
^To find a tangent structure that would display coexisting states on the 1/^(7, Vfj) surface, 
one would consider a line tangent to a subcritica! isotherm. The slope of such a line is 
where a is a constant and is the molar volume. Because coexisting phases possess different 
molar volumes they do not have the same slope and thus cannot share the same tangent line. This 
result is consistent with the fact that the U(T, V, N) data set is not a fundamental grouping. 
For a van der Waals fluid this becomes 
_ a 
{sv j ,  y/ 
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Derivations 
The PVT expression 
In his third paper, Gibbs introduced a method for generating the Ui^Si^, V^j), 
AN{T, Vyy,), GyvCT, P), and H[^P, S[^) fundamental equations from the pressure and 
heat-capacity expressions for an ideal gas [4. pp. 150-152]. He also demonstrated 
that the derivatives of such functions return valid thermodynamic quantities (as was 
illustrated for the energy function by Eqns. 11.111 through 11.113). Since these ideal-
gas-based expressions cannot represent coexisting states, they are inadequate to 
illustrate the criteria for phase equilibrium and stability. 
In the thermodynamics course that he taught at Yale [9, pp. 29-49], Gibbs 
used the van der Waals equation^ 
RT a 
iV, -b)  i/y ^ = 777^-772" (III.1) 
to predict coexisting states. A subcritical isotherm of the vdW equation is shown in 
Fig. 111.1. In this figure, coexisting liquid and vapor phases are represented by the 
isobaric points A and E (point C lies inside the unstable region bounded by points B 
and D and is thus discarded). The coexistence pressure is determined by 
application of Maxwell's Equal-Area Rule; equal chemical potentials (and thus 
coexisting states) occur when the areas above and below the line ACE are identical. 
Proof of this follows from the second derivative of the Helmholtz energy 
^Gibbs never published the details of his manipulations of the vdW equation. One of the 
first published presentations was by Boynton [31,32] who derived the U, H, A, and G fundamental 
equations and showed several two-dimensional plots of these functions. 
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Figure 111.1. Subcritical isotherm of the van der Waals equation 
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^1 
5A/Jry 
(III.2) 
dVdN Uv'Jr./v 
and Chain Rule differentiation of the first derivative terms with respect to VIN yields 
the molar expression 
where a and p signify the liquid and vapor states, and and are the molar 
volumes of these states that correspond to the common pressure P. Clearly, the 
two chemical potentials are equal when the two crosshatched areas in Fig. III.1 are 
equal, and thus the areas above and below the line ACE must be the same."^ 
Fundamental equation surfaces derived from the van der Waals equation are 
therefore capable of predicting coexisting fluid-phase states. 
^The argument is occasionally made that this procedure is invalid since it involves an 
integration through the unstable region. However, the chemical potential ^ is a state function, and 
thus all integration paths between the two points must yield the same result. While a path lying 
entirely within the stable region might be selected, the path used to derive Maxwell's equal-area rule 
remains the most expedient. 
(111.3) 
Integration (by parts) along the isotherm between points A and E yields 
(III.4) 
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In this work these methods are extended to multicomponent systems, and in 
place of the vdW equation, the more accurate Peng-Robinson (PR) equation has 
been used. The PR equation for mixtures is given by 
where 
and 
P = NRT (III.5) 
a„ 'ij 
1=1 J=  ^
3 j ,  = Qj 
a, = 
^QA5724R%^^ 
K, =0.37464 +1.54226m, - 0.269920 / 
(111.6) 
(111.7) 
(111.8) 
(111.9) 
(111.10) 
b, 
n 
» = 
/=1 
0.07780R7: 
(111.11) 
(111.12) 
where 7^^, and a, are the critical temperature, critical pressure, and acentric 
factor for the individual components of the mixture. The binary interaction 
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parameter Xij is assumed to be independent of temperature, pressure, and 
composition. The critical values, acentric factors, and binary interaction parameters 
for many low-boiling substances have been tabulated by DECHEMA [44]. 
The Peng-Robinson equation was chosen for this work because it yields 
accurate results for light-hydrocarbon, fluid-phase mixtures while remaining 
mathematically tractable. Peng and Robinson [49] found that, when compared with 
the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) equation (a similar cubic form), their expression 
gave superior phase-equilibrium and liquid-phase density predictions.® Their 
investigation included light hydrocarbons, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen 
sulfide, light hydrocarbon mixtures, and isobutane with carbon dioxide. Vidal [50] 
showed that the excess Gibbs free energies generated by both the SRK and PR 
equations are very similar to those produced by regular solution theory. Therefore, 
the PR equation with its conventional mixing rules is adequate to represent the 
nonreacting light-hydrocarbon and light-hydrocarbon/carbon-dioxide systems 
studied in this work. Lin [51] confirms the applicability of the PR equation to phase-
equilibrium calculations for light-hydrocarbon/carbon-dioxide mixtures. An excellent 
discussion of the history, variety, and use of equations of state in phase-equilibrium 
calculations is provided by Walas [52]. 
Critical properties 
The PR equation is also used in this work to predict the critical properties of 
mixtures of a given composition. Peng and Robinson [56] used their equation to 
^At the time of Peng and Robinson's work, the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation [45,46] had 
gained wide acceptance in the hydrocarbon processing industry because of its reasonable accuracy 
and relative simplicity when compared with the more complicated Benedict-Webb-Rubin-Starling 
equation [47,48]. 
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find the critical properties of 32 different mixtures according to the critical point 
criteria given in Eqns. 11.95 and 11.96 (expressed in terms of the Gibbs energy G). 
These mixtures consisted of from three to twelve components selected from light 
hydrocarbons, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide. In their study they 
found that the average error was 1.31 % for the predicted critical temperature and 
2.33% for the critical pressure. Many authors [53-59] have developed methods for 
calculating the critical properties of mixtures from a PVT equation, and most have 
expressed the critical criteria in terms of the Gibbs energy. But when the criteria are 
expressed in this way, evaluating the required derivatives from a PVT expression is 
extremely cumbersome [56, p. 139]. 
A particularly efficient method for determining mixture critical properties from 
a PVT equation was shown by Heidemann and Khali!, who used the Helmholtz-
energy-based critical criteria [58]. This was done so that the independent variables 
of the required derivatives matched those of the PVT equation, and thus became 
easier to evaluate. Their method requires on the order of ri^ calculations compared 
to for the method of Peng and Robinson [59]. Heidemann and Khalil also re­
ordered the independent variables of the Helmholtz expression so that only mole-
number derivatives are required. The resulting symmetry greatly reduces the 
number of derivatives that must be formulated, and thus the method of Heidemann 
and Khalil has been used in this work. 
The Helmholtz energy 
Each of the fundamental equation functions {U, H, A, G, U\ ...) contains 
complete thermodynamic information about a given system, and thus any one could 
be used to generate the surfaces shown here. However, only the Helmholtz energy 
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A{T, V, N^, ...,Nn) has an independent variable set compatible with both the PVT 
and the heat-capacity expressions, and thus the Helmhoitz function is the natural 
choice for generating the required data. 
Derivation of the Helmhoitz function begins with the differential expression 
where the subscript N indicates that each mole-number in the mixture is held 
constant during the differentiation. Integration yields 
•V 
A = - \PdV + (111.14) 
•J' 
where VQ is an arbitrary constant and f is a function of temperature and composition 
only. Taking the derivative with respect to temperature yields 
JV, V ^ ' / W  ( 1 1 1 . 1 5 )  
-S 
Differentiating a second time yields 
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( a2 
_g_ 
f  
/ aZf 
Pc/y + 
af /w (111.16) 
-_Ç. 
where is the extensive, constant-volume heat capacity of the mixture.® 
The ideal-gas heat capacity C" is introduced by passing to the limit of large 
volume, where the fluid approaches the behavior of an ideal mixture of ideal gases. 
lim V~>oo 
'I/.W 
- lim 1/-+C0 
r\l<S W 
T 
JLf 
V 
PdV 
f aZf \ 
+ 
ar /w 
Rearranging yields 
(111.17) 
/A, 
= lim 
V/—>00 
/•\ld W 
T 
(111.18) 
Integrating once with respect to temperature while the composition is held 
constant yields 
®The subscript !/is adopted from standard nomenclature and does not represent volume 
scaling. 
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lim _g_ 
8T" I v PDV (^kt dT (111.19) 
- So(/Vi 
Here, Tq is an arbitrary constant and SQ is an integration constant that represents 
t h e  e n t r o p y  o f  t h e  m i x t u r e  f o r  t h e  g i v e n  c o m p o s i t i o n  a t  t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  T = T Q  
and V = VQ. Integrating a second time yields 
' = 1 1  q & I  
PdV\  -
f^ld 
dTdT 
- fSqdT + Aq{N^,...,N„,TQ,VQ) 
(111.20) 
where AQ is an integration constant representing the Helmholtz energy of the 
mixture, again at the conditions TQ and VQ and for the given composition. 
The remaining task is that of determining the form of the AQ and Sq functions. 
This is conveniently accomplished by mixing the components in the ideal-gas state, 
isothermally expanding the ideal-gas mixture to a very large volume, and then 
equating the Helmholtz energy and the entropy of the real fluid (presumed to 
behave ideally at these conditions) to those of the ideal gas. 
The derivation begins with the components in the ideal-gas state, separated, 
and occupying the total volume VQ. The temperature of the system is TQ, and the 
amount of each component is given by its mole-number A/,-. Under such conditions 
the pressure of the (ideal) system is a function of the total number of moles. 
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P = NRTQ/VQ. When the gases are allowed to mix under these conditions, the 
Helmholtz energy and the entropy are given by the standard expressions [27, 
pp. 191-197] 
n 
< = + RT,ln(X,)] (111.21) 
/=1 
and 
n 
S„'' = ^ A/,[sf - Rln(X,)] (111.22) 
/=1 
where yÂf and Sf are the molar Helmholtz energy and the molar entropy of 
component / in the ideal-gas state at the conditions T = T Q  and P = NRTQ/VQ. 
Àf and Sf are not constants but are functions of the pressure, which in turn 
is a function of the total mole-number. They may be expressed as 
and 
Â" = Âr + (111.23) 
S,'' = S,^  - Rlnf|-] (111.24) 
V 0 y 
where Â',^ and are the arbitrary molar values of the Helmholtz energy and 
entropy for component / at TQ and PQ. The Ideal-gas equation is then substituted 
into Eqns. 111.23 and 111.24, and the results are substituted into Eqns. 111.21 and 111.22 
to yield 
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A" = |;N,[Âr + RT,ln(^ ) (111.25) 
and 
sî' = ywjsj' - Rlnf^' N,k"  
K'^oJ 
(111.26) 
with NQ calculated from the reference pressure by NQ = PQVQIRTQ. Although not 
shown here, Eqns. 111.25 and 111.26 may be modified further to allow different 
reference temperatures and pressures for each component. 
The expression for the Helmholtz energy is produced by substituting 
Eqn. 111.20 into 111.14, and that for the entropy is obtained by substituting Eqn. 111.19 
into 111.15. Along the TQ isotherm the temperature integrals vanish, and thus the 
Helmholtz energy and entropy expressions for the ideal gas are given by 
where P'" is the ideal-gas pressure for the mixture. For the real fluid the 
expressions are 
(111.27) 
and 
(111.28) 
(111.29) 
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and 
Sr.=;^l \PclV + Sn (111.30) 
The differences between the real fluid and the ideal gas are given by 
Ï nfy, + 4, - Id (111.31) 
and 
Sr. -K = 
-f Ffp-XX 
NRT] 
~r 
dV + Sn - Q/C/ 
-^0 (111.32) 
To 
In the limit as 1/ oo, the behavior of the real-fluid system approaches that of 
the ideal gas, and thus Eqns. 111.31 and 111.32 become zero. Solving for AQ and Sq 
under such conditions yields 
A = lim 
^ V->oo 
p-
and 
So = - lim 
^—>00 
Ô 
dT (I 
+ 
Id 
+ 
(111.33) 
(111.34) 
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Eqns. 111.14, 111.20, 111.25,111.26, 111.33, and 111.34 combine to give the general 
expression for the Helmholtz energy. All other thermodynamic properties are 
recovered by transformation or differentiation of this expression. The Helmholtz and 
its contributing functions are listed in Table III.1, and all other thermodynamic 
quantities used in this work are listed in Table III.2. 
The thermodynamic functions thus generated are well behaved in that they 
are single-valued expressions possessing continuous derivatives and thus 
amenable to standard mathematical manipulations. Unfortunately, the independent 
variable sets T,V,N^ A/„ (or are not optimal for plotting many of 
the surfaces listed in Tables 11.1 through 11.4, and thus numerical methods for 
generating the required data sets are developed in the following section. 
Generating Thermodynamic Data 
The program developed to generate the surfaces shown in this work is 
named "TR" (an abbreviation for "trace") and comprises over 11,500 lines of 
FORTRAN source code. Documentation of the TR program is divided into two 
parts: program function and program design. These two areas are intimately 
related so that an understanding of one without knowledge of the other is not 
possible. As a compromise, the program function is summarized below to provide 
the context for the detailed description of program design presented in 
APPENDIX D. 
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Table 111.1. The Helmhoitz energy function® 
A{T,V,N„...,N„) 
- U1'#I 
- (pdV - f 5 
Jvn Jr„ 
çl 
T 
dTdT 
(111.35) 
SodT + A) 
AQ{N^,...,N„JO,VQ) = lim 
V->co R JVo\
f A/RT^I 
y ) dV + (111.33) 
So(A/i....,A/„;To.Vo) = -lim Ô fr / p-NRT\ dT ^Xo V V J dy + (111.34) 
n 
w„;r„y„) = ^w, 
/=1 
Ai; + RTJn ML 
\^o. 
N.JM = - RIn & 
yNoyj  
(111.25) 
(111.26) 
where and S,^ are the arbitrary molar Helmhoitz energy and entropy 
for component i in the ideal-gas state at TQ and PQ, with NQ = PQVQ/RTQ. 
^APPENDIX B contains the derivation of the Helmhoitz energy for a fluid modeled by the Peng-
Robinson PVT equation and an ideal-gas heat-capacity expression, polynomial in temperature. 
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Table III.2. Functions derived from the Helmholtz energy 
S{T,V,N„..„N,) = (!ll.36f 
P{T,V,N„...,N„) = "(iL (111.37) 
U^/Jry,w, 
(Ill.SSf 
A'{T,V,N„...,N„} = 
K=[J} 
(111.39)^ 
UHT,V,N, A/J = A^ + TS (111.40) 
H^{T.V ,N, A/J = A^ + TS + PV (111.41) 
G^iT.V.N, A/J = A' + PV (111.42) 
^(n-1)'^) -
N-^ 
N -
/=1 
(111.43)° 
= }X/ — f j . „  { i  ^  n )  
= Mn ('• = ") (111.44)'= 
A'{T,V,N„...,N,„_,,,N) 
k=U} 
(111.45)^'' 
^APPENDIX B contains the derivation of the S and m functions for a fluid modeled by the Peng-
Robinson PVT equation and a polynomial ideal-gas heat-capacity expression. 
is the7-element list of transformed-mole-number indices (e.g., for the symmetric-variable-set 
function A"(T,V,^l^,^l2,N3) or the asymmetric-set function -A'*"*"(T,\/,tii.ti2,A/), j is 2 and {j} is{1, 2}). 
^These functions are provided to facilitate calculations based on the asymmetric variable set. 
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Program function 
The TR program generates each surface from the information contained in a 
user-supplied "script" file/ The surfaces thus produced fall into two categories: 
(1) smooth, possibly multiple-valued surfaces typified by Figs. 11.21 through 11.23, 
and (2) kinked, multiple-valued swallowtail surfaces typified by Figs. 11.4 and 11.19. 
A discussion of the process used to construct a smooth surface is presented below, 
followed by a discussion of the modifications necessary for a swallowtail surface. 
Smooth surfaces 
The P(T, function shown in Fig. 11.22 is representative of the smooth 
surfaces generated by the TR program. The script file used to generate this surface 
is shown in Table III.3. 
The three lines in group A of that table supply general information about the 
system to be modeled. The first line causes the TR program to read the et .pro 
data file. This file contains the information needed to model pure ethylene: the 
number of components, the critical properties, the ideal-gas heat-capacity 
coefficients, and the arbitrary reference quantities. 
The second line in group A gives the critical-point composition.® After the 
composition is specified, the TR program invokes the method of Heidemann and 
Khalil [58] to find the critical-point volume and temperature. 
^The formats of the script and other files used by the TR program are discussed in 
APPENDIX D. The command-line options are discussed in APPENDIX C. 
®ln script files for binary and higher-order systems, the individual mole-number values are 
given on the same line and are separated by commas. 
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Table ill.3. The P(T, V/^) script file® 
PROPERTIES = et 
NCRIT =1.0 A 
FIXED = Nl 
SPACE = V+P+T-
VL = O.Oe VC* 
VH = 5,0e VC* 
PL = 0.5c PC* B 
PH = 1.5e PC* 
TL = 0.9e TC* 
TH = 1.05e TC* 
TESTS = PP-V 
PI = PH C 
VT = VH 
DEPTH =30 
^Text taken directly from source code or data files is shown in courier typeface. 
The critical properties are then calculated and stored in an array that may be 
referenced symbolically within the script file; e.g., vc represents the critical volume, 
PC the critical pressure, and so on.® 
The third line specifies the n thermodynamic quantities held constant for the 
entire surface. For each surface, one extensive variable must be held constant to 
mimic the scaling operation described in the THEORY chapter. For this P{T, 
surface, the total amount of material in the system (represented symbolically by Nl) 
is held constant so that the total volume V is proportional to the molar volume 
Each alternative scaling is achieved by holding the appropriate extensive quantity 
constant. 
®The symbolic names are listed in Table D.2. 
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In binary and higher-order systems, an additional (n - ^) intensive variables 
must be held constant so that each surface can be drawn in three dimensions. In all 
such cases, the symbolic names of the fixed properties are placed on the same line 
in the script file and separated by commas. In all cases the value of the fixed 
property is a critical value. 
The seven lines in group B specify the thermodynamic property mappings. 
Within the TR program, the thermodynamic surface is presumed to exist within a 
spatial cube spanning the range -1 to +1 along each axis. The desired 
thermodynamic properties are then mapped onto the three spatial coordinates. The 
X axis is used to plot an independent variable from left to right, the Z axis is used to 
plot an independent variable from back to front, and the Y axis is used to plot the 
dependent variable vertically.''® 
The first line in group B specifies the three thermodynamic variables that are 
mapped onto the spatial coordinates. In the case shown here, volume is mapped 
onto the X axis, increasing in the positive X direction; pressure is mapped onto the 
Y axis, increasing with positive Y; and temperature is mapped onto the Z axis, 
decreasing with positive Z. These mappings are illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 111.2. 
The remaining lines specify the low and high limits of the mapped properties. 
These expressions are given in the standard Reverse Polish Notation^ ^ used by 
many scientific calculators. The supported operations are: enter, sign change, add, 
subtract, multiply, and divide. Lines two and three assign 0.0 to the low-volume limit 
^°ln this context, "independent" refers to a variable that belongs to the natural independent 
variable list of the thermodynamic function being plotted. Within the TR program itself, ail properties 
are always functions of the volume, temperature, and composition. 
Named after its inventor, Polish mathematician Jan Lukasiewicz. 
i 
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Figure 111.2. Schematic of the F(T, Vi^) axis mapping 
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VL and 5.0 multiplied by the critical volume (* symbol) to the high-volume limit VH. 
Lines three through seven assign the pressure and temperature ranges in a similar 
manner. 
The four lines in group C provide the remaining information needed for the 
surface. The TR program creates each surface by generating a large number of 
level curves at evenly spaced values of the thermodynamic property corresponding 
to the Z coordinate. These curves are produced sequentially from the high limit to 
the low limit of that property, and they are saved in an intermediate data file and 
recalled later to generate a geometry file for the surface. The geometry file contains 
lists of nodes and connectivities defining triangular facets that approximate the 
surface. 
The initial position, procession direction, and termination condition used to 
construct the surface traces are specified in the first three lines of group C. The first 
line is interpreted as follows: 
pp-v: begin the trace at the point having the pressure stored in PI. 
pp-v; proceed in the decreasing-pressure direction. 
p p-v: quit when the trace reaches the volume stored in VT. 
In lines two and three, the initial pressure p i  is assigned the value of the 
high-pressure limit and the terminal volume VT is assigned the value of the high-
volume limit. The final line specifies the number of traces to be used. 
Internally, the TR program characterizes each point on the surface by its 
volume, temperature, and composition. These quantities (taken together and in 
order) are referred to as theX value, where X is a vector of length {n + 2). 
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Newton's method [62] is used to find the X values corresponding to each point 
along the trace. 
The procedure used by the TR program to generate the surface curves is 
illustrated in Fig. 111.2. The first trace generated is the high-temperature isotherm 
BB'. The critical-point X value (calculated previously and stored) is used as the 
seed value in the search for the initial point on the trace. For the pure-material 
system, the X vector contains three variables, and thus three conditions are 
required to specify the initial point. These are; (1) the mass is equal to the critical-
point value, (2) the temperature is that of the isotherm, and (3) the pressure is that 
of the high-pressure limit. In response to this, Newton's method finds the X value 
for point B. 
The next point on the isotherm is found by replacing the pressure condition 
with one requiring that the new point be at a small, fixed distance from the current 
point. This is equivalent to placing a small sphere around point B and then 
searching for intersections of the isothermal curve and the sphere. 
The X value found for point B is used as the seed value in the search for the 
new point."*^ Two valid solutions are possible, but the correct solution lies in the 
decreasing-pressure direction. If the new point found by Newton's method lies in 
the opposite direction, a new seed value is calculated from the formula 
Kseed = Kcurr ~ (Knew ~ Kcun) (111.46) 
and the desired X value is then found. 
^^Because point B lies at the exact center of the sphere, the seed value must be perturbed 
slightly to avoid numerical difficulties. 
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After the first two points are found, the seed value is calculated from the 
formula 
Kseed = Kcurr + {^urr ~ Kpmv) (111.47) 
The trace is built by repeating this procedure until the curve crosses the high-
volume limit. At that point the final X value is discarded and the terminal volume 
specification replaces the distance constraint to produce the final point. The X 
values for the trace are then stored in an intermediate date file. The initial point of 
the first trace (B) is used as the seed value for the second, and the process is 
repeated until all curves are written to the data file. 
The inter-point spacing is adjusted in response to the curvature of the trace. 
In low-curvature areas the spacing reaches a maximum value of 6.25 x 10"\ and in 
high-curvature areas it reduces to 5.0 x 10''*. These limits were found to maintain 
numerical stability for all surfaces produced in this work. This process is illustrated 
by the low-temperature isotherm in Fig. III.3, where the maximum spacing is 
maintained, except in the high-curvature area at the bottom of the well. 
The numerical stability issue illustrated by the well in the isotherm is shown 
magnified in Fig. III.4. When searching downward for the next point, the inter-point 
distance R1 produces the correct result (marked by a triangle). The greater 
distance R2 could produce any one of the three other results (marked by diamonds) 
or even prevent Newton's method from converging at all. 
The stepping procedure described above produces a four-fold excess of 
points relative to the number required to generate the geometry file. Therefore, 
three out of every four points found are discarded before the X values for the trace 
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Figure SIL3. Subcritical isotherm from Fig. III.2 
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Figure III.4. Close-up of the isotherm shown in Fig. III.3 
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are written to the data file. Special care is taken to preserve the endpoints of the 
trace. (Figs. III.3 and III.4 were created from the intermediate data file, and thus the 
spacings used by the TR program are more conservative than the example in 
Fig. III.4 suggests.) 
After the surface curves are generated, the program constructs the stability-
limit curves. These curves, along with those that define coexisting liquid and vapor 
states, are used later to cut the surface into sections so that the stable, metastable, 
and unstable regions may be color-coded. 
A new constraint is required for the calculation of stability-limit curves. This 
condition is provided by the determinant of the Q matrix defined by Heidemann and 
Khalil.^^ In the nomenclature of this work, the determinant of Q is essentially the 
stability function defined by Eqn. 11.94. The function is zero at the stability limit 
and nonzero elsewhere. The three constraints used to find points along the 
stability-limit curves on the P{T, surface are: (1) the mass is equal to the critical 
point-value, (2) the stability function is equal to zero, and (3) the inter-point distance 
is specified (i.e., adjusted for curvature during each step). 
The X value of the first point on a stability-limit curve is that of the critical 
point. The remainder of the curve is generated by the method used for surface 
traces. The curve is terminated when it passes through one of the walls of the 
coordinate box. The X values for the curve are then thinned by a factor of four and 
written to an intermediate data file. The second stability-limit curve is generated by 
proceeding in the opposite direction from the critical point, thinning the data, and 
then storing the points in the data file. The two stability-limit curves are shown as 
AF and AF' in Fig. III.2. 
^^Reference [58], p. 771, Eqn. 7. 
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Finally, the TR program produces curves representing coexisting liquid and 
vapor states. Such curves are shown as AG and AG' in Fig. 111.2. 
Coexisting states are found by identifying X values for liquid and vapor 
states that share the same pressure, temperature, and (individual component) 
chemical potentials. These two X vectors are stored in one double-length vector 
called X. The volume, temperature, and composition stored in the first half of the 
X vector characterize the a phase, while those stored in the second half 
characterize the p phase. 
2{n + 2) constraints are required to identify coexisting states. All but one of 
these are supplied by thermodynamics. For the P{T, V/y) surface the five 
thermodynamic constraints are; (1-2) the masses in both phases are equal to the 
critical point value and (3-5) the temperatures, pressures, and chemical potentials 
of the phases are equal. The sixth constraint fixes the position on the curves. 
The most difficult step in generating the coexistence curves is finding an 
initial X value. In the TR program, this is done by generating a seed value for X 
and then using a modification of Newton's method to find the exact value. The seed 
value is generated by reading the 10th X value from each stability-limit curve to 
approximate the X values of the coexisting phases. 
The final constraint used for Newton's method is generated by selecting one 
of the intensive variables and equating its value in the a phase to the average of the 
two seed values.Newton's method is then used to find the true X value. If 
convergence is not obtained within twenty iterations, a new average is taken and 
the procedure is repeated until the calculations converge. 
binary and higher-order systems this variable cannot be one of the intensive variables 
held constant for the entire surface. 
t 
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After the initial point is found, the sixth constraint is replaced with the 
distance criterion, and the a-phase curve is traced in two sections. The first section 
is that from the initial point to the bounding wall, and the second section is that from 
the initial point to a small distance from the critical point. The two sections are 
rearranged into a single curve, thinned, and written to an intermediate data file. The 
initial X value is then recalled, and the p-phase curve is produced and stored in the 
same manner. 
At this point the TR program is finished calculating the data for the smooth 
surface. The program then transforms the data into a geometry file. 
Producing the geometry file for a smooth surface 
After the intermediate data files are completed, the TR program uses these 
files to create a geometry file suitable for use with the MOVIE.BYU modeling 
software. (The procedure used to produce the final images from this software is 
discussed later.) 
The TR program uses triangular polygons to approximate the thermodynamic 
surface. These triangles are stored in a geometry file as lists of nodes and 
connectivities. The node list comprises XYZ triplets that characterize the surface. 
The X, Y, and Z values are generated by recalling the X values from the 
intermediate data file, calculating the three mapped thermodynamic properties, and 
then projecting those properties into the unit cube. 
The P(7, Vf^) surface shown in Fig. 11.22. is approximated by the group of 
isotherms shown in Fig. III.5. The node list for this surface is stored in the order 
shown in Fig. III.6: the first node is taken from the initial point of the 
^®The format of the geometry file is documented in the MOVIE.BYU users' manual [60]. 
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Figure 1II.5. A set of isotherms defining the P{T, surface 
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Figure S11.6. Close-up view of four isotherms 
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high-temperature isotherm, the second node is taken from the next point on that 
isotherm, and so on. The points from the second isotherm follow those from the 
first, and the procedure is repeated until all nodes that define the surface are 
recorded in a single list. 
The connectivities are stored as a list of integers specifying how the nodes 
are to be connected to form triangles that approximate the surface. Each triangle is 
formed by connecting nodes from adjacent isotherms, as illustrated in Fig. III.6 for 
the first five triangles of the surface. Triangle A is formed by connecting nodes 1, 
43, and 44, in that order. In the geometry file, the final node in each triangle is 
marked with a negative sign.""® The next four triangles (B, C, D, and E) are 
constructed in a similar manner so that the connectivity list for the surface begins as 
follows; 
1 43 -44 1 44 -2 2 44 -45 2 
44 -45 2 45 -3 3 45 -46 
Typically, 2000-3000 triangles are required to give an adequate approximation of a 
thermodynamic surface. 
In the above procedure, the triangles are produced in pairs (A-B, C-D, and so 
on), and thus the isotherms must have an identical number of nodes. But, the 
actual number of nodes in each curve is determined by its topology. Therefore, one 
curve in each pair usually has a slightly larger number of nodes. To adjust for this, 
single triangles are inserted at regular intervals. The single triangles use two nodes 
requirement of MOVIE.BYU. 
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from the longer curve and one node from the shorter. Therefore, one such triangle 
is inserted for each extra node. 
The node and connectivity lists are then written to the geometry file. This file 
defines the surface as a single "part" that must be drawn in a single color. In this 
work, the surfaces are color-coded; blue identifies the thermodynamically stable 
states, yellow defines the metastable region, and red the unstable region. 
Therefore, the overall surface contained in the geometry file must be cut into these 
separate regions so that each may be colored accordingly. 
The TR program begins cutting the surface by reading the two stability-limit 
curves from the data file and then combining them to produce a single curve. The 
XYZ values of the curve are calculated and stored for later use. 
The node and connectivity lists are then read from the geometry file, and a 
new list containing the individual polygons is created and stored. The polygons are 
separated in this way so that those lying along the stability limit can be cut and 
regrouped to generate the two sections of the surface bounded by the curve. 
The routines that cut the polygons are designed to handle the two cases 
shown in Fig. III.7. Case A occurs when a curve passes through two sides of a 
polygon. In this case, the original polygon is truncated and the resulting 
quadrilateral is divided into two new triangles. The new polygons are then added to 
the polygon list, and each is marked according to the side of the stability limit on 
which it lies (shown by L and R in Fig. 111.7). 
Case B occurs when a curve passes through a polygon twice (this often 
occurs near the critical point). Here the polygon is first subdivided until the curve 
passes through no polygon more than once, and then method A is applied to each 
polygon that is cut. Again, each polygon is marked according to the side of the 
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curve on which it lies. Cases other than A and B are so infrequent that no provision 
was made for them. 
At the end of the cutting process, each polygon in the list belongs to one of 
three groups: (1) those on one side of the stability-limit curve, (2) those on the 
other side, and (3) those of unknown allegiance. To reconstruct the surface 
sections, the TR program sorts the unassigned polygons into the first two groups. It 
begins by searching through the list until a polygon of known orientation is found. 
This polygon is then compared with each unassigned polygon to find those with 
which it shares vertices. All such polygons are then marked as belonging to the 
same side as the known polygon. This process is repeated until no unassigned 
polygons remain.The two groups are then written to the geometry file as 
separate parts. 
Next, the surface is cut similarly along the coexistence curve. In this way, a 
geometry file containing the fully partitioned surface is generated. The three 
sections that result from this procedure are shown separated in Fig. III.8. 
Swallowtail surfaces 
The self-intersecting swallowtail surface occurs when a scaled, 
transform is plotted against two intensive properties. These surfaces are listed in 
Tables 11.1 and 11.2 as those that display coexisting states as points common to both 
stable sections of the surface. The Gyv(T, P) function shown in Fig. 11.4 is 
representative of the swallowtail surfaces generated by the TR program, and the 
script file used to generate it is shown below. 
^^This process is closely related to cellular automata algorithms used to solve complicated 
maze and routing problems [65]. 
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Figure 111.8. The P(T, Vf^) mesh (shown expanded) 
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Table 111.4. The 0^,(7. P) script file 
PROPERTIES = et 
NCRIT =1.0 A 
FIXED = N1 
SPACE = P+GO+T+ 
PL = 0.1c PC* 
PH = 1.2e PC* 
GOL = 0.6c NIC* TC* GOC+ B 
GOH = 2.4e NIC* TC* GOC+ 
TL = 0.9e TC* 
TH = 1.02e TC* 
TESTS = PP-GO 
PI = PH C 
GOT = GOL 
DEPTH =30 
As before, the lines of group A read the data file containing the properties of 
pure ethylene, calculate and store the critical properties, and specify molar scaling 
for the surface. 
The lines of group B specify the thermodynamic mappings. The symbol GO 
represents the usual Gibbs energy G{T, P, N). In binary and higher-order systems, 
GL represents the "primed" Gibbs energy functions, G'(r,P,}II, A/j) or G''{T,P,y]^,N)-, 
G2 represents the double-primed functions, and so on. The expressions in lines 
four and five specifying the Gibbs energy range are more complicated than those in 
Table III.3 for PVT ranges. To see the reason for this, one must understand the 
procedure for selecting the ranges shown in the final diagrams. 
To avoid having to use unit systems, the variables in these diagrams are 
nondimensionalized by the appropriate critical values. The measurable quantities 
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(temperature, pressure, volume, and mole-number) are divided by their respective 
critical values, and thus the critical point occurs at unity on such axes. The derived 
quantities (entropy, energy, and so on) are shown as a difference between the 
property and its critical value, divided by an appropriate critical quantity {RTQ, PQ, 
etc.). Therefore, on these axes the critical point always occurs at zero. 
In lines four and five of group B, the Gibbs energy range is specified such 
that the range displayed on the diagram (Fig. 11.4) extends from -0.6 to +2.4.^® 
The lines of group C specify the procedure for generating the isothermal 
surface curves. Four such curves are illustrated schematically in Fig. III.9 as BB', 
CC, DD', EFF'E'. 
The supercritical isotherm BB' is smooth and is thus generated in the same 
manner as the isotherms of the P(7, V/^) surface. The subcritical isotherms develop 
kinks at the two stability limits (spinodal points). Such behavior is illustrated by the 
low-temperature isotherm shown in Fig. 111.10. The X values at the spinodal points 
F and F' are found by applying Newton's method subject to the mass, temperature, 
and stability-limit constraints. These values are then stored for use during 
generation of the isotherm. 
The seed X value for the initial point on a given isothermal trace is taken 
from the initial point of the previous trace. The TR program then generates points 
along the isotherm from E to F in the usual way. When the curve is sufficiently 
^®The gas constant does not appear in these specifications because, within the TR program, 
all variables represent thermodynamic quantities nondimensionalized by the arbitrary constants to, 
vO, and nO. These constants are read from the critical properties file. The resulting nondimensional 
quantities are v/vO, t/to, n (i)/nO, pvO/nORto, s/nOR, a/nORtO, and so forth. This was done to 
eliminate the need to keep track of units. Otherwise, this procedure had little effect on the coding of 
the TR program, and thus no special nomenclature is adopted. 
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Figure SII.9. Schematic of the G/y(T, P) axis mapping 
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Figure 111.10. A subcritical isotherm from Fig. III.9 
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close to point F. the X value of the (previously calculated) spinodal point is 
appended to the list of X values for the isotherm. 
During preliminary attempts to generate this type of curve, a seed value for 
the point immediately following the stability limit was generated with Eqn. 111.47, and 
Newton's method was applied to find the exact value. Unfortunately, because of the 
discontinuity of derivatives at the stability limit, this seed value led to poor results. 
The tracing algorithm would often double-back and return to point E. 
A satisfactory seed value was generated by the change in variables shown in 
Fig. III.11. In this procedure, the intensive variable mapped to the X axis is 
temporarily replaced with its extensive conjugate (in this instance pressure is 
replaced with volume). The range of the new variable on the X axis is selected 
arbitrarily. 
In the modified coordinate system, the target value for the distance between 
the spinodal point and the new point is the distance between the spinodal point and 
the previous point. The derivatives are continuous in the new coordinate system, 
and the X value of the new point is thus found from the "poor" seed value. The 
new X value is then used as the seed value in the original coordinate system, and 
the desired point is found. 
The curve then proceeds to point F', where the same method is used to find 
the point that follows that spinodal point. The curve then continues until it 
terminates at the lower Gibbs energy limit. 
On each isotherm, coexisting states occur at the point where the curve 
intersects itself. This condition is shown as point G in Figs. III.9 and 111.10. The 
seed X value for this point is generated from the two segments of the curve nearest 
the crossing, after which Newton's method is applied to find the exact value. 
I 
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Figure 111.11. The modified coordinate system 
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The X value for each of the coexisting phases is then inserted in the list of 
X values for the isotherm before the list is thinned and written to the intermediate 
data file. Care is taken to preserve the endpoints, spinodal points, and coexistence 
points as the list is thinned. The header preceding each curve in the data file 
contains the locations of the spinodal and coexistence points in the X value list. 
The information needed to cut the surface along spinodal or coexistence curves is 
now contained in the surface data file, and the TR program is thus finished 
calculating the data for the swallowtail surface. 
Producing the geometry files for a swallowtail surface 
The TR program next begins generating a set of geometry files to describe 
the swallowtail surface. As before, the surface is partitioned to allow color coding of 
the stable, metastable, and unstable regions. The partitioning scheme applied to 
this surface is illustrated in Fig. 111.12, where the stable region is shown as mesh 1. 
the metastable liquid and vapor regions as meshes 2 and 3 (here separated from 
mesh 1 ), and the unstable region as mesh 4 (also separated). The hidden-line-
removal option has been used to hide the stable-region mesh that lies below the 
metastable and unstable regions, thereby accentuating the relative positions of the 
four meshes. 
The supercritical region of the surface begins at the high-temperature 
isotherm (BB' in Fig. III.9) and continues to the critical isotherm through point A. 
The surface curves in this region are smooth, and the polygons approximating this 
section are generated by the method shown in Fig. 111.6. 
In the stable subcritical region (mesh 1 ), the surface displays a kink at all 
points representing coexisting states (e.g., G or G'). The locus of these points 
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Figure 111.12. The 6/^(7", P) mesh (shown expanded) 
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separates the stable region into the liquid section (with lesser slope) and the vapor 
section (with greater slope). 
The polygons in this region are generated in two groups. The first is 
produced from points lying between the BE (high-pressure) edge and the liquid-
phase coexistence curve AG, and the second is formed from points lying between 
the B'E' (low-pressure) edge and the vapor-phase coexistence curve AG'. During 
construction of the mesh for the stable region, all points between the liquid and 
vapor coexistence curves are discarded. 
The mesh for the metastable liquid region (2) is generated from points lying 
between the liquid coexistence curve AG and the liquid stability limit AF. Meshes 
representing the metastable vapor region (3) and the unstable region (4) are 
generated similarly. The meshes representing the four regions of the surface are 
then written to separate geometry files for use within MOVIE.BYU. 
Additional script file commands 
The preceding sections describe the minimum script-file commands 
necessary to produce smooth and swallowtail surfaces. Additional commands 
(Table 111.5) are available to produce highlight structures, "differenced" surfaces, 
asymmetric-variable-set surfaces, one-piece (undivided) surfaces, and surfaces 
displaying lower-order stability limits. 
The three lines in group A are used to create geometry files containing 
various highlight structures. The first two lines produce files containing curves used 
to accentuate the shape of the surface.Each curve lies in a separate X-Y plane. 
i^Such curves are formed by a chain of polygons that approximates a narrow tape lying just 
above the surface and facing the viewer. 
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Table III.5. Additional script-file commands 
CONTOURS = 
NCONTOURS = A 
PLANE = 
DIFFERENCE B 
ALTVARSET C 
LOWERCRITS = D 
FASTER E 
The positions of the highlight curves along the Z axis may be specified either 
in a list following the CONTOURS = command or calculated automatically using the 
NCONTOURS = command. The isothermal highlight curves shown in Fig. 11.22 
could have been generated by either of the two commands 
CONTOURS = 0.925e TC*, 0.975e TC*, 1.025e TC* 
or 
NCONTOURS = 3 
The latter command creates the specified number of evenly spaced curves, with the 
distance from the edge of the surface to the first curve being half the distance 
between the others. 
The X values for each curve are generated in the same way as the X values 
for the surface. Curves are then constructed by recalling the X values, generating 
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the node list, and constructing a chain of paired triangles that approximates the 
curve. Highlight curves created for the G{T, P) surface are shown close-up in 
Fig. 11.18. To avoid graphical difficulties, the curves are actually located slightly 
above the surface. 
These first two commands also produce other highlight structures suitable for 
the surfaces shown in this study. The four classes of thermodynamic surfaces are; 
(1) equations of state displaying stability limits as extrema and (2) the fundamental-
equation surfaces displaying coexisting states through (a) tangent planes, 
(b) tangent lines, and (c) self intersection. The surfaces in class 1 are listed in 
Tables 11.3 and 11.4, and those in the remaining classes are listed in Tables II.1 
and 11.2. 
When a subcritical highlight curve is generated for a class 1 surface, two 
additional geometry files containing crosses to mark the stability limits are also 
generated. The arms of each cross indicate the principal slopes of the surface at 
the stability limits. These symbols are shown in Figs. 11.22 and 11.23, where the red 
cross marks the liquid limit and the green cross marks the vapor limit. 
When a subcritical curve is generated for a class 2b surface, the crosses 
mark coexisting states, and a third geometry file is produced that contains the 
connecting tangent line. These constructions are shown in Figs. 11.6, 11.7, 11.15-17, 
and 11.21. On these surfaces, the red and green crosses also mark the liquid and 
vapor states. 
For class 2a surfaces, the TR program tests to see if a given highlight curve 
crosses the coexistence curve. If so, the companion coexisting state is found. If 
both points lie within the bounding cube, a tangent plane and crosses marking the 
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coexisting states are generated. These constructions are shown in Figs. 11.9-12 
and 11.14, with the crosses marking the same states as before. 
When a subcritical curve is generated for a class 2c surface, coexisting 
states occur at points where the curve intersects itself, and the two crosses are 
generated at a representative point but with different slopes. This situation is 
illustrated in Figs. 11.18 and 11.20, where the red cross lies tangent to the liquid 
surface and the green cross is tangent to the vapor surface. 
The final command in group A is used to generate a tangent plane at an 
arbitrary location. A typical instance of this command is 
PLANE = 4.0e VC*, 2.5e NIC* SC+, 0.08e 
The first two arguments specify the location of the tangent point along the X and Y 
axes, respectively, and the third specifies the size of the plane. Two geometry files 
are created, one containing the plane and another containing a cross to mark the 
tangent point. 
The DIFFERENCE command (B) is used to create "differenced" fundamental-
equation surfaces. When this keyword is placed in the script file, the difference 
between points on the thermodynamic surface and those on a plane tangent at the 
critical point is plotted. Models produced in this way continue to show coexisting 
states as cotangencies but exhibit greatly magnified curvature. The advantage of 
this operation for visual magnification is illustrated in Figs. 11.15 and 11.16. 
The ALTVARSET Command (C) is used to form the asymmetric-variable-set 
surfaces listed in Tables 11.2 and 11.4. This keyword changes the way the script file 
is interpreted and the thermodynamic data are calculated. First, the symbol for the 
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final mole-number in the argument list (normally N2 in a binary system, N3 in a 
ternary, ...) becomes the total mole-number N, so that molar scaling may be 
achieved by holding this quantity constant. Second, "conventional" chemical 
potentials become the "modified" chemical potentials given by Eqn. 111.44. And 
third, the "primed" transforms become the "plussed" functions G*, ...) 
defined by Eqn. 111.45. Examples of thermodynamic surfaces generated from 
symmetric variables (G'/^g) ^nd from asymmetric variables {Aj^) are shown in 
Figs. 11.19 and 11.14. 
In binary and higher-order systems, the lowercrits = command (D) 
causes the TR program to search for the specified number of lower-order critical 
points. Each of these pseudo critical points lies on a lower-order stability-limit curve 
representing the limit that would apply to a system of fewer components. When 
such critical points are found within the bounding cube, the corresponding stability 
limits are generated and the surface is cut along those curves. Such a case is 
shown in Fig. 11.23, where the controlling stability limit for the binary system is given 
by the yellow-red boundary, and the pseudo-pure limit is given by the red-orange 
boundary. Lower-order stability limits are discussed further in the RESULTS 
chapter. 
The FASTER keyword (E) causes the TR program to omit calculation of the 
stability limit and coexistence curves, thus providing a fast method to generate an 
undivided surface. Speed may be increased even more by using the command 
DEPTH = 5 to instruct the program to use a smaller number of traces. 
Low-resolution, high-speed surface generation is most useful when searching 
for optimum ranges for a given diagram. This search begins with a script file 
specifying a large Y-axis range and small X-axis and Z-axis ranges for the desired 
E 
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surface. The drawing is then generated and examined for curvature (and usually 
found to be flat and centered in the Y direction). The Y-axis range is then 
decreased while the other ranges are increased, and the process is repeated until 
the optimum ranges are found. The final surface is generated by removing the 
FASTER command and restoring the number of traces to 30. 
The geometry files produced in this manner are then read by the MOVIE.BYU 
program and combined with other files that describe the coordinate box and labeling 
needed to produce the final drawings shown in this work. 
The Final Images 
All of the color images shown in this dissertation were generated by the 
surface modeling software MOVIE.BYU, version 6.2 [60]. The programs available in 
the MOVIE package form an economical, reasonably robust, graphical rendering 
system. MOVIE.BYU is available at many universities. 
At Iowa State University, MOVIE is supported by project Vincent.^° The 
DECstation 5000 is currently the only machine supported by project Vincent that 
has full-color (24 bit-plane) graphics, and thus it was selected for this work. 
Using the DISPLAY program within the MOVIE package, final images are 
produced from a set of geometry files that contain the "parts" of the image. One first 
assigns "attributes" to each part (color, shading model, and so on), then selects a 
viewing position, and finally draws the complete picture. The process used to 
generate a typical image is described in the following section. Generating the text 
and manually setting the attributes necessary for each image is a tedious process, 
2°The commands used to run MOVIE on project Vincent are given in APPENDIX C. 
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often taking as much as an hour for a given surface. Therefore, an automated 
process was developed and used for all of the images shown in this work. This 
process is discussed in a later section. 
Creating an image 
The P{T, V^) surface in Fig. 11.22 is again selected as a representative case. 
This image was created from geometry files containing the surface, the surface 
highlights, the coordinate box, and labels for the axes. 
The geometry files containing the surface and surface highlights are created 
by the TR program. The geometry file containing the coordinate box was generated 
by the UTILITY program within MOVIE and then stored for later use. The 
coordinate box in Fig. 11.22 comprises three beveled plates whose interior faces 
represent the X = -1, Y = -1, and Z = -1 boundaries of the box. This coordinate box 
is used for surfaces viewed from the positive side of the X = 0 plane. A mirror-
image box is used for surfaces viewed from the opposite side. 
Initially, the text used to label the axes of the diagram was created using the 
TITLE program in the MOVIE package. This program allows the user to specify the 
text string, the text size, and the position of the label in the X-Y plane. From these 
data the program generates a geometry file containing polygons that define the text. 
Because the quality of the text produced by the TITLE program in version 6.2 was 
unacceptable, an advance copy of the text-generating program to be included in the 
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new version of MOVIE (7.0) was obtained.^^ The text produced by the new TITLE 
program is based on current font technology and is thus greatly improved. 
After the geometry files are created, the DISPLAY program is used to create 
the image. The screen appearance of the DISPLAY program is shown in Fig. 111.13. 
The commands available in the program are selected from the menu on the left, and 
the image is drawn in the window on the right. Many of the commands in the initial 
menu produce additional menus, and thus hundreds of command sequences are 
available within DISPLAY. The additional menus of interest in this work are the 
hierarchical control menu, the image control menu, and the viewing 
control menu. These are used, respectively, to define the properties and 
positions of the individual parts, to set the background color and other visual 
attributes of the image, and to select the viewing position. 
Geometry files are read by selecting the read in model files option 
from the main menu. The DISPLAY program then prompts for the names of the 
geometry file, the displacement file, and the scalar function file. The surface-
geometry file name (pvtnO. geo for Fig. 111.13) is entered followed by two blank 
lines. DISPLAY then reports that three parts were read successfully. The three 
sections of the surface are then referred to as parts l, 2, and 3 within DISPLAY. 
The files containing the three surface highlight curves and the crosses marking the 
critical point and spinodal points are then read and referred to as parts 4 through 9. 
^•'The new version of MOVIE is called CQUEL. It is a C programming language-based 
evolution from the previous FORTRAN-based MOVIE package. The new program has many 
powerful features including an X11 windows interface, texture mapping, and ray tracing. Iowa State 
has been selected as a beta-test site for this program, and it is currently available on the 
DECstation 5000 located in 322 Sweeney Hall. While CQUEL was not available in time for this 
research, it should be used for all future work of this kind. 
^Operation of the new TITLE utility is discussed in APPENDIX C. 
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Figure 111.13. The DISPLAY program interface 
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Finally, the coordinate box and axis labels are read. (The tic marks on the 
coordinate axes are actually hyphen characters.) 
Next, the draw command is selected to produce the image shown in 
Fig. 111.13. The surface, surface highlights, and coordinate box appear in their 
proper positions, but all text is grouped at the center of the drawing. Each text part 
must now be rotated and translated into the desired position, and this is done by 
selecting the hierarchical control/perform copy transforms menu. For 
each part number specified, the rotate option is first selected and the rotation 
angles entered, followed by the translate option and the translation vector. This 
process is repeated for every text string in the image. Positioning the text is largely 
a matter of trial and error, and creating the subscripting in Fig. 11.22 by positioning 
individual sections of text strings is extremely tedious. 
After all parts are in their proper positions, the colors and shading models are 
specified. The color of each part is entered by selecting the hierarchical 
control/modify attributes/global menu, specifying the part number, and 
selecting the color option. Color is entered as a set of three numbers, each 
between 0.0 and 1.0, representing the red, green, and blue intensities. This 
process is then repeated for each part in the image (often from 30 to 50 times). 
The two shading models used in this work are the uniform and smooth 
shading models provided in the DISPLAY program. The uniform shading model 
draws each polygon in a single shade based on the relative positions of the 
polygon, light source, and viewer. (For all images produced here, the light source is 
placed at the position of the viewer.) 
With the smooth shading model the color varies across individual polygons 
based on the local surface curvature. Smooth shading also provides color 
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continuity at the polygon boundaries, and thus a surface drawn with this model 
appears smooth. In this work, smooth shading is applied to the thermodynamic 
surface, and uniform shading is applied to all other parts. The shading model for 
each part is selected from the hierarchical control/modify 
attributes/shaded menu. At this point the attributes of all parts are set, but a 
few more modifications must be made to the default settings before the final image 
is drawn. 
In its default state, the DISPLAY program draws parts as wireframe 
structures on a black background. A white coordinate triad and a green border are 
added also. The result is illustrated in Fig. 111.13. 
The final images in this work are drawn in full color on a dark blue 
background with the axis triad and green border removed. Full-color mode is 
selected by toggling the shaded images toggle in the image control/shaded 
menu, and the axis triad and border are disabled by toggling the axis triad 
toggle and the border toggle in the image control/screen menu. The 
background color is then entered after selecting the background color option. 
Finally, the viewing position is selected by supplying a look-from vector to 
specify the direction from the image to the viewer. Using this vector the DISPLAY 
program determines the distance to the viewer and the exact viewing direction 
required to fill the screen with the image. The look-from vector is entered by 
selecting the look-from vector option in the viewing control menu. 
Finding an acceptable look-from vector is often a matter of trial and error, but much 
time can be saved by first running DISPLAY in wireframe mode to find a rough value 
for the vector and then switching to full-color mode. 
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Creating images automatically 
It is clear from the preceding section that generating the surfaces for this 
work manually would have been impractical. Therefore, the MT program ("Make 
Titles") was developed to read "label" files specifying diagram attributes and then 
produce "journal" files containing commands for DISPLAY. The DISPLAY program 
then executes the commands as if they had been entered manually, thereby 
creating each surface in a short period of time and with a minimum of effort. A 
portion of the label file used to generate the P{T, V%) surface is shown in Table III.6. 
Table III.6. The P{T, Vf^) label file 
BACKGROUND = 0,0,.15 
FULLCOLOR A 
LOOKFROM = 0, .3,1 
CHECKPOINT 
DRAW 
LIMFILE = " ~/Trace/Stability/pvtn.lim" B 
INCLUDE = " -/Trace/Stability/pvtnO.geo" 
ATTRIBUTES = 2, .3, .3,.9, 2, 0,0,0, 0,0, 0 
ATTRIBUTES = 3, .9, .9, .3, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
ATTRIBUTES = 1, .9, .3, .3, 2, 0,0,0, 0,0, 0 
INCLUDE = " ~/Trace/Stability/pvtnl.geo" C 
ATTRIBUTES = 1, .6, .6,.6, 1, 0,0,0, 0,0, 0 
AMBIENT = 1 ,1 
The first three lines in group A specify the global attributes for the drawing. 
The first line sets the background color to low-intensity blue, the second line places 
the DISPLAY program in full-color mode, and the third line specifies the position of 
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the viewer. The orientation of the coordinate box is based on the iook-from vector. 
Commands disabling the axis triad and the green border are placed in the journal 
file automatically. 
The last two lines in group A place commands at the end of the journal file 
and are thus executed after all attributes of the image are set. The first causes 
DISPLAY to write a "checkpoint" file containing the current state of the DISPLAY 
program. Thus, the state can be recalled for subsequent redisplay of the surface. 
The second line causes DISPLAY to draw the surface as specified. 
The information needed to create titles for the diagram is contained in the 
"limit" file produced by the TR program. This file contains the ranges and titles for 
the axes and any back-panel titles that are required. The location of the limit file is 
specified in line B (the symbol represents the "login" directory). 
The lines in group C are used to incorporate the geometry files created by 
the TR program into the final image. The first line identifies the geometry file 
containing the P{T, surface, and the next three lines specify the attributes for 
each of the three parts contained in the file. 
The first argument in the ATTRIBUTES command gives the number of the 
part. The next three arguments assign the red, green, and blue color components 
for the part. In this example, part 2 is made blue (with small amounts of red and 
green), part 3 is made yellow, and part 1 is made red. 
The fourth argument specifies the shading model: a value of l invokes 
uniform shading and a value of 2 invokes smooth shading. The next three 
arguments specify the transparency of the part (when transparency is desired). 
None of the parts in Fig. 11.22 are transparent, and the values in Table III.6 are 
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therefore zero. When transparency is used (e.g., for the tangent plane in Fig. 11.10), 
the values .25, .5, .75 produce good results. 
When generating geometry files, the TR program automatically places the 
highlight curves and tangent structures a small distance away from the surface. In 
most cases this allows the DISPLAY program to draw the set of parts without any 
problems occurring because of intersection or closeness. Occasionally, a part must 
be translated even more to avoid graphical difficulties. When this is necessary, any 
distortion that might be caused by the translation is minimized by translating the part 
toward the viewer (i.e., along the look-from vector). The X, Y, and Z components of 
this translation are given as the final three arguments of the ATTRIBUTES 
command. 
The AMBIENT command in the final line of group C specifies the ambient 
light (self illumination) for the part. This command assigns maximum illumination to 
the cross marking the critical point. Similar commands (not shown) assign 
maximum illumination to the crosses marking the stability limits and to the surface 
highlight curves. Doing this insures that these structures will appear uniformly 
bright throughout the entire diagram. 
After reading the label file, the MT program executes the TITLE program to 
produce temporary geometry files containing all text. After these files are produced, 
the rotations and translations needed to position the text properly are calculated 
and stored. 
The MT program then generates the journal file and executes DISPLAY to 
process that file. DISPLAY reads the geometry files, sets the attributes, saves the 
checkpoint file, and draws the surface. When the image is complete, the user may 
modify it before exiting DISPLAY. When DISPLAY is finished, the MT program 
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deletes the temporary geometry files and the journal file before terminating. The 
surface definition is stored in the checkpoint file. 
The MT program, when combined with MOVIE.BYU, provides a powerful 
mechanism for producing these images. In combination with the TR program, it 
provides a unique tool for investigating fluid-phase property behavior in a variety of 
coordinate systems. 
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IV. RESULTS 
This research has produced illustrations of the fundamental thermodynamic 
behavior of several fluid-phase systems near their liquid-vapor critical points. In this 
section we will discuss the ways in which this behavior is revealed by the 
geometrical characteristics of a variety of thermodynamic surfaces. The results are 
presented in three categories: fundamental-equation surfaces, equation-of-state 
surfaces, and those surfaces that display other types of phenomena. 
The fundamental surfaces are well suited for illustrating the prediction of 
phase equilibrium and the effects of scaling, while the equation-of-state surfaces 
more clearly illustrate stability limits and the hierarchy of those limits. The final 
group of diagrams display two other interesting types of behavior; the geometrical 
consequences of infinite dilution and the occurrence of multiple liquid-vapor critical 
points on a single surface. 
All systems were modeled using the Peng-Robinson PVTequation [49], a 
polynomial heat-capacity expression [61], and conventional mixing rules. The pure-
material surfaces were generated using the constants for ethylene and consistent 
values for the ideal-gas reference quantities. The molar reference Helmholtz 
energy was arbitrarily set to zero while the entropy S" was given a large 
positive value to simplify certain visualizations (the reason for doing this is 
discussed later). 
The binary system was created by combining ethylene and n-butane, where 
ethylene is shown as component 1 in the drawings. The reference-state quantities 
used for pure ethylene were retained and a similar set was adopted for n-butane. 
The ternary system was created by adding carbon dioxide to the binary. The 
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reference quantities for the first two components remained the same, and a similar 
set was selected for the third. Ethylene, n-butane, and carbon dioxide were 
selected for this work because the Peng-Robinson equation yields acceptable 
critical-property and phase-equilibrium predictions for their mixtures [49-51, 56], and 
because they possess widely different volatilities and thus produce mixture 
coexistence curves that are separated sufficiently for visualization. 
Fundamental-Equation Surfaces 
Our discussion of the fundamental surfaces begins naturally with the molar 
energy surface proposed originally by Gibbs [3]. Using the methods described 
below, the USV surface is made to reveal thermodynamic information about a pure 
system. Subsequent sections discuss how scaling and Legendre transforms are 
used to produce different, and often more convenient, variable sets. The final two 
sections extend the geometrical methods developed for interpreting pure-material 
surfaces to binary and ternary systems. 
The molar USV surface 
In Fig. IV. 1 the molar volume is plotted increasing from left to right, the molar 
entropy increasing from back to front, and the molar energy increasing downward.'' 
The volume is nondimensionalized by its critical-point value, and thus the critical 
point occurs at 1.0 on this axis. Both the entropy and the energy contain arbitrary 
constants, and so to produce uniform ranges along these axes the critical-point 
^Scaled quantities are denoted by subscripting: e.g., L/^y signifies molar energy, signifies 
molar volume, and so on. The nomenclature used in this work is discussed in the Legendre 
Transforms and Scaling section of the THEORY chapter and is tabulated on pp. ix-xi. 
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Figure 1V.1. The V/v) surface showing a stable vapor state 
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value is subtracted and the result is divided by a suitable nondimensionalizing 
quantity. In this way, the surface is positioned along the entropy and energy axes 
so that the critical point occurs at 0.0 on each. In all images, the physical quantities 
temperature, pressure, volume, and mole-number are nondimensionalized by their 
critical-point values, while the derived quantities entropy, chemical potential, and 
the various energies are first translated and then nondimensionalized. 
The USV surface shown in Fig. IV. 1 is convex in the region toward the front 
(high entropy) and in the region toward the extreme left (very low volume). The 
convex region surrounds a saddle-shaped region lying to the right of the crest. It is 
this change in convexity that gives rise to coexisting phases and to the limits of 
stability. Three constant-entropy curves (shown in white) have been added to help 
convey the overall shape of the surface. 
The energy function reveals its thermodynamic information through partial 
differentiation. This process is shown geometrically by placing a tangent plane on 
the surface and observing its principal slopes. An example of this procedure is 
given by the brown plane in Fig. IV. 1 A green cross at the center of the plane 
marks the location of the tangent point and the directions of the principal slopes. 
The slope of the plane in the volume direction (the partial derivative of the energy 
with respect to the volume) is proportional to the (negative) pressure. Similarly, the 
slope in the entropy direction is proportional to the temperature. Thus, the pressure 
and temperature of the state are found after the volume and entropy are specified. 
In this coordinate system, a tangent plane represents a boundary of constant 
molar Gibbs energy corresponding to the temperature and pressure given by its 
^The red-brown plane is drawn transparent and thus it appears purple when its color mixes 
with that of the underlying surface. 
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slopes. Thus Fig. IV. 1 confirms visually that the state marked by the green cross 
possesses the minimum Gibbs energy for its temperature and pressure, since any 
state at those conditions possessing a lower Gibbs energy would have a tangent 
plane lying above (toward the viewer) and parallel to the plane shown. Such a 
plane cannot be found since the remainder of the USV surface lies below the plane 
in Fig. IV. 1. 
The above condition does not hold for every point on the surface. By 
simultaneously compressing and cooling the system, we can move the tangent 
plane from the position shown in Fig. IV. 1 to that shown in Fig. IV.2. Under the 
latter conditions the plane finds a second point of tangency, marked by a red cross. 
Here, the two points share the same temperature, pressure, and Gibbs energy, and 
thus can exist in a state of neutral equilibrium. That is, the Gibbs energy is at a 
(constant) minimum for any combination of the two states, allowing them to coexist 
in all proportions. Since the molar Gibbs energy for a pure-material is equal to the 
chemical potential, these two states also satisfy the more common statement of the 
criteria for phase equilibrium: equivalence of temperature, pressure, and chemical 
potential. The value of the chemical potential is given by the intercept of the plane 
on the energy axis through the origin (where V/v = 0 and = 0),^ 
The green cross in Figure IV.2 denotes a vapor state that can coexist with 
the liquid state marked by the red cross. The overall properties of the combined 
phases are given by the "tie-line" connecting the tangent points (shown light brown 
in this figure). The distances from each endpoint to the point giving the overall 
^Since the entropy axis has been shifted in Fig. IV. 1 to give a zero value at the critical point, 
the position where = 0 is not apparent. 
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Figure IV.2. The l//v(S/v, Vjv) surface showing coexisting states 
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properties are inversely proportional to the amount of each phase present. This is 
known as the Lever or Proportionality Rule. 
When the plane shown in Fig. IV.2 is made to roll along the surface while 
maintaining the two points of contact, the tangencies generate the blue-yellow 
boundary. If the plane is made to roll to the left, the tangent points describe 
coexisting phases at increasing temperatures and, eventually, join at the critical 
point (marked by a white cross). When the plane rolls to the right, states coexisting 
at decreasing temperatures are found. On surfaces that display a solid phase 
(e.g., Fig. 11.3), the plane will ultimately find a third point of tangency at the common 
triple point. 
When the plane finds a single point of tangency (as is shown in Fig. IV. 1) it 
possesses two degrees of freedom; i.e., the values of two independent variables 
(such as volume and entropy or temperature and pressure) are required to identify 
the state marked by the tangent point. When the plane finds a second point of 
tangency it loses one degree of freedom in the process, and thus a single quantity 
(e.g., temperature or pressure) will specify the pair of coexisting states. Finally, if 
the plane finds a third point of tangency (as at the triple point), zero degrees of 
freedom remain. These sets of circumstances give geometrical verification of the 
Gibbs Phase Rule for a single-component system. 
Normally, when a saturated vapor typified by the green cross in Fig. IV.2 is 
cooled and compressed, it gradually condenses and the overall properties are given 
by a smooth movement along the tie-line. After all vapor has condensed, further 
cooling will cause the tangent point to continue to move from the location of the red 
cross and into the blue region representing stable (subcooled) liquid states. 
However, if we are careful to avoid nucieation sites, the vapor phase may be cooled 
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beyond its saturation limit to produce the metastable vapor condition shown in 
Fig. IV.3. But while the yellow metastable region remains convex, the state marked 
by the tangent point represents only a local minimum in the Gibbs energy since, 
when extended, the tangent plane (extension not shown) cuts through the crest in 
the USV surface to indicate that a preferred state with lower Gibbs energy exists in 
the liquid phase. In the absence of nucleation sites, the vapor state is "unaware" of 
the preferred liquid state, and thus remains unchanged. Similarly, saturated liquids 
may be heated to produce metastable liquid states, shown by the thin yellow region 
on the crest of the USV surface. 
As the tangent plane in Fig. IV.3 is driven farther into the metastable region, 
it will eventually encounter a point where the surface changes from convex to 
saddle shaped. In the saddle region the USV surface passes through the tangent 
plane immediately, thus providing a path to states with lower Gibbs energy. In the 
unstable (saddle) region, any perturbation will cause the state to proceed to a more 
stable configuration, and therefore such states are never observed in nature. The 
locus of points where the surface changes convexity (marked by the change from 
yellow to red in Fig. IV.3) predicts the boundary of the metastable phases called the 
stability limité 
Scaling 
The complete (extensive) energy function U{S,V,N) requires four dimensions 
for plotting and thus is not shown in this work. In order to reduce the dimensionality 
we scale the function by the mole-number N to produce the familiar molar quantities 
'^The stability theory proposed by Gibbs is no longer believed to model the actual 
nonequilibrium behavior of metastable states [66], but its prediction of the limit of stability is often in 
good agreement with experimental data [67]. 
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shown in Figs. IV. 1 through IV.3. This operation is allowed because the energy 
function is homogeneous to the first order with respect to mass. Scaling retains all 
thermodynamic information other than the size of the system, which we take as an 
acceptable loss. 
Gibbs [4. p. 86] and Tisza [25, p. 45] also suggested the use of volume 
scaling, and such scaling has been applied practically [40]. When volume scaling is 
selected the surface shown in Fig. IV.4 is produced. Here, the molar density is 
plotted increasing to the right, entropy density increasing toward the front, and 
energy density increasing downward. While states with molar densities of zero and 
lower do not exist, the molar-density axis has been extended to -0.35 to provide 
space for the tangent plane. 
In this coordinate system the slope of the surface in the entropy-density 
direction is proportional to the temperature, and the slope in the molar-density 
direction corresponds to the chemical potential. The intercept of the tangent plane 
on the energy-density axis through the origin (where Ny=0 and Sy = 0) yields the 
(negative) pressure.® Therefore, coexisting states are still found by a tangent 
plane, but the locations of pressure and chemical potential have been interchanged. 
The convex stable and metastable regions are again colored blue and yellow, and 
the saddle-shaped unstable region is red. 
It is interesting to note that the vapor state marked by a green cross in 
Fig. IV.4 has a lower entropy density than the coexisting liquid state. This 
seemingly anomalous result occurs because, while both the mo/ar entropy and 
molar volume of the vapor state are greater than those of the liquid, their ratio 
®As in the earlier figure, the entropy axis has been shifted so as to obscure the point where 
Sy=0.  
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Figure IV.3. The C/yv(S/v. V/v) surface showing a metastable vapor state 
Figure 1V.4. The U^Sy, A/y) surface 
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{Sy = Si^Vi^) is smaller. Since this result may be reversed by reducing the 
reference-state entropy, it has no physical significance. However, the arguments 
about tangent-plane slopes and convexity continue to hold as the reference 
conditions change. 
The energy function is also homogeneous to the first order in entropy, and so 
we may use entropy as the scaling variable as well. When this is done, the surface 
divides into two sections as was shown for the ideal gas in Fig. 11.13. The section 
lying on the negative side of the A/g = 0 plane contains all states with negative molar 
entropies (since negative NQ implies negative Sy^), while states with positive molar 
entropies reside in the remaining section. 
If the reference state entropy is adjusted so that the critical entropy is zero, 
the saturated-liquid entropy values will be negative and the saturated-vapor values 
will be positive, at least over a limited range.® Under these conditions a tangent 
plane will find saturated-liquid states on one section of the entropy-scaled surface 
and coexisting vapor states on the other. While this configuration is 
thermodynamically and geometrically valid, it is complicated visually. In this work, 
we have selected a reference-state entropy large enough to insure that all states in 
the regions of interest have positive molar entropies, thereby allowing us to 
consider only the positive section of each entropy-scaled surface.^ 
The positive section of the entropy-scaled energy surface is shown in 
Fig. IV.5, where VQ increases to the right, A/g increases toward the front, and 
®Zemansky [68, p. 187] illustrates that the molar entropy of saturated benzene vapor first 
increases and then decreases as the saturation temperature is lowered from the critical value. This 
behavior results from the large contribution of the heat capacity to the entropy. 
^For the pure-ethylene system shown here, the value of the entropy at the critical point is 
Si^JR = +20.16. The molar entropy axis in Figs. IV. 1 through IV.3 display negative values because 
the critical entropy has been subtracted. The actual entropy range in these figures is +18.16 to 
+23.16. 
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increases downward. The slope in the direction yields the (negative) pressure 
and that in the A/g direction yields the chemical potential; the intercept of a tangent 
plane on the axis through the origin yields the temperature. 
The surface contains a ridge beginning at the far-right corner and continuing 
through the far-left corner and outward to the front-left corner. Four curves of 
constant A/g are provided to help define the surface. The ridge surrounds the 
saddle-shaped unstable region, shown red. Coexisting states are again found by a 
tangent plane, with a red cross marking the liquid state and a green cross marking 
the vapor. The convex stable and metastable states are again shown in blue and 
yellow, respectively. 
Legendre transforms 
Each of the energy surfaces shown in Figs. IV. 1 through IV.5 contains 
complete thermodynamic information about the properties of ethylene as predicted 
by the Peng-Robinson equation over the ranges shown. But this information may 
not be expressed in the most convenient way. To use the molar energy function, for 
example, one must first specify the molar volume and entropy, and then recover the 
pressure and temperature through differentiation. Often, we wish to specify the 
latter quantities and recover the former. Legendre transforms allow us to convert 
the information contained in the energy function into more convenient forms. These 
transforms create new functions in which the roles of the independent variables and 
their principal slopes are interchanged: volume with pressure, entropy with 
temperature, and individual mole-number with chemical potential. 
An example of a Legendre transform is given by the enthalpy function shown 
in Fig. IV.6. Here, the molar entropy is plotted increasing to the right, and slopes in 
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Figure IV.5. Positive region of the UsiVs, A/g) surface 
Figure 1V.6. The H[^P, S/^) surface 
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that direction continue to give the temperature. But pressure and molar volume 
have exchanged roles: the former is now an independent variable and the latter is 
recovered through differentiation. The chemical potential for a given state is found 
from the isobaric tangent line through that state by observing its intersection with 
the plane = 0. 
Plotted in its native form, the surface shown in Fig IV.6 appears devoid of the 
curvature changes that are needed to predict coexisting states or the limits of 
stability. While these changes do exist, they are so small in comparison to the 
overall size of the surface as to be invisible. In such cases, we have elected to plot 
the difference between values taken from the native function and those from a plane 
tangent to it at the critical point. The newly formed surface shown in Fig. IV.7 has 
the slopes (T-TQ) in the entropy direction and {VF^ - V[^Q) in the pressure direction, 
and the tangent-line intercept - Pc)] on the plane S/v = 0. Plotting 
the function in this way magnifies the surface curvature but does not othenwise 
affect the geometrical analysis. 
On the enthalpy surface, a tangent line represents a particular molar Gibbs 
energy for the pressure of the isobar and the temperature given by its slope. 
Therefore, when such a line finds a single point of tangency and the remainder of 
the isobar lies below it, the tangent point represents a stable equilibrium state 
having minimum Gibbs energy for that temperature and pressure. All such states 
are shown blue in Fig. IV.7. 
On subcritical isobars tangent lines can find dual points of tangency, as is 
shown in Fig. IV.7. When this occurs, the two states can exist in neutral 
equilibrium, sharing the same temperature, pressure, and chemical potential. The 
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loci of saturated liquid and vapor states thus found are marked by the blue-yellow 
boundaries that join at the critical point (marked by the white cross). 
By heating the saturated liquid or cooling the saturated vapor isobarically, we 
can bring the system to a metastable condition. When this is done, the tangent line 
pierces the surface at some distant location, thereby indicating that a state with a 
more favorable Gibbs energy exists in a different phase. However, if care is taken 
we can drive the system farther into the metastable region until the tangent line 
eventually encounters an inflection point on the isobar. In the stable and 
metastable regions the tangent remains above the surface (at least locally), 
indicating locally stable states. But on the other side of the inflection point the 
tangent lies below the surface, indicating that the Gibbs energy has maximized wih 
respect to other states at the same temperature and pressure, and thus the state is 
unstable. All such states are shown red in Fig. IV.7. 
The inflection points described above are clearly difficult to identify visually. 
A better illustration of the stability limits can be obtained by plotting the first 
derivative of the enthalpy function so that the inflection points become local minima 
and maxima and are thus more easily identified. Such functions are called 
equations of state. The appropriate function in this case is T(S/v. P), and it is 
presented later in Fig. IV.27. 
Fig. IV.8 illustrates the entropy-scaled enthalpy difference function. As in the 
corresponding case for the energy, the molar entropy remains positive throughout 
the region of interest, and so only the "positive" section of the surface is drawn. 
Here, the slope in the direction yields (^-^c), and the intercept of the tangent 
line on the plane A/g = 0 yields [T-T^. -V^ciP- Pc)]- Otherwise, the geometrical 
interpretation of this surface is similar to that discussed for the molar enthalpy case. 
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Figure IV.7. The HdfJ^P, surface 
Figure 1V.8. The HdsiP, NQ) surface (positive section only) 
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The enthalpy function is called a first transform of the energy because only 
one independent variable has been transformed (in this case the volume). Two 
additional first transforms are generated by treating the entropy and mole-number to 
produce the Helmholtz energy and U' functions, respectively. These functions are 
illustrated in Figs. IV.9 and IV. 10. In both cases, a tangent line continues to identify 
coexisting states, the limits of stability, and the critical point. The associated 
equation-of-state surfaces [P(V%,T) and P(V^,n)] display stability limits as extrema. 
The second Legendre transform is so named because two independent 
variables are transformed simultaneously. An example of a second transform is 
given by the molar Gibbs energy, where volume and entropy have been 
interchanged with pressure and temperature, and the remaining extensive variable 
N is used for scaling to produce the surface shown in Fig. IV.11. 
The Gibbs energy function is well known in catastrophe theory as a 
swallowtail surface because of its characteristic shape. The surface is self-
intersecting at subcritical temperatures to form a multiple-valued function. In 
Fig. IV. 11 one section of the surface begins at the right wall of the coordinate box 
and proceeds to the left edge of the transparent yellow region. The other section 
begins at the lower boundary of the coordinate box and continues upward to form 
the right edge of the yellow region. Intersection occurs along the faint line within 
the yellow region, which is also marked by crossings of three subcritical isotherms, 
two of which are shown magnified in Fig. IV. 12. 
This coordinate system may be the most convenient for the expermentalist 
since the independent variables are temperature and pressure. The slope in the 
temperature direction yields the (negative) molar entropy, and that in the pressure 
direction yields the molar volume. Therefore, we may identify the steeper section of 
t 
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Figure 1V.9. The Af^T, 1/;^) surface 
Figure 1V.10. The U'siii, Vq) surface 
Figure IV.11. The G^^T, P) surface 
Figure IV.12. Close-up of the G^T, P) surface 
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the surface as that representing vapor states (large molar volumes), and the 
remaining section as representing liquid states (small molar volumes). 
The Gibbs energy for a particular temperature and pressure may be found by 
passing a vertical line through the surface and noting the point(s) of intersection. In 
the swallowtail region such a line will pass through the surface (as shown) twice, 
with the lower point identifying the state having the lower Gibbs energy. Thus the 
lower sections of the surface representing stable states are shown blue in 
Figs. IV. 11 and IV. 12, while the upper sections representing metastable states are 
colored transparent yellow so that we may see the blue surface beneath. The 
unstable region that lies above the metastable regions (in the form of a cap) has 
been removed for clarity. 
Coexisting states share the same temperature, pressure, and chemical 
potential, and thus occur along the curve of intersection. A pair of coexisting states 
is shown in Fig. IV. 12. where the red cross lies tangent to the liquid surface and the 
green cross is tangent to the vapor. The difference in slopes in the pressure 
direction shown by the arms of the crosses corresponds to the change in molar 
volume upon vaporization, and the difference in the temperature direction yields the 
change in molar entropy. 
A binary svstem 
The geometrical tools developed for pure systems are readily transferred to 
mixtures, with new considerations arising from the increased dimensionality of the 
energy basis function. To illustrate, we consider the molar energy function for a 
binary system L//v(^a/. ^a/. The values of the four variables will be different in 
®Based on the asymmetric data set U{S,V,NpN). 
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each coexisting phase of the binary, and so four axes are needed to visualize this 
function and its attendant tangent structure. Since the surfaces shown in this work 
are limited to three dimensions, the binary energy function is not treated. To 
produce three-dimensional plots for binary systems we must rely on the first, 
second, and third Legendre transforms. 
A first transform of the energy function is the molar Helmholtz energy 
An{T, 1/yy, X,). This is a four-dimensional function also, but since we are interested 
in identifying equilibrium phases we may hold the temperature fixed and show the 
behavior of the isothermal X^) surface. The result for a mixture of ethylene 
and n-butane is shown in Fig. IV. 13, where the temperature is held constant at a 
value corresponding to a critical composition of 0.67 mole-fraction ethylene. 
Fig. IV.39(a) (presented later) illustrates that the critical temperature-composition 
curve for this binary is approximately linear, and thus raising the temperature will 
move the critical point (marked by a white cross in Fig. IV. 13) to lower values, 
while decreasing it will produce the opposite effect. 
On this surface the slope in the volume direction gives the (negative) 
pressure, the slope in the composition direction gives the (modified) chemical 
potential ti^ of the first component, and the intercept of the tangent plane on the 
axis through the origin gives %. Thus, a tangent plane identifies coexisting phases 
just as it did with the earlier energy function for a pure-material. The stability limit 
continues to be given by the change in curvature from convex to saddle, and the 
critical point (for this temperature) occurs where the two branches of the 
coexistence curve meet. 
Another example of a first transform is provided by the U'{[i^,Sy,N2) 
function. As in the previous case, one intensive variable must be held fixed so that 
Figure IV.13. The X^)jsurlace 
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the surface can be plotted in three dimensions. The only such variable is the 
chemical potential n, of the first component, and this is held constant while entropy 
scaling is applied to produce the surface shown in Fig. IV. 14. The physical 
interpretation of fixed chemical potential and entropy scaling is not as easily 
grasped as that for the fixed temperature and molar scaling used to produce 
Fig. IV. 13. But these less common operations remain thermodynamically valid and 
are shown here to illustrate the generality of the transformation and scaling 
procedures. 
The fixed value of chemical potential used to generate Fig. IV. 14 was 
selected so that the critical point occurs at equimoiar composition. The slope in the 
volume direction yields the (negative) pressure and that in the A/2 direction yields 
Hg. The intercept on the vertical axis yields the temperature. Otherwise, the 
geometrical interpretation of Fig. IV. 14 is similar to Fig. IV. 13. 
The final example of a first transform is given by the isobaric molar enthalpy 
function shown (differenced) in Fig. IV. 15. Here, the thermodynamic regions are 
again identified by a tangent plane moving over the surface, but the changes in 
curvature are less pronounced. It is interesting to note that in this figure the molar 
entropy of the liquid state (marked by a red cross) is greater than that of the 
coexisting vapor. In mixtures, this condition is always possible and can be brought 
about by selecting a large reference-state entropy for the least volatile component. 
A second transform for a binary system is given by the 
function, where the entropy and the first mole-number of the basis function have 
been transformed to temperature and chemical potential. To draw this as a three-
dimensional surface we may hold either T or fi, fixed and plot the remaining 
variables along the coordinate axes. Temperature was held constant and volume 
I 
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Figure IV. 14. The U'siVs, /\/2g)^^ surface 
Figure 1V.15. The Hc//v(S/v, X^)p surface 
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was selected as the scaling variable to produce the (differenced) surface shown in 
Fig. IV. 16. In these coordinates, coexisting states, stability limits, and the critical 
point are all identified by lines placed tangent to curves of constant chemical 
potential. The geometrical analysis is similar to that used for the first transforms of 
the pure-material basis function. Another example of a binary second transform is 
given by the function shown (differenced) in Fig. IV. 17. 
On both of these latter surfaces, as well as on the analogous surfaces for a 
pure-material, stability limits occur at inflection points. Since the stability-limit curve 
found for a binary system is more restrictive than the curve found for a pure 
material, the result is a stability-limit hierarchy. But because stability limits are more 
easily seen on equation of state surfaces, discussion of that hierarchy is presented 
in the section on equations of state. 
Third transforms of the binary energy function reveal coexisting states 
through points of self intersection, as do second transforms for pure-material 
systems. An example of this behavior is provided by the G'{T,P,ii^,N2) function 
when is held constant and the function is scaled to generate the surface in 
Fig. IV. 18. Here, a pair of coexisting states are marked by a red cross placed 
tangent to the liquid surface and a green cross placed tangent to the vapor (shown 
magnified in Fig. IV. 19). The difference in slopes in the pressure direction yields 
the change in during vaporization, and the difference in the temperature 
direction yields the change in 
®These are interpreted as the changes in the mixture volume and the mixture entropy per 
mole of material 2. 
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Figure IV. 16. The A/2,/)7-surface 
Figure IV.17. The surface 
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Figure IV.18. The G'i^ {T, P)„ surface 
Figure IV.19. Close-up of the surface 
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A ternary system 
Thus far we haye seen that in pure systems the equilibrium phases and 
stability limits are identified by tangent planes, tangent lines, and points of self-
intersection on the basis function, first transform, and second transform surfaces, 
respectiyely. It was then shown that for binary systems the first, second, and third 
transforms may be interpreted similarly when one intensive variable on each is held 
fixed. This trend continues for multicomponent systems, indicating that for ternaries 
analogous geometries are generated from the second, third, and fourth transforms, 
each plotted with two intensive variables held fixed. The ternary system studied 
here consists of ethylene, n-butane, and carbon dioxide, taken as components 1, 2, 
and 3, respectively. 
One ternary function that may be interpreted through a tangent plane is 
generated from the second transform G{T,P,N^,N2,N:^), where temperature and 
pressure are held constant, and N-^ is selected as the scaling variable to produce 
the surface (shown differenced ) in Fig. IV.20. In this figure the mole ratio A/2/A/1 is 
plotted increasing to the right, and the ratio /Vg/A/^ increasing toward the front. Each 
axis is nondimensionalized by its critical-point value, and thus the critical point 
occurs at 1.0 on both. The values of the fixed temperature and pressure are 
selected so as to yield the critical point at equimolar composition. 
Even when differenced, this surface (as shown) displays very little of the 
change in convexity that predicts phase equilibrium and stability limits. However, 
those features are still present and still identify the coexistence curves marked by 
the blue-yellow boundary, the stability-limit curve marked by the yellow-red 
boundary, and the critical point marked by the white cross. 
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As before, a pair of liquid and vapor states that can coexist at the 
temperature and pressure of the diagram and at the compositions indicated are 
marked by red and green crosses, respectively, with the connecting tangent plane 
drawn in transparent brown. The small difference between the two states along the 
A/3/V1 axis indicates that the relative volatilities of ethylene and carbon dioxide are 
about the same under these conditions, while the large difference along the A/2yvi 
axis indicates (as one would expect) that n-butane is less volatile than ethylene 
under the same conditions. 
The G{T,P,N^,N2,N^) function and its asymmetric-variable equivalent 
G{T,P,N^,N2,N) are unique among the ternary transforms that can be visualized in 
three dimensions because they are the only such functions possessing all physical 
independent variables, two of which are intensive. Because of this, the latter 
function is often scaled by N and the result plotted to produce the isothermal-
isobaric G^(X^,X2) surface (typified in Fig. 11.9) that predicts equilibrium phase 
compositions at that particular temperature and pressure. In contrast, the remaining 
transforms contain at least one chemical potential as an independent variable that 
must either be held constant or be plotted along a coordinate axis, thus denying a 
simple physical interpretation. 
One such second transform is the U"{\ip\X2,S,V,N^) function. Here, we hold 
the chemical potentials constant and scale by A/3 to produce the surface shown 
(differenced) in Fig. IV.21. The fixed values of the chemical potentials are chosen 
so that the critical state again occurs at equimolar composition. Coexisting states 
are found by a tangent plane, and the change in the surface from convex to saddle 
along the yellow-red boundary identifies the stability-limit curve. 
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Figure IV.20. The Gc(/vi(A/2,vi, N3f^^)jp surface 
Figure IV.21. The U"d,^{V^, surface 
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Surfaces generated from third transforms are interpreted through tangent 
lines. One such function is shown (differenced) in Fig. IV.22 and was produced 
from the A**{T,r[^,r\2,V,N) function after molar scaling and with 7 and rij held 
constant. A similar surface is generated from the U'" function and is shown (again 
differenced) in Fig. IV.23. The fixed values in each case are selected to produce an 
equimolar critical composition. 
On these latter surfaces the stability limits occur at inflection points along 
curves of constant chemical potential, r\^ in Fig. IV.22 and in Fig. IV.23. The 
resulting stability-limit curve is more restrictive than (and thus lies outside) the curve 
that would be calculated for a binary system, which is in turn more restrictive than 
that for a pure system. This hierarchy is discussed in the next section. 
Finally, surfaces generated from fourth transforms display coexisting states 
as points of self intersection. Our example of this class of surface is provided by the 
A"(T,Hi,(12,^3,1/) function, shown scaled by the volume and with 7and held 
fixed in Fig. IV.24. Here, the equimolar critical point is marked by a white cross, and 
a pair of coexisting liquid and vapor states are marked by red and green crosses. A 
portion of the surface intersection curve and the same coexisting pair are shown 
magnified in Fig. IV.25. 
Equation-of-State Surfaces 
Figs. IV.6-10, 16. 17, 22, and 23 have shown that fundamental surfaces 
derived from Legendre transforms display stability limits as inflection points. 
Surfaces better suited for visualizing stability limits are derived from the first-
derivative functions Y^"\n+^), where the stability limits appear as extrema. These 
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Figure IV.22. The/A'^V/v(tii, ^/v)T,ii2 surface 
"2'"3 fixed 
Figure IV.23. The surface 
Figure 1V.24. The /I"'dy(n2,1^.3)7,^1 surface showing a coexisting pair 
Figure IV.25. Ciose-up of the A"'d^^2,1^3)7,m surface 
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functions are a subgroup of the complete set of equation of state (EOS) functions 
that comprise all first derivatives of a fundamental equation. 
Pure materials 
The first example of an EOS function is created by plotting the volume-
derivative of the Helmholtz energy to produce the common P{T, surface shown 
in Fig. IV.26. As with the fundamental surfaces, the stable region is shown blue, the 
metastable yellow, and the unstable red. Three isotherms are added to highlight 
the curvature of the surface. The far isotherm is placed at a supercritical 
temperature, and the two near isotherms are placed at subcritical temperatures. 
At supercritical temperatures the pressure of the fluid decreases 
monotonically from high values at low molar volume toward zero asV^-^œ. At 
moderately subcritical temperatures the pressure remains positive but first passes 
through a local minimum and then a local maximum before continuing toward zero. 
At reduced temperatures below -0.93 the Peng-Robinson equation predicts 
negative pressures near the (now global) minimum.^® 
In Fig. IV.26, red and green crosses mark the local minimum and maximum 
along the low-temperature isotherm, thereby marking the limits of the metastable 
liquid and metastable vapor regions, respectively. 
On this surface, coexisting liquid and vapor states are given by the two points 
where a subcritical isotherm crosses the blue-yellow boundary. Such states may be 
found by direct application of the Equal-Area Rule: liquid and vapor states having 
the same temperature and pressure will have the same chemical potential if the 
lONegative pressure corresponds to tension in the liquid, a common metastable condition in 
nature and one that can also be produced in the laboratory [69]. 
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areas between the computed isotherm and a straight line connecting these states 
are equal/"" While the Y^"\n+1) EOS functions are capable of predicting phase 
equilibrium in this way, certain information was lost during the differentiation that 
created them, and they are therefore not "fundamental." 
The features of the P{T, Vf^) surface that predict phase equilibrium and 
stability limits occur on all EOS surfaces that display stability phenomena as 
extrema. Two such surfaces for pure-ethylene are derived from the Hj^P, Sf^) and 
A^T, Ny) parent functions and are shown in Figs. IV.27 and IV.28, respectively. In 
the former of these the Equal-Area Rule gives the temperature of the coexisting 
states, and in the latter it gives the value of the common chemical potential. 
Binary svstems 
The geometrical features seen on the pure-material EOS surfaces appear 
also on the analogous models for binary mixtures. One such surface for a mixture 
of ethylene and n-butane is shown in Fig. IV.29. Here, the mole fraction of ethylene 
increases to the right, the pressure increases toward the rear, and the modified 
chemical potential ri^ increases upward. Three isobars have been added, and red 
and green crosses mark the liquid and vapor stability limits, respectively. As with 
the fundamental surfaces, one intensive variable must be held fixed so that the 
surface can be plotted in three dimensions. In this case, the temperature is held 
fixed at a value corresponding to an equimolar critical composition. 
It was demonstrated in the THEORY chapter that the slope along an isobar in 
Fig. IV.29 may be expressed as 
"The Equal-Area Rule is derived in the COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE chapter and is 
illustrated in Fig. 111.1. This rule is extended to other equation-of-state functions by applying the 
analysis shown in Eqns. 111.2-4 to the parent fundamental function. 
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Figure IV.26. The P{T, Vf^) surface 
Figure 1V.27. The T{P, S/y/) surface 
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Figure IV.28. The \x{T, surface 
Figure IV.29. The tii(P, X^)y surface (higher pressures) 
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(11.142) 
where the subscripts indicate differentiation (e.g., = ô^A/dV^ = -dP/dV). 
Subcriticai isobars pass through extremum points when the numerator in Eqn. 11.142 
passes through zero, and thus they indicate the stability limits. The locus of such 
points is shown as the yellow-red boundary in Fig. IV.29. 
It is interesting to note that the denominator in Eqn. 11.142 corresponds to the 
stability limit that would apply to a pure-material system, and so if one uses that 
criterion mistakenly to find the stability curve in a binary, the answer will be in error. 
Examination of Eqn. 11.142 shows that the slope of a subcriticai isobar actually 
becomes Infinite at the pseudo-pure stability limit.Indeed, as we examine the 
same surface at lower pressures in Fig. IV.30, the unstable region becomes nearly 
vertical, and at even lower pressures in Fig. IV.31 it folds over onto itself. 
The locus of these vertical slopes, and thus the pseudo-pure stability limit, is 
marked by the red-orange boundary in this last figure. In passing from stable to 
unstable states. Isobars at sufficiently low pressures attain zero slope at the 
controlling stability limit before attaining infinite slope at the pseudo-pure limit. 
Such behavior Is seen clearly at the low-pressure edge of the surface in Fig. IV.31, 
^^Eqn. 11.94 shows that, for a binary system, equivalent stability-limit criteria are given by a 
number of 2x2 matrix determinants. In each case, the pseudo-pure stability limits occur when the 
first element (1,1) of that particular matrix becomes zero. In pure systems, the various forms of this 
element were shown to be equivalent. But in binary systems this is no longer true, and we can 
therefore ascribe no common physical significance to the various pseudo-pure limits. 
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Figure IV.30. The X,)y surface (including moderate pressures) 
Figure 1V.31. The Xi)^-surface (including lower pressures) 
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indicating that the binary stability limit is more restrictive than the pseudo-pure limit. 
The stability limit hierarchy is thus verified from the geometry of the surface. 
The stability hierarchy had a practical application in this work when Newton's 
method was used to solve for coexisting states. Initially, the "seed" values for the 
volumes, temperatures, and compositions of the coexisting states were taken from 
the regions lying close to (but on the stable side of) the pure-material stability limit 
[e.g., points where (5P/5\/)r,w < 0], Such states lie just outside the red region in 
Fig. IV.26 and just outside the orange region in Fig. IV.31. For a pure material, 
using such points for the seed values guaranteed that the derivatives found at the 
seed states would guide the solution algorithm to the desired answer. However, 
when this method was extended to the binary case directly, the algorithm usually 
failed to converge or converged to two identical states. The problem was solved by 
using the true stability limit for the binary system (the yellow-red curve in Fig. IV.31) 
to provide the seed values. 
Ternary systems 
An interesting example of an equation of state for a ternary system is 
provided by the P(T,|j,2,n3,V%J function derived from the parent form 
y(3) _ A"{T,[X2,[Xj,V,N^) and shown in Fig. IV.32. Here, increases to the right, 
temperature increases (over a very small range) toward the viewer, and pressure 
increases upward. The chemical potentials of components 2 and 3 are held fixed at 
values that again correspond to an equimolar critical composition. Under these 
conditions, the critical point occurs at a temperature below the range where phase 
equilibrium is observed. In general, the constraints used in generating these 
surfaces can produce various types of critical behavior over the property ranges 
t 
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Figure IV.32. The P{T, \//v7)n2,n3 surface showing the stability hierarchy 
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shown in this work. One such example for a binary mixture is presented in the 
following section. 
The slope of an isotherm on the this surface is given by 
\N3 
A/V 
A. W,N, 
(IV. 1) 
where the denominator is an alternate expression of the stability criterion for a 
binary system (see footnote 12). A subcritical isotherm passes through zero slope 
at both of the controlling stability limits where the numerator vanishes, and through 
infinite slope at the points where the denominator vanishes. Thus, the pseudo-
binary limit occurs at these vertical slope points. The pseudo-pure limits do not 
display special geometrical behavior. 
This result is confirmed in Fig. IV.32 where the controlling stability limit is 
given by the yellow-red boundary, the pseudo-binary limit by the red-orange 
boundary, and the pseudo-pure limit by the inner orange-orange boundary. Since 
the controlling limit lies outside of (encloses) the binary limit (which in turn lies 
outside of the pure limit) the stability hierarchy is again verified. 
Other Observations 
The geometrical representations produced during this research have proved 
to be valuable tools for solving the computational problems arising from the 
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behavior of the underlying thermodynamic functions. Two such cases are 
developed here: (1) the behavior of selected fundamental equations as one 
component vanishes from the system and (2) the behavior of the critical point(s) in 
multicomponent systems. 
Infinite dilution 
When modeling the ethylene/n-butane system mathematically, the ethylene 
mole fraction may be reduced to zero, thereby "removing" that component from the 
system. Perhaps a better physical description would be to say "infinitely diluting the 
system with n-butane." In either case, the final result is a system containing only 
n-butane. During this process the behavior of any fundamental function for the 
binary must approach that of the same function for pure n-butane (i.e., as 0). 
Similar consequences should hold as the system dilutes to pure ethylene. 
The first example of this is provided by the Helmholtz energy function shown 
in Figs. IV.33 through IV.35. Fig. IV.33 shows the isothermal X,) surface, 
where the temperature corresponds to a critical composition of 0.67 mole fraction 
ethylene. That temperature is 1.23 times the critical temperature of ethylene (or 
0.82 times that of n-butane)."*^ 
The white curves shown in Fig. IV.33 define the isothermal behavior 
for the pure components, the near curve for ethylene at a supercritical temperature 
and the far curve for n-butane at a subcritical temperature.^^ The character of the 
near curve is maintained on the Helmholtz energy surface for pure ethylene shown 
in Fig. IV.34, and that of the far curve is maintained on the n-butane surface shown 
i^The critical properties of the materials studied in this work are listed in APPENDIX E. 
^'^The composition limits 0.01 and 0.99 are used to avoid numerical difficulties. 
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Figure IV.33. The A,^Vf^, surface 
Figure 1V.34. The A^T, V^) surface for ethylene 
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Figure IV.35. The Af^T, V%) surface for n-butane 
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in Fig. IV.35.^^ Such infinite-dilution behavior is typical of that displayed by first-
transform binary surfaces that have composition as a coordinate. 
The geometrical consequences of infinite dilution are more complicated for 
transforms. To illustrate, we consider the isothermal Gi^P, X^) surface shown 
(differenced) in Fig. IV.36. The fixed temperature corresponds to an equimolar 
critical composition and is 0.88 times the critical temperature of n-butane. The 
ethylene mole fraction is plotted from 0.2 to 0.65. If this range were extended to 
= 0, the edge of the surface at that limit would display the same behavior as the 
corresponding (subcritical) isotherm on the Gj^T, P) surface for n-butane shown in 
Fig. IV.37. 
This continuity is illustrated in Fig. IV.38, where the concentration range has 
been extended to = 0 and the pressure direction has been reversed, so that the 
surface shown in Fig. IV.36 is projected (undifferenced) into the right-rear portion of 
the coordinate box and the (subcritical) isotherm for pure n-butane shown in 
Fig. IV.37 is projected onto the left-hand wall. The binary surface twists and folds 
over itself as it extends to the pure-butane limit and becomes difficult to visualize. 
To aid the viewer, streamers are used to mark the paths of the coexistence and 
stability-limit curves as the ethylene concentration decreases: red marks the 
saturated liquid curve, green marks the saturated vapor curve, light-blue marks the 
metastable vapor limit, and medium-blue marks the metastable liquid limit. 
The stable and metastable liquid regions of the binary surface (the blue and 
yellow regions occurring on the left side) follow the red and medium-blue streamers 
to join with the liquid section of the isotherm for pure n-butane. The vapor regions 
^^Numerical values are not completely consistent among these figures because different 
critical values are used for nondimensionalization in the three cases. 
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X1r=0^, T fixed 
Figure IV.36. The Gdyv(P, surface 
Figure IV.37. The Gi^T, P) surface for n-butane 
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Figure IV.38. The approach to infinite dilution 
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follow the green and light-blue streamers, folding smoothly downward to join with 
the vapor section of the pure isotherm at X-) = 0. 
The unstable region of the binary surface twists over and is inverted as it 
joins with the isotherm for pure n-butane. The inversion is seen where the blue 
streamers cross in Fig. IV.38. As the overall binary surface proceeds to the pure-
butane limit, it folds ever more severely along the stability-limit curves until it finally 
becomes creased at the pure-material side. 
The behavior shown here is typical of that displayed by second-transform 
binary surfaces that display composition as a coordinate. 
Critical-point behavior 
Some of the surfaces produced for mixtures display interesting critical-point 
behavior. As noted earlier. Fig. \M.2>2 shows a phase-equilibrium envelope with a 
critical point at a pressure maximum but a temperature minimum. Fig. IV.39 
derived from = A^{T,T\^,V,N), scaled by N] shows a closed envelope (a so-called 
"island") where phase-equilibrium pressures and temperatures again run counter to 
one another. 
One can understand the source of this behavior by examining the critical 
curves shown in Fig. IV.40 for the Type I, ethylene/n-butane binary modeled in this 
research.^® Fig. IV.40(a) illustrates that the critical temperature predicted by the 
Peng-Robinson equation is a monotonically decreasing function of the ethylene 
mole fraction, and thus a plot having fixed temperature will display (at most) one 
i^Van Konynenburg and Scott [70] have classified the critical behavior of fluid-phase 
systems into nine types. Type I displays a single critical curve connecting the pure-material critical 
states. 
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Figure 1V.39. The P{T, surface 
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Figure IV.40. Critical curves for the ethylene/n-butane binary 
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critical point. Fig. IV.40(b) shows that the critical pressure passes through a 
maximum, and thus an Isobaric plot will display zero, one, or two critical points. 
Fig. IV.40(c) illustrates that when the modified chemical potential of ethylene 
(t|i) is held fixed, the resulting diagram can display up to three critical points. For 
example, if an equimolar critical composition is specified, the chemical potential 
marked with a circle is found. But two other compositions (marked by a triangle and 
a diamond) give the same chemical potential, and so three critical points can be 
displayed. Surfaces displaying two of these three critical points are shown in 
Figs. IV.39 and IV.41 (note that the direction of the temperature axis is reversed 
between these two figures). We can see by the placement of the circular and 
triangular markers in Fig. IV.40 that the lower-pressure critical point has the higher 
temperature, and this fact is confirmed in Fig. IV.39. 
The above analysis may be extended to ternary systems where the critical 
curves become critical surfaces; e.g., the critical temperature can be plotted over all 
compositions in a prism diagram. Then, the two intensive constraints used to 
generate a given surface shown in this work will appear as two curves on that plot, 
and each point where those curves intersect can appear as a critical point on the 
given constrained thermodynamic surface. In both the binary and the ternary case, 
multiple critical points result from the constraints used to generate the plots, but 
they may have physical interpretations.^^ 
^^e.g., two critical points on an isobaric plot for a Type I binary identify the upper critical 
solution temperature (UCST) and the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) for the pressure of 
the diagram [70, p. 505]. 
I 
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Figure IV.41. The A^d^iTyi^)^^ surface 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
Over one hundred years ago, J. W. Gibbs described a geometrical surface 
that contains thermodynamic information about a pure material. He later expanded 
that analysis to include multicomponent systems. While Gibbs must surely have 
had images of these models in his mind, he did not illustrate them visually but chose 
instead to describe them in words. In the time since Gibbs, researchers have 
produced various representations of the Gibbsian surfaces, but those studies have 
been limited because of the difficulties involved in creating and visualizing the many 
data sets needed to demonstrate the general rules. 
Through application of numerical methods and computer visualization this 
research has produced detailed images of a wide variety of thermodynamic surfaces 
that illustrate the criteria for stability and phase equilibrium in pure and 
multicomponent fluid-phase systems. Using these images, both the student and the 
practitioner can comprehend the geometrical basis that underlies our system of 
equilibrium thermodynamics. The potential for using these models to provide visual 
explanations in this field has met with positive reactions from several chemical 
engineering educators. 
^ Based on discussions with Professors H. C. Van Ness [71], R. IVI. Felder [72], 
H. B. Callen [28], and J. Tester, co-author of the forthcoming 3rd edition of Thermodynamics and Its 
Applications [27]. 
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Recommendations 
Future research in this area can benefit from developments in the emerging 
field of computer-based scientific visualization [73, 74]. New tools are being 
created that will simplify the task of visualizing mathematical models, and those 
tools will soon be able to generate images that rival the quality of those shown in 
this work without requiring the same large amount of effort. 
The images presented here can also provide a guide for further investigation 
into the geometrical basis of thermodynamic analysis. Areas suited for future 
research include the study of PVT equations that predict solid phases, systems that 
display more complex critical behavior, and systems that react chemically. 
Solid phases 
A PVT expression that predicts fluid and solid phases is given by Wenzel 
and Schmidt [75], who propose the van der Waals-type equation 
p  = =  Ë  £  ( V 1  )  
V - b  V { V - b )  (1/-0.97/3)® ^ 
where b is a constant and a and c are temperature-dependent parameters. The 
pure-material isotherms produced by Eqn. V.I are similar to those produced by the 
Redlich-Kwong equation, but they display a second S-shaped section in the high-
density region. Maxwell's Equal-Area Rule can be used in this second region also 
to identify coexisting liquid and solid states. 
Pure-material constants for several noble gases, methane, carbon dioxide, 
and benzene are given by these authors and are shown to produce pressure-
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temperature diagrams that compare favorably with experimental data over a 
temperature range from below the triple point to above the critical point. The 
constants for ten other aromatic substances are also given. The authors then 
provide a mixing rule and study its predictions of solid-liquid equilibria in the binary 
systems cyclohexane/benzene and o-xylene/p-xylene. Temperature-composition 
diagrams for both systems show results that are similar to those predicted by 
regular solution theory. 
Complex critical behavior 
Van Konynenburg and Scott [70] have investigated the critical behavior 
predicted by the vdW equation for binary mixtures and have found that this equation 
accounts, at least qualitatively, for the major types of behavior observed in fluid-
phase binary systems. The authors separate those behaviors into five classes and 
provide several examples of each. 
Charos, et al [76] used interactive, vector-based (wire-frame) computer 
graphics to create pressure-temperature-composition diagrams that visualize the 
Van Konynenburg and Scott classifications. While such diagrams are well suited 
for displaying phase behavior, they do not reveal the character of the underlying 
fundamental equations. Techniques developed during this research could be used 
to show the fundamental-equation surfaces responsible for this more complex 
critical behavior. 
Reacting systems 
The criterion for chemical reaction equilibrium was also derived by Gibbs [4] 
and (for a single reaction) is given by 
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2^V,M,=0 (V.2) 
/=1 
where, respectively, v, and n, are the stoichiometric coefficient and the chemical 
potential for component /. 
For a dimerization reaction (2A -> A2) Eqn. V.2 identifies a specific curve on 
the fundamental-equation surface that describes mixtures of the monomer and 
dimer. The portion of the curve having high mole fractions of A represents low 
conversion and that nearX^ = 0 represents high conversion. At low pressures and 
moderate-to-high temperatures the "reaction path" predicted by the Peng-Robinson 
equation will be similar to that given by the ideal gas model. 
Under more severe conditions, the reaction path may run through the two-
phase region, passing through the ends of a phase-equilibrium tie-line. Walas [52, 
p. 472] indicates that when an equation of state is applicable to both the liquid and 
vapor phases, the activity coefficients (or chemical potentials) may be calculated in 
the usual way.^ But in the more general case, liquid-phase properties are not 
modeled adequately in this way and must be expressed in terms of an activity 
coefficient model. Thermodynamic surfaces produced from the Peng-Robinson 
equation could therefore provide qualitative models of multiphase reaction 
equilibrium. 
2|n reacting systems, values for the reference Heimholtz energy and entropy of the pure 
components are not arbitrary, but rather are derived from the Gibbs energy and entropy of formation 
of those materials in the ideal-gas state at the reference temperature and pressure. 
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APPENDIX A. THE ENERGY FUNCTION FOR AN IDEAL GAS 
The entropy of an ideal gas is derived using the expressions in Tables III.1 
and III.2 to give 
S = A/Q/ In 
Jo, 
+ NR\r\ 
N J J 
+ /VSn (A.1) 
where is the molar ideal-gas heat capacity (assumed constant), and Sq is the 
molar reference entropy at TQ and P = NJRTJV^. The above expression is 
rearranged to give 
S = N(% \n{T) + NR\n 
A/. 
\ + NS: (A.2) 
where the constants are combined into a single term, 
S* = -4ln(7o)-R!n & + So (A.3) 
Eqn. A.2 is then solved for the temperature, 
7 = 
0, 
(A.4) 
The energy of an ideal gas having a constant heat capacity is 
U = NC,[T-X)*NÛ„ (A.5) 
t 
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where ÛQ  is the reference energy at TQ .  Eqn. A.4 is substituted into Eqn. A.5, and 
the constants are combined to give 
U = NCv 
( \j f 
N ]  
with 
^0 ~ ^0 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
Finally, the heat capacity of a monatomic ideal gas {3R/2) is selected and 
Eqn. A.6 is rewritten as 
U = N ("3 f ^ FS A+ll 1 exp [SR — s: [N °jj (11.108) 
I 
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APPENDIX B. THE HELMHOLTZ ENERGY, ENTROPY. AND 
CHEMICAL POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS FOR A 
PENG-ROBINSON FLUID 
The general expression for the Helmholtz energy is given in Table III.1 as 
- (p,V - f < 
f^ld 
dTdT 
(111.35) 
SqC/T + Aq 
where 
AoiN, N„-J„V,) = lim 
v—>co [n V + A Id (111.33) 
So{N„...,N„\To,Vo) = -lim 
v->oo 
d 
ÔT I + S" (111.34) 
n 
N„.t„.V,) = ^/v, 
/=1 
A! + RT,\n NL  (111.25) 
S'o'iN, N,J„V,) 
/=i 
Sf - f?ln A 
y^o. 
(111.26) 
The arbitrary constants and Sj'^ in this analysis apply to the hypothetical ideal-
gas state at the condition TQ and PQ = NQRT^JVQ. 
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For this work, the Peng-Robinson PVT expression is combined with a 
polynomial ideal-gas heat-capacity expression to evaluate Eqn. 111.35. The PR 
equation is given in chapter III as 
where 
and 
P = NRT 
/=i y=i 
= i * j  
Qt — 
a,, - a, 
^QA512AR%''^ 
k, = 0.37464 +1.54226©, - 0.26992© / 
(lli.5) 
(111.6) 
(111.7) 
(111.8) 
(111.9) 
(111.10) 
bf -
n 
/=i 
0.07780RL 
(111.11) 
(111.12) 
The extensive, ideal-gas heat-capacity expression is of the form 
n 
cif = ^ N,(a,+B,T+c,r+D,p) 
l=^ 
(B.I) 
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where A,-, S,-, C,-. and Dj are the ideal-gas heat-capacity coefficients for component /. 
The Helmholtz Energy 
When the pressure and heat-capacity expressions in Eqn. III.5 and Eqn. B.1 
are used, the first term of Eqn. 111.35 is given by 
If a dTdT = 
2V2& 
da„ 
ÔT To J 
X In 
V„+^(l-V2) 
K,+U1 + V2) 
(B.2) 
where a^, is given by Eqns. III.6 through 111.10 and 6^ is given by Eqns. 111.11 and 
1.12. The derivative I1 is 
/=1 y=i \a2,a2y^ 
(B.3) 
where a1 and a2 are the temperature-independent and temperature-dependent 
parts of a,- given by 
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a\ = 0.45724R%' 
a2, = |^1+K,^1-
(B.4) 
(B.5) 
The derivative aa2/ ÔT IS 
ôa2, 
dT 
(B.6) 
The second term of Eqn. 111.35 is 
I'l çi T dTdT = n /=i f ( In 
+a rr t + ^ -TT„ 
2 2 2 
f T3 
-T7? 
11 + To 
4 4 ° / V 
(B.7) 
The third term is given by 
I V PdV NRTlJy 
"mlr 
2V26. 
In 
+ V2))(v{)4-bm(l+V2)) 
4- a^(l - v2)) 
(B.8) 
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The fourth term is 
fs„d7 = (r-r„) S^ + A/RIn V,-b. 0 "m 
% 
S^JSTlr. 
2/26„ 
In Xl 
X) +V2] 
with So given by Eqn. 111.26. 
And the final term is given by 
(B.9) 
A,=A^'-NRT,\n 
V K) y 
+ 
''"iT-o 
2V2^ 
In 
v^Tôj[T+Â/2j (B.10) 
The Entropy 
The entropy is recovered from the Helmholtz energy through differentiation 
with respect to temperature 
SiT,V,N„...,N„) = 'Ml 
< Jv,« 
1.36) 
Derivatives of the first, second, and fourth terms are obtained by removing the 
(outer) temperature integrals to give 
! 
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V—>co dV-
{pdV 
Jvo 
2V2& 
dT = 
da„ 
dT dT 
X In 
To J 
K,+i)„(i-V2)'l 
v„ + b„(u^) 
(B.11) 
II f^ld T dT = n Z-' /=i 
>4, In 
and 
(B.12) 
So = Sj' + A/f?ln r!4-bj r%,+Ui-V2)^ 
V K) y 2^^2b„ 
(B.13) 
The temperature derivative of the third term is given by 
.1/ 
PdV = NR\n (V-b„ aa./a4 
2V2i)„ 
X In 
+ + 6m(l + V2)) 
(l/ + 6„(l + V2))(vi+t)„(l-,/2)) 
(B.14) 
The final term {A^) vanishes upon differentiation. 
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The Chemical Potential 
The chemical potential is recovered from the Helmholtz energy through 
differentiation with respect to a specific mole-number 
Av,/v, 
(111.38) 
The derivative of the first term of the Helmholtz energy is 
dN, r r = U " '  
dTdT 
1 
-{T-T,} 
To 
r 
\ f 
X In 
V 2V2A. ÔN, T 5/V, [dTdNi 
V2) 
K) +^m('1 + V2) 
+ 
2V26, [ ô T  TJ 
in 
K) + ^2) Vo + b^[^ +  ^ /2) %) + 6^(1 +V2) 
I-V2 I + V2 1 (B.15) 
where 6, follows from Eqn. 111.12, and the mole-number derivatives of are 
^ = 2^A/,(l-g(a,a,f 
' y=i 
(B.16) 
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and 
dTÔN, -=^A/,(i-g 
' y=i 
a1,a1y 
ya2ia2j j  (B.17) 
The derivative of the second term is given by 
11 
r r  r  
+ B, 
g 
T 
dTdT 
y + f-^7-0 + 
= A 
c, 
' 1 
v 
+ To 
y 
A 
3 . î ï - re  
(B.18) 
The derivative of the third term is 
a/v, ] V  PdV = RTIn vK)-^my -A/RT 4 b, 
2V26. 
In 
(v + bJl-V2))(\/„+b„(l + V2)) 
(\/ + Ui + >/2))(|/„+6„(I-V2)) - b, 
mlr 
2V26. 
I-V2 I + V2 I-V2 
^ + ^2) VQ+b„[ l -y l2) 
4-
1+V2 _j 
%, + 6jl + V2) A. -In 
(^ + ( 1 ~ ))(l/g + ( 1 + V2)) 
+ >/2))(Kj + 6^(1-^/2)) (B.19) 
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The derivative of the fourth term is 
= (T-T,) es 
M 
ÔN, •+f?ln V ; 
-NR-
^aJSTSN,^ k+b.(l-V2) 
2^b„ 1 Vi+b„(l + V2) - b, 
daj^ 
2V2b. 
I-V2 I.V2 (B,2o, 
%) +^m(l + V2) VQ+b„[^ +  ^ ^2) 
where 
- \ dN, R In vA/oy 
+ 1 (B.21) 
And the derivative of the final term is given by 
id 
dN, dN, 
— RTQ In ^ ^A +NRZ 
V K, J 
2V26. 
I-V2 
Kj  +^m(''~^) 
K) + ^ m(l + >/2)^ 
I + V2 
A 
+ b. "'lr„ 
J 
f 
K + + + Vo+b^[^ + ^ ^2] (B.22) 
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with 
dN, 
In + ^ (B.23) 
All other thermodynamic functions are obtained from the Helmholtz energy, 
pressure, entropy, and chemical potential functions by using the transformations in 
Table III.2. 
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APPENDIX C. FILE ORGANIZATION AND PROGRAM OPERATING 
INSTRUCTIONS 
File Organization 
The directories containing the source code and data files used in this work 
are shown in Table C.1. 
Table C.1. File organization^ 
/home/dcoy/ 
I 
I— Trace/ 
I I— Unary/ 
I I— Binary/ 
I I— Ternary/ 
j 1— Stability/ 
I I— Code/ 
I I— TRCode/ 
I I— BPCode/ 
I I— TasksCode/ 
I I I— tasks* 
I 1— TR*, BP* 
I 
I —  Title/ 
I— Unary/ 
I— Binary/ 
I— Ternary/ 
I— Stability/ 
I— Geom./ 
I— Code/ 
I— MT*, TitleX*, SC*, SG* 
^Directories are shown with a trailing "/" symbol, and programs are shown with a trailing symbol. 
The locations of the data files (not shown) are discussed in the text. 
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The /home/dcoy/ directory is the login (or "home") directory. Within this 
directory, the Trace and Title directories contain all of the files used during this 
work."" 
The Trace directory contains the files used to produce the surface and 
highlight geometry files. Within Trace, the Unary directory contains the script files 
and critical-property files used to create the fundamental-equation surfaces for pure 
ethylene. The Binary directory contains similar files for ethylene/n-butane 
mixtures, and the Ternary directory contains similar files for ethylene/n-butane/ 
carbon dioxide mixtures. 
The stability directory contains the script files and critical-property files 
used to generate pure-material, binary, and ternary equation-of-state surfaces. 
The Code directory contains the source and executable files for the TR, BP, 
and tasks programs. The command-line arguments for these programs are 
discussed in the next section. 
Within /home/dcoy/, the Title directory contains the files used by the MT 
program to produce the checkpoint files and the final images. The Unary directory 
contains the label files used for pure ethylene cases. The Binary, Ternary, and 
stability directories contain similar files. 
The Geom directory contains the geometry files used to produce coordinate 
boxes and chemical potential symbols (| l i  and ri). 
•"The files contained in these directories have been archived using the UNIX tar command 
and are available from the Chemical Engineering Department at Iowa State University. The final 
images are stored in the TIFF file format. 
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The Code directory contains the source and executable files for the MT, 
TitleX, sc, and SG programs. The command-line arguments for these programs 
are discussed next. 
Program Operating Instructions 
The command-line arguments for the programs used in this work are shown 
in Table C.2. 
Table C.2. Command-line arguments 
TR [-nc] scriptfile [datafile] 
BP plotspec 
tasks [-r] taskfile 
MT [-q] labelfile 
TitleX 
SC [-qr] checkpointfile 
SG [-ql#] geometryfile 
The TR program produces geometry files from a script file.^ When the -n 
(new) switch is specified, the TR program first deletes any existing intermediate data 
files and the surface geometry file before continuing, thereby generating a new set 
of those files. This is necessary when the surface definition within the script file is 
changed. If only the contours specification is changed, the contour data file may 
be deleted manually (using the UNIX command rm name. con) and the -n switch 
omitted to regenerate only the contour data and geometry files. If only the look-from 
^The details of this program are given in the COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE chapter and 
in APPENDIX D. 
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vector in the label file is changed, executing TR without the -n switch regenerates 
the highlight geometry files only. 
The -c switch causes the TR program to produce geometry files containing 
spinodal and critical-point curves generated from previously calculated intermediate 
data files, specified in the dataf ile argument. This procedure is used to produce 
sample curves for a swallowtail surface from data already generated for a smooth 
surface. The resulting curves are used to help select the coordinate ranges for the 
final surface. When this procedure is used, the script files for the swallowtail 
surface and for the previously generated smooth surface must contain the same 
critical-point composition and fixed-variable specifications. 
The BP (Ball Park) program generates a script file for a specified surface by 
creating an initial script file and executing TR to create the surface geometry file, BP 
then adjusts the ranges in the script file to find the maximum ranges that produce a 
successful surface. The ranges in this script file may then be adjusted manually to 
produce the desired final image. 
The plotspec argument given to BP comprises thermodynamic symbols 
that, as a group, specify the surface.^ The first symbol indicates the thermodynamic 
variable mapped to the Y axis, the second and third specify those mapped to the X 
and Z axes, and the remaining symbols specify the fixed intensive variables (for 
multicomponent systems) followed by the fixed extensive variable used to scale the 
system. When a "z" precedes the plot specification, the asymmetric variable set is 
used. To illustrate, the command BP 2A0VN1TN2 is interpreted by BP as 
^The symbolic names are listed in Table D.2. 
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ZA0VN1TN2: use the asymmetric (alternate) variable set. 
zAOVNl TN2 : map the Helmholtz energy to the Y axis. 
ZA0VN1TN2; map V and to the X and Z axes, respectively. 
ZA0VN1TN2: hold the temperature constant (thus it is a binary). 
ZA0VN1TN2: hold the total moles constant to scale the system. 
BP then generates a like-named script file for the /^(V^.XI)^ surface. 
The tasks program performs course-grain multi-tasking on Project Vincent. 
The task file specified on the command line contains a list of UNIX commands 
(typically, to run the TR or MT programs for a number of cases). When tasks is 
executed from the same directory on more than one workstation, the machines 
execute the commands in the task file concurrently. Each task in the file is marked 
with an upon execution. The -r switch is used to remove these marks (and thus 
reset) the task file. 
The MT program creates MOVIE checkpoint files from label files."^ Normally, 
the DISPLAY program (executed by MT to create the checkpoint file) remains on the 
screen until the user selects the exit option from Its main menu.^ The -q switch 
causes DISPLAY to terminate automatically after the checkpoint file is created. This 
switch (combined with the tasks program or a UNIX script file) enables large sets 
of checkpoint files to be generated unattended. 
The TitleX program creates geometry files containing the text used for 
labeling a given diagram. Its operation is identical to that of the TITLE program 
described in the MOVIE.BYU documentation [60]. 
''Details are given in the COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE chapter and in APPENDIX D. 
®For this work, the DISPLAY program was modified to read the name of a journal file from 
the command line and then execute the commands contained in the file. All programs that use the 
DISPLAY program create a journal file first and then execute DISPLAY to process that journal file. 
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The se (Show Checkpoint) utility executes DISPLAY to show the image 
stored in a checkpoint file. Normally, the entire screen is used to display the image. 
The -r switch specifies the regular display format shown in Fig. 111.13. The -q 
switch causes DISPLAY to terminate after the image is drawn. 
The SG (Show Geometry) utility is used to examine surface geometry files. 
Normally, the right-hand coordinate box and the {1,1,1} look-from vector are used to 
provide orientation for the surface. The -1 switch uses the left-hand coordinate box 
and the {-1,1,1} look-from vector. When a number is placed in the switch statement, 
SG reads that number oi sequential geometry files. To illustrate, the command 
SG -13 pvtn executes DISPLAY to show the contents of pvtnO .geo, 
pvtnl. geo, and pvtn2. geo, placed in a left-hand coordinate box and viewed from 
{-1,1,1}. The -q switch causes DISPLAY to terminate after the image is drawn. 
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APPENDIX D. TR PROGRAM DESIGN 
The program documentation presented here is intended for those trying to 
understand and modify the TR program. This documentation contains detailed 
descriptions of the major routines and common blocks within the TR (FORTRAN) 
source code. These descriptions are grouped by functionality and are presented in 
roughly the order in which they were developed. The four functional groups 
comprise routines for calculating thermodynamic properties, for tracing level curves, 
for interpreting script-files, and for processing geometry-files. 
The property routines read the critical values from a file and calculate the 
thermodynamic properties accordingly. These routines also calculate critical points 
and stability-limit functions. The tracing routines use the thermodynamic property 
routines and the conditions provided by the script file to trace level curves of a given 
surface (typified in Figs. III.2 and III.9). The routines that interpret script-files read a 
script file and translate it into the constraints that generate the desired surface. 
Finally, the geometry-file-processing routines transform the curves generated by the 
TR program into geometry files suitable for use with MOVIE.BYU. 
Thermodynamic Property Routines 
The property routines are divided into two groups; (1) those that calculate 
the properties of a given state from its volume, temperature, and composition, and 
(2) those that find liquid-vapor critical points and stability-limit curves. The source 
code for the former group is contained in the files thermol. f and thermo2. f. 
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The code for the latter group is contained in the files critical. f and 
thermos. f 
Reading the critical properties file 
Before any of the property routines may be used, the number of components 
in the system and the properties of those components must be specified. Those 
values are stored in the files et. pro, etnbu. pro, and etnbuco2. pro, along with 
the binary interaction parameters for the mixtures studied in this work (ethylene/ 
n-butane and ethylene/n-butane/carbon dioxide). The property files are read by the 
get data subroutine located in the thermol. f source file. The values are then 
stored in the puredata and compcount common blocks for subsequent use by the 
program. The format for each critical-property file is documented within the file. 
Critical property files also contain the arbitrary values for the integration limits 
to, vo, and nO. These values do not affect the thermodynamic calculations other 
than as follows; within the TR program, all thermodynamic variables are 
nondimensionalized by these constants and by the gas constant (e.g.. v/vO, t/to, 
n (i)/nO, pvO/nORtO, s/nOR, a/nORtO, and SO on), and the critical properties read 
from this file are nondimensionalized before being stored in the common blocks. 
This was done to eliminate the need for units and had little effect otherwise on the 
coding of the TR program. Thus no special nomenclature is adopted. 
The getdata subroutine allows the user to specify a different temperature 
and pressure for the reference state of each pure material. However, the reference 
Helmholtz energies and entropies stored within the program correspond to a 
common temperature to and a pressure nORto/vO. These internal constants are 
®A11 names taken directly from the source code are shown in courier type. 
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produced by solving for values consistent with the pure-material reference 
quantities and the individual reference states specified in the critical-property file. 
The thermodynamic property functions 
The thermodynamic functions used in this work are based on the Helmholtz 
energy expression derived for a Peng-Robinson fluid having a polynomial ideal-gas 
heat-capacity expression. The derivations of the Helmholtz energy and related 
expressions are presented in chapter III, and the application to a Peng-Robinson 
fluid is presented in APPENDIX B. The thermodynamic routines available to the 
programmer are given in Table D.1. 
Table D.1. Thermodynamic routines 
pofvtn(v, t, n) 
sofvtn(v, t, n) 
miofvtni(v, t, n, i) 
aofvtnp(v, t, n, p) 
uofvtnp(v, t, n, p) 
gofvtnp(v, t, n, p) 
hofvtnp(v, t, n, p) 
minvolume(n) 
totalmoles(n) 
critical(v, t, n) 
hkstablimit(V, t, n) 
stablirait (v, t, n, size. varorder) 
critlimit(v, t, n, size, varorder) 
In the preceding table, v is the volume, t is the temperature, and n is an 
array containing the component mole numbers. All thermodynamic calculations use 
double-precision variables to avoid numerical difficulties. 
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The pofvtn function (interpreted to mean "pressure of volume, temperature, 
and mole-numbers") returns the pressure for the specified state. The sofvtn and 
miofvtni functions return the entropy and chemical potentials for the state. 
The aofvtnp, uofvtnp, gofvtnp, and hofvtnp functions return the 
Helmholtz energy, (internal) energy. Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and the "primed" 
energy functions for the specified state. The parameter p is the primes array. This 
integer array is used to specify which (if any) of the mole numbers are transformed 
into chemical potentials. The first element of this array is the count of transformed 
mole numbers, and the remaining elements are the indices of the transformed mole 
numbers. The first element and the remaining elements correspond, respectively, 
to j and {/} as they are defined in Table III.2. The various energies are calculated 
from Eqns. 111.39 through 111.42 given in that table. (Computationally, all of these 
routines remain functions of v, t, and n.) 
As an example, the value of the Gibbs energy G for a given state is obtained 
by calling gofvtnp with p = {0}. The value of G' for a binary is obtained by calling 
gofvtnp with either p = {1,1} or p = {1,2}, depending on the whether the first or 
second mole-number is to be transformed. The specification p = {1,1} was used to 
generate the G'„2 (T,P)^^ surface shown in Figs. 11.19 and 111.20. 
The minvolume function returns the minimum volume limit for the given 
composition (A/6^ from Eqns. 111.11 and 111.12). The totalmoles function returns 
the total number of moles in the mixture. 
The critical-point routines 
The remaining thermodynamic property routines are used to find the critical 
point and to generate the stability-limit curves. The routines contained in the source 
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file critical. f implement the method of Heidemann and Khali! [58] as it is 
applied to the Peng-Robinson equation. The various mole-number derivatives of 
the fugacity that this method requires were obtained using the expression given by 
Modell and Reid [27, p. 205], and the results were translated to FORTRAN code. 
These routines were written before the nondimensionalization scheme used 
throughout the rest of the TR program was developed. Therefore, the volume, 
temperature, and compositions passed to them are converted to the appropriate 
unit-based values before calculations are made. When the calculations are 
complete, the results are nondimensionalized before being returned. This 
procedure applies to the critical and hkstablimit routines in the 
critical. f file. 
The critical subroutine returns the liquid-vapor critical-point volume v 
and temperature t for the mixture specified by n. The hkstablimit function 
returns the value of the determinant of the Q matrix defined by Heidemann and 
Khalil [58, Eqn. 7, p. 771]. When used as a constraint equation, this function 
produces the stability-limit curve. 
The and determinants defined by Eqns. 11.94 and 11.97 are also 
available through the stablimit and critlimit functions in the thermos. f 
source file. In this case, the determinants are calculated using the Helmholtz 
energy function derived here rather than the fugacity expression used for the 
method of Heidemann and Khalil. These functions are needed to generate pseudo 
stability-limit curves. An example of this operation for a binary system is given 
below. 
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In the THEORY section, it was shown that the binary stability limit occurs 
when the L, determinant becomes zero (Eqn. 11.93). From Eqn. 11.94, for a binary 
system may be expressed as^ 
L, = ÔN, ôN^dN^ ÔM 
dN^ôN^ dN^ 
(D.1) 
The corresponding that would apply to a pure material is 
^ - gA// 
(D.2) 
The derivative given in Eqn. D.2 is evaluated by calling the stablimit 
function with size = 1 and varorder = {3, 4. 1, 2}. The varorder array causes 
stablimit to rearrange the independent variables {V, T, N^, A/2) into the order 
(A/-I, A/2, V, T), and size causes stablimit to return the determinant of the 1x1 
derivative matrix shown in Eqn. D.2. The determinant shown in Eqn. D.1 is 
evaluated by setting size = 2. 
The correct variable ordering for a given surface is determined in the 
filllowercrit subroutine found in the main, f source file. The ordering is then 
stored in the varorder array of the lowerorder common block. This routine is 
discussed in detail in a subsequent section dealing with the script-file interpreting 
routines. 
^The basis function is ordered U{S, N^, N2, V). 
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The alternate variable set 
The thermodynamic functions discussed thus far produce the symmetric-
variable-set surfaces listed in Tables 11.1 and 11.3. To generate these surfaces, the 
appropriate independent variables are 
To create the asymmetric-variable-set surfaces listed in Tables 11.2 and 11.4, 
the independent variables become V,T,N^ N. In the code this latter set is 
referred to as the "alternate variable set" and is activated by assigning the value 
. true. to the altvarset logical in the varset common block. When this is 
done, the thermodynamic routines listed in Table D.1 assume that the final value in 
the mole-number array n is the total number of moles instead of the mole-number of 
the final component. 
The alternate variable set produces two additional effects: the chemical 
potential function miofvtni returns the modz/yedchemical potential defined by 
Eqn. 111.44 in Table III.2, and the "primed" energy transforms are replaced with the 
"plussed" transforms generated by using Eqn. 111.45 in place of Eqn. 111.39. The 
pofvtn, sofvtn, minvolume, and totalmoles functions and the critical-point 
and stability routines are unaffected. 
The generalized value function 
The property routines described above provide all of the thermodynamic 
information needed by the TR program. However, they are expressed in a 
computationally inconvenient way. The tracing algorithm (to be introduced shortly) 
must be able to evaluate any arbitrary set of the above functions. Since in 
FORTRAN programming all such functions must be referred to by name, any source 
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code designed to generate a particular surface based on a given set of functions 
must be modified when that surface is changed. Doing this for the more than 100 
images produced in this work would have required an unacceptable amount of 
effort. To avoid this difficulty, the value function was introduced: 
value(x, i) 
where x is an array containing, in order, the values of the volume, temperature, and 
all mole-numbers. The index variable i specifies the function to be evaluated. The 
source code for the value function is contained in the value. f file. The index 
look-up table is given in the token, f source file and is reproduced in Table D.2. 
These symbols are used extensively by the script-file interpreting routines 
discussed later. All indices and some typical uses for each are presented here for 
reference. The utility of the more arcane functions will become clear as the 
computational method is developed. 
Indices 1 through 7 return the indicated quantities from the x array passed to 
the value function. Index 1 returns the volume, 2 returns the temperature, 3 the 
first mole-number, and so on. Only the first n mole-numbers are defined. When the 
alternate variable set is active, the final (nth) mole-number returns the total moles. 
Index 8 returns the pressure, 9 returns the entropy, and 10 through 14 return 
the n chemical potentials. When the alternate variable set is active, the modified 
chemical potentials are returned. 
Indices 10 through 38 return the values of the various energy functions. The 
primes array passed to the selected energy function is generated by the 
getprimes subroutine in the value. f file. 
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Table D.2. The index look-up table 
Index® Symbol" Returned value 
1 V Volume (from x ( l ) ) 
2 T Temperature (from x {2 ) ) 
3...7 Nl. .N5 Mole numbers (from x ( i  ) )'^ 
8 P Pressure (from pofvtn) 
9 S Entropy (from sofvtn) 
10...14 Ml. .M5 Chemical potentials (from 
15...20 AO. .A5® Helmholtz energies (from hofvtnp) 
21...26 UO. .U5® Energies (from uofvtnp) 
27... 32 GO. .G5® Gibbs energies (from gofvtnp) 
33... 38 HO. .H5® Enthalpies (from hofvtnp) 
39 FO Distance to xyzO^ 
40 F1 Stability criterion (from hkstablimit) 
41 F2 Total moles (from totalmoles) 
42 F3 Distance to the nearest wall^ 
43 F4 Volume difference^ 
44 F5 Temperature difference^ 
45...49 F6.. .FA Mole-number differences^ 
50 FB Pressure difference^ 
51 FC Entropy difference^ 
52...56 FD.. .FH Chemical potential differences^ 
57 FI Distance to the critical point^ 
58 FJ Distance to the nearest X or Y wall^ 
59...63 FK.. • FO Stability criteria (from stablimit)^ 
64 FP Unused 
65 FQ Minimum of (F3 + FQT) and FI 
66... 70 FR.. • FV Critical-point criteria (from critlimit)^ 
71...74 FW.. .FZ Reserved for future use 
^Index used by the value (x, i) function. 
^Symbols used by the script-file interpreting routines. 
%nly the first n quantities are defined, where n is the number of components in the system. When 
the alternate variable set is active, the nth mole-number returns the total moles. 
•^When the alternate variable set is active, the modified chemical potential is returned. 
®The single-digit suffix indicates the count of mole numbers transformed to chemical potentials. 
^The surface is presumed to exist in a box spanning the range -1 to 1 along each axis. Distances are 
measured from the point specified by x to some other point. 
SThese functions expect x to contain the volumes, temperatures, and compositions of two states. The 
difference in the specified function between those two states is returned. These functions are used as 
constraint equations when finding coexisting states and are not related to the "differenced" surfaces. 
^The lowest-Index functions (59 & 66) provide the true criteria for the nth-order system. The 
subsequent indices refer to the increasingly lower-order criteria for the pseudo stability limits. 
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The primes array contains the count and indices of the chemical potentials 
that are either independent variables or are held fixed for the surface specified in 
the script file. 
When the logical variable differenced in the common block plot type is 
set, the values taken from a plane tangent to the selected energy surface at the 
critical point are subtracted from the corresponding energy values before they are 
returned. In this way, the "differenced" surfaces are created. 
Many of the remaining functions involve the measurement of a "distance." 
These distances are measured in the unit cube illustrated in Figs. III.2 and III.9. 
The distance returned by the value function is measured from the point on the 
surface specified by x to some definite point within the cube. 
Index 39 returns the distance between the point on the surface and the point 
xyzO stored in the xyzdist common block. This function is used to control the 
size of the increments along a trajectory as it is traced. 
Index 42 returns the distance to the nearest wall of the bounding cube. 
Distances are positive if the point lies within the cube, and negative if it lies outside. 
This function is used to terminate the stability-limit curve at the cube boundaries. 
Index 57 returns the distance to the critical point. 
Index 58 operates like index 42 except that the walls perpendicular to the Z 
axis are ignored. It is used to terminate the surface traces, since the first trace and 
the last trace lie within the Z faces of the bounding cube. 
Index 65 returns the lesser of the distance to a small sphere around the 
critical point and the distance to the nearest wall. It is used to terminate a 
coexistence curve as it approaches either the critical point or a wall. 
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Index 40 returns the controlling stability criterion as calculated by the method 
of Heidemann and Khalil. 
Indices 59 through 63 return the stability criteria as calculated from the 
Helmholtz energy function used in this work. Index 59 returns the controlling 
criterion (the one that actually applies). Index 60 returns the next-iower-order 
stability criterion, and so forth. Only the first n values are defined. The variable 
ordering used during this evaluation is stored in the varorder array of the 
lowerorder common block. 
Indices 66 through 70 return the critical-point criteria corresponding to each 
of the above stability criteria. These are used to find the pseudo critical points on 
the lower-order stability-limit curves. 
Index 41 returns the total moles. 
Indices 43 through 56 are used as constraints to find coexisting states. 
When value is called with one of these indices, it expects a double-length x array 
containing two consecutive X values. The value returned is the difference in the 
selected quantity (temperature, pressure, etc.) between the two states. This 
difference is generated by subtracting the value for the first X from that for the 
second. To avoid numerical difficulties, when the selected quantity is one that is 
held fixed for the entire diagram (e.g., pressure in an isobaric binary system), the 
"difference" is generated by subtracting the fixed value from that for the second X. 
Indices 64 and 71 through 74 are available for future use. 
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The Tracing Routines 
The tracing routines manipulate the property routines to produce the 
thermodynamic data needed for generating the surfaces. These routines use 
Newton's method [62], subject to different sets of constraints, to solve for the 
volume-temperature-composition {X) values that correspond to points on the 
surface in question. The first set of constraints produces points that combine to 
form traces of the surface. The traces are then combined to form the overall 
surface. Examples of such traces are given by the curves BB' through EE' in 
Figs. III.2 and III.9. A second set of constraints yields the stability-limit curves AF 
and AF'. Finally, a third set of constraints yields the liquid and vapor coexistence 
curves AG and AG'. 
Newton's method 
Newton's method is used to solve nonlinear equations of the form 
G(X)-G„ = g (D.3) 
where X is the independent variable vector, G is the constraint equation vector, 
and G(j is the target value vector. The solution is obtained by computing successive 
linear approximations of the change in X required to satisfy Eqn. D.3: 
DX = X\G-G,) 1 
X = X-DX I iterate (D.4) 
L 
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where is the inverse of the Jacobian derivative matrix given by® 
(dG, 8G, 
ay, 
dG^ 002 
\ / 
The initial value of X is improved successively until all tolerance criteria are 
satisfied. When Eqn. D.3 is satisfied, all of the constraint equations will have 
attained their target values. 
In this work, Newton's method is implemented by the newton subroutine, 
newton(xO, findx, indep, modes) 
Before newton is called, the xO array is assigned an initial guess for X. The 
constraint equations are specified in the integer array findx. This array contains 
the indices of the constrained quantities. 
The number of independent variables, and thus the number of constraints, is 
specified in indep. This value is either {n + 2) when newton is solving for surface 
and stability-limit points, or 2(n + 2) when newton is solving for coexisting states. 
The modes argument modifies the operation of newton when it is solving for 
coexisting states. 
®The inverse is generated using the IWaximum Pivot Strategy [64, pp. 289-291]. 
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To illustrate, a typical task for the newton routine might be finding the value 
of X for a pure material when the pressure, temperature, and mole-number are 
specified. In such a case, the f indx array contains (in any order) the values 
{8, 2, 3}. The newton routine uses these indices to build the constraint equation 
vector G{X) and the target value vector Gq. The target values are taken from the 
data array f ixedval (described later). The newton routine then iterates as 
illustrated in Eqn. D.4 until the termination criteria are satisfied. 
The required derivatives are generated by finite-difference approximation. 
Each element of the Jacobian matrix is generated by perturbing a single element of 
the X array in both the positive and negative directions. The derivative is then 
generated by taking the ratio of the change in the constraint function Gj to that of 
the perturbed variable X, to approximate {ôGj/ôX,). The optimum perturbation size 
was found to be 10'® of the variable value. The iterative search for X halts when 
each element of X changes by no more than 10'^of its previous value. Certainly, 
more efficient algorithms are known [63], but the simple method described here 
proved to be extremely robust, reasonably fast, and easy to implement. 
Whenever Newton's method is used, limits are usually placed on the change 
specified by the DX vector. This is done to prevent the algorithm from "running 
away" due to a poor initial guess. In this implementation of Newton's method, no 
element of the X vector is allowed to more than double nor to proceed more than 
halfway to its minimum value during a single step. The minimum values are taken 
to be 0.0 for the temperature and mole-numbers and A//)^ for the volume. When 
necessary, the magnitude of the OX vector is reduced so that none of the limits are 
exceeded. Usually, a maximum of 25 iterations are allowed for convergence to the 
solution. 
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The target values used in this work are stored in six arrays in the 
dataarrays common block. The elements of each array correspond to the indices 
listed in Table D.2 (i.e., the first element is a volume, the second is a temperature, 
and so on). The newton subroutine uses the target values stored in the fixedval 
array to build the GQ vector. When a value from one of the other five arrays is 
needed, it must be copied to the fixedval array before the newton routine is 
called. 
The lowval array contains the lower limits of the three thermodynamic 
variables to be plotted. The highval array contains the three upper limits. The 
indices of these three variables are generated from the mapping specified in the 
script file. The values of the lower and upper limits are also specified in the script 
file. (The indices of the variables mapped to the coordinate axes are stored in the 
xyzindx array of the spacelist common block.) 
The composition of the critical state is specified in the script file. The volume 
and temperature of the given composition at its liquid-vapor critical point are 
determined by the method of Heidemann and Khalil. The resulting X vector for the 
critical point is stored in the first {n + 2) elements of the critval array. The 
entropy, pressure, chemical potentials, and total moles (array elements 8 
through {n + 9) and 41 ) are then calculated from X and stored. The critical value of 
the thermodynamic function mapped to the vertical (Y) axis is also calculated and 
stored. 
The fixedval array contains the values of the n thermodynamic variables 
that are held constant for the entire surface. One of these variables is extensive 
and the remaining (if any) are intensive. Holding one extensive variable constant 
effectively scales the system, producing the same result as the scaling operation 
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discussed in the THEORY chapter. For binary and higher-order systems, an 
additional (/? -1 ) intensive variables must be held constant to give surfaces that can 
be plotted in three dimensions.® The indices of the fixed variables are specified in 
the script file. The target values of the fixed variables are those of the critical point. 
(The indices of the fixed variables are stored in the fixedindx array of the 
constrained common block.) 
Values used to find the initial and terminal points of a trace are specified in 
the script file and are stored in the initval and termval arrays. 
The trace subroutine 
The trace routine produces all of the data needed to construct a given 
surface - one trace at a time. This routine generates each trace by beginning at a 
specified point and proceeding in small increments along the trace until the 
termination condition is satisfied. For both numerical and graphical reasons, the 
distance between points on the curve is adjusted in response to the local curvature. 
The trace subroutine is stored in the make. f source code file and has the 
argument list 
trace(xini,findx,indep,tindx, line,lines,critline) 
The xini array contains an estimate of the X value of the first point on the 
curve. When the trace routine is finished, xini contains the exact value for the 
®ln the case of entropy scaling, S is fixed at a positive value to produce the "positive" section 
of the surface only. The other section would be produced by holding S at a fixed negative value. 
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initial point. In certain cases (discussed shortly), the exact X value is passed and 
the search for the initial point is omitted. 
The f indx integer array contains the indices of all but one of the constraints 
used to generate the trace. The final constraint is always the inter-point spacing 
specified during each step by the setdinc subroutine. 
The iadep integer variable contains the count of independent variables; 
{n + 2) for surface and stability-limit curves, and 2{n + 2) for coexistence curves. 
The four-element tindx integer array contains the tests used to initiate and 
terminate the trace, hereafter referred to as T1, T2, T3, and T4. T1 contains the 
index of the thermodynamic quantity used to find the initial point of the trace. To 
find this point, the T1 element of the initval array is copied into the fixedval 
array and newton is called to find the exact value for xini. When trace is called 
to generate the stability-limit or coexistence curves, the initial point is already stored 
in xini. In such cases, T1 is set to zero and the search for the exact value of xini 
is omitted. 
T2 contains the index of the thermodynamic variable used to test the 
procession direction. T3 contains the desired procession direction (encoded as the 
ASCII value of "+" or 43 or 45). To find the second point on the trace, the 
distance criterion (index 39) is combined with the constraints in f indx; the center 
point for the distance calculation (stored in xyzO in the xyzdist common block) is 
made the initial point of the curve by a call to setxyzO ; and the target distance is 
made the minimum distance-increment mindinc. The seed value for the second 
point is generated by copying xini into x2 and then perturbing x2 slightly. This 
perturbation is necessary because the unperturbed value generates a singular 
Jacobian matrix that cannot be inverted. The newton routine is then called to find 
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the value of x2, and the procession direction is tested. If the second point lies in 
the wrong direction, Eqn. 111.46 is used to generate a new seed value for x2. and the 
correct value is then found. A final test is made to insure that the trace starts within 
the coordinate box. 
T4 contains the index for the termination test. The quantity specified by T4 is 
monitored as the trace is constructed. When this quantity passes through the 
termination value stored in the termval array (in the increasing or decreasing 
direction), the trace is terminated and the final X value is discarded. T4 is then 
substituted into the constraint list in place of the distance constraint, and the exact 
X value of the final point is found. 
The integer variable line contains the number of the current trace, lines 
contains the total number of traces for the surface, and critline contains the 
number of the trace passing through the critical point. These values are displayed 
to indicate the progress of the trace routine as follows; 
10^30* +++++++H H-+++++++++++++ 
The two numbers indicate that the tenth curve out of thirty is being traced. The 
asterisk indicates that it is the critical trace. A "+" or is appended to the message 
for every ten points determined, "+" indicating that the trace is proceeding toward 
the termination value, indicating the reverse. 
The total point count and the X values for each point are stored in the 
tlength and tarray variables in the tracearray common block. The tarray 
array has memory allocated for 650 entries. Each entry is an eight-element, double-
precision array. The first seven elements store the X value for the point, and the 
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eighth element stores the length of the trace at that point. FORTRAN stores 
multidimensional arrays in column-major order, and thus any one of the X values 
stored in tarray may be passed directly to the value function. To illustrate, the 
pressure at the third point along the trace could be calculated by calling the value 
function with the following arguments (assuming the trace to be at least three 
elements long): 
p = value(tarray(1,3), 8) 
This type of array manipulation is used extensively throughout the TR program. 
Several other routines were developed to manipulate the X-value arrays. 
They are stored in the newton. f source file and presented in Table D.3. These 
routines are used extensively throughout the program. 
Table D.3. The X-array manipulation subroutines 
x 2 e x l ( x 2 , x l , n )  x 2 ( i )  =  x l  ( i ) ,  i = l , n  
x 2 e x l t s ( x 2 , x l , s , n )  x 2 ( i )  =  x l  ( 1 ) * s ,  1 = 1 , n  
x 3 e x 2 p x l ( x 3 , x 2 , x l , n )  x 3 ( i )  =  x 2 ( 1 ) + x l  ( 1 ) ,  1 =  = l , n  
x 3 e x 2 p x l t s ( x 3 y  x 2 , x l , s , n )  x 3 ( i )  =  x 2 ( 1 ) + x l  ( 1 ) * s .  1=1, n 
x3ex2iaxl (x3, x2, xl, n) x 3 ( i )  =  x 2 ( 1 ) - x l ( i ) ,  1 =  = l , n  
x l e s ( x l , s , n )  x l ( i )  = s, 1=1,n 
s e x l d o t x 2 ( s , x l , x 2 , n )  s = Z x l ( i ) * x 2 ( i ) ,  1 = 1 ,  n  
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As tarray is filled, the inter-point spacings used to find successive points 
along the trace are calculated by the setdinc subroutine located in the make. f 
source file. In this routine, the spacing is set to 5% of the minimum radius of 
curvature of the trace at the current point. When necessary, the spacing is adjusted 
so that it remains within the allowed range specified by the parameters mindinc 
and maxdinc (5.0x10"^ to 6.25x10"^). 
The minimum radius of curvature is approximated by calling the newton 
routine to find two points near the current point. These points are then used to 
generate the two spatial vectors dl and d2 that have the same magnitude but lie in 
opposite directions along the curve. The minimum radius of curvature is then 
approximated by 
(D.6) 
where 
0 = cos''' ^ d1*d2^ 
'MM 
(D.7) 
and the new distance increment is given by 
= max(5.0 X 10-^min(6.25 x 0.05)) (D.8) 
This method for generating distance increments has the advantage of being 
very robust but also the disadvantage of increasing the number of calculations 
three-fold. Unfortunately, all attempts to approximate the curvature using points 
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calculated previously along the trace failed to give adequate response in areas of 
high curvature change, and so this slower, more robust method was adopted. 
The procedure described above was used to generate all of the smooth 
curves required for this work. The modifications detailed below allowed the trace 
subroutine to generate swallowtail traces also, such as the one shown in Fig. 111.10. 
The trace subroutine begins by testing the thermodynamic variables 
mapped to the horizontal (X and Z) axes. When both variables are intensive, the 
surface is a swallowtail energy function. Supercritical and critical traces on such 
surfaces are generated in the normal manner, but subcritical traces require special 
treatment. Subcritical traces occur when line is greater than critline. 
The first step in producing a subcritical swallowtail curve is finding the X 
values of the points corresponding to the two stability limits. This is done by using 
the stability-limit function (index 40) as the final constraint, generating initial 
guesses for the two X values, solving exactly, and storing the values in the crossx 
array. During this process, the index of the (extensive) conjugate of the variable 
mapped to the X axis is stored as the integer variable eindx. (The mapped range 
for this extensive variable is arbitrarily set to 0.0 -1.0.) 
The subroutine then begins building the trace in the same manner as for 
smooth surfaces. As each point is calculated, the routine tests to determine if the 
next point on the curve will pass through the first stability limit. If so, the exact X 
value of the stability limit is added to the trace, and the seed X value for the next 
point on the curve is generated. The seed value is generated by substituting eindx 
into xyzindx ( 1 ) and then solving for the next point. This scheme is illustrated in 
Fig. 111.11 and is discussed in detail in chapter III. As the curve progresses, the 
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procedure is repeated at the second stability-limit crossing. The curve is finally 
terminated as it crosses the value specified by T4. 
After the curve is finished, the trace subroutine searches for the two 
intersecting segments of the curve. The X values at the ends of the two segments 
are used to generate the seed value for X representing the coexisting states. The 
indices of the (2/7 + 1 ) thermodynamic constraints for the coexisting states are 
generated by the coexlist subroutine in the make. f source file, and the 
remaining constraint index is that of the thermodynamic variable mapped to the Z 
axis. The newton subroutine then solves for the exact X value, and the two X 
values of the coexisting pair are inserted into the trace array. 
The positions of the two coexisting points and of the two spinodal points are 
stored in the tcrossings integer array in the tracearray common block. This 
array contains the number of points followed by the location of each point. To 
illustrate, the value {4,32,39,57,62} indicates that there are four points of special 
interest in tarray; the first coexisting point is stored in element 32, the first 
spinodal limit in element 39, the second spinodal limit in element 57, and the 
second coexisting point in element 62. (For smooth curves, tcrossings contains 
only {0}.) 
The makedata subroutine 
All of the intermediate data files used by the TR program are generated by 
the makedata subroutine. The five data files produced for each smooth surface 
are the surface data file, the contour file, the stability-limit file, the coexistence-curve 
file, and the coexisting-pair file. The names of the intermediate data files are 
generated by appending various extensions to the script-file name. To illustrate, the 
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pvtn. scr script file produces the pvtn. srf surface file, the pvtn. con contour 
file, the pvtn. stb stability-limit file, the pvtn. cox coexistence-curve file, and the 
pvtn. cxp coexisting-pair file. 
The surface data file contains the evenly-spaced curves that describe the 
surface. Such curves appear in Fig. III.5. The contour data file contains the level 
curves generated by the contours = or ncontours = command in the script 
file. The stability-limit file contains the two branches of the stability-limit curve, and 
the coexistence-curve file contains the liquid and vapor sections of the coexistence 
curve. The coexisting-pair data file contains the X values for the points at the ends 
of the coexistence curves. The first X value is that for the liquid side, and the 
second is that for the vapor side. These values are used to place information in the 
limit file (e.g., pvtn. lim) to identify which branch of the coexistence curve 
represents the vapor and which represents the liquid. 
The makedata subroutine produces the surface curves by calling the trace 
subroutine to generate those curves in evenly-spaced X-Y planes. Slightly different 
inter-curve spacings are used before and after the critical point to insure that one of 
the curves passes through it. The number of curves used to generate the surface is 
specified in the script file and stored in the depth variable in the geominf o 
common block. 
After each trace is completed, it is thinned by a factor of four by the 
shrinktrace subroutine before it is written to the intermediate data file by the 
writetrace subroutine. (Both of these subroutines are stored in the geom. f 
source file.) Each trace in the data file consists of a header follovt/ed by data. The 
header portion contains the values of tlength and tcrossings from the 
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tracearray common block. The data portion comprises the X value and trace 
length taken from tarray in the same common block. 
After the surface file is complete, makedata generates the highlight curves 
specified in the script file. These curves are generated in the same manner as the 
surface traces, except that the positions of the curves are specified in the script file 
and stored in the vcontours array in the contours common block. 
The makedata subroutine then switches constraints to produce the stability-
limit curve. The first branch of the curve is produced by proceeding from the critical 
point in an arbitrary direction until the curve passes through a wall of the bounding 
cube. The second branch is produced by moving in the opposite direction. Both 
sections of the curve are thinned by a factor of four before being written to the 
intermediate data file. 
After completing the stability-limit curves, makedata generates the 
coexistence curves.The first step in generating the curves is finding a pair of 
coexisting states. The initial guess for an X value is generated from the stability-
limit curves. The first curve is recalled from the stability-limit file by the readtrace 
subroutine, and the X value of the 10th point of that curve is copied to the first half 
of the X array (xini). The 10th element of the second curve is copied to the 
second half of the X array in a similar manner. The two halves of the X array are 
lOQunng development of the TR program, many different schemes were tried to generate 
initial guesses for solving for particular points on the surfaces. In some cases, a particular scheme 
worked for single-component surfaces but failed to work for mixture surfaces. When this occurred, 
the original scheme was retained and a new scheme was added. Although the new code might have 
been able to handle all cases, the original code was retained to avoid the possibility of introducing 
errors into cases that had previously succeeded. A test on the number of components in the system 
[e.g., if (ncomp.eq.i) then... else...] determines which version is used. 
In discussing such cases, the documentation throughout this dissertation presents the most 
recent version. 
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then perturbed away from each other to avoid numerical difficulties associated with 
the stability limit. 
The thermodynamic constraints needed for the coexisting states are placed 
in the f indx array by the coexlist subroutine. The remaining constraint is 
chosen arbitrarily to be an intensive variable not held constant over the surface. 
The index of this variable is stored in cindx and also added to the list in f indx. 
The average value of the variable for the two states in X is calculated and stored in 
the cindx element of the f ixedval array. The newton subroutine then solves for 
the exact value of X. The mode argument passed to newton during this call 
causes the routine to recalculate the average of the cindx variable every 20 
iterations until convergence is obtained. 
The makedata routine then begins tracing the first coexistence curve. When 
the curve begins outside the coordinate box, the portion from the initial point to the 
wall of the box is traced and discarded, while the portion between the wall and the 
critical point is retained. When the curve begins inside the coordinate box, it is first 
traced in one direction, and then in the other. The two sections are finally joined to 
form a single curve. If the finished trace proceeds in the wrong direction (from the 
wall to the critical point), the points in the trace are reversed by a call to revtrace 
before it is written to the intermediate file. The second coexistence curve is 
produced in a similar manner. 
Finally, the coexisting-pair data file is created. This file contains the X  
values of the endpoints of the two coexistence curves. (These points do not 
necessarily represent a coexisting pair.) The first value is the one for the liquid 
(high density) point, and the second value is the one for the vapor (low density) 
t 
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point. The density comparison is made between two coexisting states, not the two 
states stored here. 
When producing the intermediate data files for a swallowtail surface, 
makedata produces only the surface, contour, and coexisting-pair data files. The 
points that make up the stability-limit curves and the coexistence curves are 
contained in the surface data file and are identified in the header for each 
subcritical trace. The coexisting-pair file contains two additional points adjacent to 
the coexisting points described earlier. This is done so that the slopes of the two 
sections of the surface can be placed in the limit file (discussed later) to identify the 
liquid and vapor sections of the surface. 
Geometry-File Processing Routines 
The geometry-file processing routines transform the intermediate data files 
into files containing the geometrical definitions of the various parts of the surface. 
These are read by the DISPLAY program and combined with other geometry files 
(containing the coordinate box and text) to create the final image. The various 
geometry files produced by the TR program contain the surface sections, highlight 
curves, tangent structures, and marker crosses. 
The makesurf subroutine 
All of the geometry files produced by the TR program are created by the 
makesurf subroutine. This subroutine and its supporting routines are stored in the 
geom. f source-code file. The routines used to cut the surface along the stability 
limit and along the coexistence curves are stored in the clip. f source file. 
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The makesurf subroutine begins by creating the node and vertex lists for 
the surface. The formats of these lists are discussed in chapter III. The node 
values and node count are stored in the narray and nlength variables of the 
nodearray common block. When generating a smooth surface, the node list is 
built by first calling readtrace to read a surface trace from the intermediate data 
file and then calculating and storing (in the node array) the thermodynamic 
variables mapped to the coordinate axes. This process is repeated until all surface 
traces are added to the node list. 
The vertex values and vertex count are stored in the varray and vlength 
variables of the vertexarray common block. The vertex list contains the 
definitions of triangular polygons that approximate the surface. These triangles are 
created by connecting the nodes from adjacent surface curves as illustrated in 
Fig. 111.6. The connectivities used to generate the polygons are determined by the 
connect subroutine. 
After the node and vertex lists are completed, the nodes are projected into 
the unit cube by the normalize routine. Both lists are then written to the geometry 
file for the surface. The format of the geometry file is discussed in the MOVIE 
manual [60, pp. 2-1 and C-1]. The geometry-file name is generated by appending 
"0. geo" to the script-file name (e.g., "pvtnO. geo"). 
At this point, the geometry file contains the surface defined as a single part. 
The surface is then cut into three sections by the cutsurf subroutine. A typical 
surface generated by this procedure is illustrated in Fig. III.8. 
The geometry files for swallowtail surfaces are also generated by this 
method. Each section of the surface is produced by recording and connecting only 
the nodes for that section. This process is repeated four times to create the four 
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sections of the surface (as in Fig. 111.12). Each section is stored in a separate 
geometry file (e.g., gptnO. geo through gptn3. geo). 
The cutsurf subroutine 
The cutsurf routine is used to cut a smooth surface along the stability limit 
and coexistence curves so that the resulting sections of the surface may be drawn 
in different colors. The makesurf routine begins this process by reading the two 
sections of the stability-limit curve from the intermediate data file. The movetrace 
and revtrace subroutines are used to rearrange the two sections into a single 
curve stored in tarray. The curve is then converted into nodes that are stored in 
narray. The normalize routine is called to project the nodes into the unit cube. 
Finally, the cutsurf routine cuts the surface along the curve stored in narray. 
The cutsurf routine begins by reading the geometry file for the surface. 
The header, node list, and vertex list are stored in the geomdata common block. 
The polygons are then separated by defining each as an element in the polys 
integer array in the geomdata common block. Each element of this array contains 
three entries: the index of the first vertex of the polygon in the verts array, the 
index of the final vertex, and the number of the part from which the polygon 
originates. 
The cutsurf routine then searches for polygons that are crossed more than 
once by the stability-limit curve. (Such behavior is illustrated in case B in Fig. III.7.) 
This is done by comparing each side of the polygon with each segment of the 
stability curve to find cases where two line segments cross. When more than two 
crossings are found for a given polygon, the polygon is subdivided into four smaller 
polygons which are then added to the polys list. This procedure is repeated once, 
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and thus a polygon may be subdivided up to 16 times. This is done so that the 
stability curve crosses no polygon more than once. 
Intersections between a polygon edge and a segment of the stability-limit 
curve are found by the segscross function. This function first compares the 
overall spatial extent of the polygon with that of the stability-limit segment. If the two 
ranges do not overlap, segscross returns a . false, value. Otherwise, the 
segscross routine projects the polygon edge and the stability-limit segment to the 
coordinate plane most nearly parallel to the polygon and performs a rigorous 
intersection test. If an intersection is found, the point of intersection is added to the 
node list and . true. is returned. 
After all multiply-crossed polygons are subdivided, the cut surf routine cuts 
the polygons lying along the stability limit. This operation is illustrated in Fig. III.7. 
Each triangular polygon is first cut into a smaller triangle and a trapezoid, and then 
the trapezoid is further cut into two more triangles. The three new triangles are then 
added to the polys list and given new part numbers corresponding to the side of 
the stability limit on which each lies. (The new part numbers follow the highest part 
number in the original geometry file, e.g., 3 and 4 are the new part numbers for a 
surface originally containing two parts.) 
When the original geometry file contains multiple parts, only one part may be 
cut by the curve. This is done to avoid difficulties when cutting polygons near the 
critical point. The number of the part that can be cut is stored in group 0. 
After the polygons that lie along the stability limit are cut and marked, all 
polygons are regrouped to generate the new sections of the surface. This process 
begins by marking all polygons in group0 as belonging to part 0. This indicates 
that each of these polygons may be assigned to one of the new parts lying on either 
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side of the stability limit. The part numbers of the remaining polygons that exceed 
groupO are each reduced by one to fill the gap in the parts list resulting from the 
removal of all groupO polygons. Finally, the part numbers of the two highest-
numbered sets of polygons (the new polygons lying on either side of the stability 
limit) are marked with a negative sign. This indicates that these polygons have not 
yet been tested to find other polygons with which they share edges. 
The cutsurf routine then separates all polygons belonging to part 0 into 
those lying on one or the other side of the stability limit. This is done by searching 
through the polygon list until a polygon with a negative part number is found. This 
polygon is then compared with all part 0 polygons to find those with which it shares 
vertices. Such polygons are then given the negative part number of the original 
polygon. After ail comparisons are made, the part number of the test polygon is 
made positive, and the process is repeated until all part 0 polygons have been 
assigned (i.e., no negative part numbers remain). 
The geometry file containing the cut surface is then written to disk. The 
overall process is repeated for lower-order stability curves (when necessary) and for 
the coexistence curve to produce the final geometry file for the complete surface. 
Geometrv files for features 
After the surface geometry file is completed, the makesurf routine 
generates geometry files to highlight various features. The first such file contains a 
cross to mark the critical point. Such crosses are created by the point subroutine. 
Each cross is constructed of two rectangles, one parallel to the X axis and the other 
parallel to the Z axis. Both are tangent to the surface at the point where they 
intersect, but they are each translated slightly along the surface normal to avoid 
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graphical difficulties. The two rectangles are then rotated as much as is possible to 
face the viewer. The direction toward the viewer (i.e., the look-from vector) is read 
from the label file for the surface by the script-file processing routines, and it is 
stored in the ifv variable of the lookfromvector common block. 
Two other types of feature files are generated for the various surfaces: 
highlight curves and tangent structures. The set of feature files produced for each 
class of surface is described in detail in the Additional Script File Commands 
section of chapter III. 
Highlight-curve geometry files are created by using readtrace to read the 
curve from the intermediate data file, then makecord to create the node and vertex 
lists for the curve, and finally writecord to save the curve in a geometry file. 
These curves comprise many trapezoidal polygons that are adjusted in both width 
and direction so that they appear to the viewer as a constant-width line lying on the 
surface. Individual polygons are translated slightly along surface normals to avoid 
graphical difficulties. 
Lines tangent to subcritical highlight curves are used to identify coexisting 
states on some surfaces. The node and vertex lists for such structures are 
generated by the tanline subroutine and recorded in a geometry file by the 
writecord subroutine. Tangent planes are generated by the tanplane 
subroutine and stored in geometry files by writecord. 
Script-File Interpreting Routines 
The script-file interpreting code is located in the main program body stored 
in the main, f source-code file. Supporting routines are stored in the main.f. 
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token. f, and hpcalc. f source files. This code translates the commands 
contained in the script file into actions that produce the geometry files for the 
surface. After the geometry files are completed, a limit file is created (e.g., 
pvtn. lim). The limit file is used by the MT program to generate the text labels for 
the surface. 
The TR program begins construction of a surface by reading the script-file 
name on the command line (e.g., "TR pvtn") and then storing it in the 
scriptfile variable in the files common block. If the script file exists in the 
current working directory, the program continues. Otherwise, an error message is 
produced. 
The program then searches for the corresponding title file in the Title 
directory. If this file exists, the look-from vector to be used for the final image is 
read and stored in the ifv variable of the lookf romvector common block. If not, 
a warning message is generated and the look-from vector is set to the default value 
{0,0,1}. The look-from vector is used when creating the geometry files for highlight 
curves and marker crosses. 
Before proceeding, the TR program opens an error file in the current working 
directory (e.g., ptvn. err). If the program fails due to an anticipated error, a 
message is stored in the error file by the error subroutine before the program 
terminates. Unanticipated errors (e.g., division by zero) can also cause the program 
to fail, and in such cases the empty error file remains in the directory after the 
program aborts. If TR terminates successfully, the error file is deleted. Error files 
are most useful when large numbers of cases are processed unattended. At the 
end of such a run, the unix command "more * . err" lists the name and content of 
each error file. 
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The command parser 
At this point, the TR program begins processing the commands contained in 
the script file. Each command is read into the command variable, and a copy of the 
command is placed in the currcom variable of the current command common 
block. If an error occurs, the contents of currcom are placed in the error file along 
with the error message. Finally, all blanks are stripped from the text in command 
before it is parsed as follows: 
Blank commands and commands beginning with " • " are ignored. 
A command beginning with PROPERTIES= specifies the critical property file. 
The file name is copied from the text that follows the "=" sign into the propf ile 
variable. The extension ".pro" is appended, and the getdata subroutine is called 
to read the specified file. After the file is read, the critcalced and f ixedset 
logical variables are set to . false, to indicate that the critical composition and 
fixed variables have not yet been set. 
The DIFFERENCE command causes the TR program to produce a 
differenced surface to exaggerate the curvature. This command assigns . true. to 
the differenced variable in the plottype common block. 
The ALTVARSET command activates the alternate (asymmetric) variable 
set. This command assigns , true. to the altvarset variable of the varset 
common block. If this command is given, it must appear before the critical-point 
composition is specified or an error message will result. 
The following commands require that the critical properties file be read first to 
initialize the thermodynamic routines. 
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The NCRIT= command specifies the critical-point composition. The mole 
number(s) may be expressed as simple numeric constants or as Reverse Polish 
Notation expressions. When the system contains more than one component, the 
mole-number expressions are separated by commas. The expressions are 
evaluated by the revpolish subroutine stored in the hpcalc. f source-code file. 
This routine evaluates the expressions following the "=" sign and returns the values 
in the stack array. The count of entries in stack is stored in items. The critical-
point composition is copied from stack into the critval array in the dataarrays 
common block, and the fillcrit subroutine is called to calculate and store the 
critical properties. Upon completion, . true. is assigned to critcalced. 
The L0WERCRITS= Command specifies the number of lower-order critical 
points (and stability-limit curves) to be generated. The number specified must lie 
between 1 and (n-^). This command calls the filllowercrit subroutine to 
search for the X values of successively lower-order critical points. When such a 
point is found and it lies within the bounding cube, its X value is appended to the 
lowercrits array in the lowerorder common block. These lower-order critical 
points are used as the initial points for the lower-order stability-limit curves in the 
same manner as the true critical point is used as the initial point for the actual 
stability-limit curves. 
The following command requires that the critical composition already be specified 
so that critical properties will have been calculated. 
The FiXED= command specifies the thermodynamic properties that are 
held constant for a particular surface. This command is followed by a comma-
separated list of symbolic variables. The symbolic names are translated into look­
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up indices by the nvar integer function. This function and the look-up table are 
stored in the token, f source file. The look-up table is also presented in 
Table D.2. The indices of the fixed variables are placed in the f ixedindx array of 
the constrained common block, and the target value for each fixed variable is 
copied from the critval array to the fixedval array in the dataarrays 
common block. One of the fixed variables must be extensive to provide for scaling, 
and the other (n-1) fixed variables must be intensive. When the alternate variable 
set is active, only the total mole-number is allowed as the scaling variable. (This is 
done for bookkeeping rather than for thermodynamic reasons.) Upon completion, 
. true. is assigned to fixedset. 
All of the following commands require that the fixed variables be selected. 
The SPACE= command specifies the three thermodynamic variables that are 
mapped onto the coordinate axes. The indices of these variables are read by the 
nvar function and stored in the xyzindx array in the spacelist common block. 
At this time, the critical-point value of the thermodynamic property mapped to the 
vertical (Y) axis is calculated and stored in the critval array. The text following 
the sign is copied into the space variable in the strings common block. The 
"+" and symbols following each symbolic name are used to determine the 
direction of the mappings when the nodes are projected into the unit cube by the 
normalize routine stored in the geom. f source file. 
The TESTS= command specifies the initiation, procession, and termination 
tests used to generate the surface traces and highlight curves. The text following 
the sign is stored in the tests variable of the strings common block for 
subsequent use by the makedata subroutine. 
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The C0NT0URS= command is used to generate geometry files containing 
highlight curves. The Z-axis positions of the curves are specified in a comma-
separated list following the "=" sign. The expressions in the list are evaluated by 
the revpolish routine and are stored in the contours common block. 
The NCONTOURS= command is used to generate equally-spaced highlight 
curves. The Z-axis positions of the curves are automatically calculated such that 
the distance from the front or back edge of the surface to the first or final curve is 
half the distance between the curves. 
The PLANE= command is used to generated a geometry file containing a 
tangent plane for the surface. Three comma-separated expressions following the 
"=" sign specify the X-axis position, the Z-axis position, and the size of the plane. 
These expressions are evaluated by the revpolish routine and are stored in the 
planedata common block. 
The DEPTH= command specifies the number of traces used to approximate 
the surface (typically 30). This value is stored in the depth variable of the 
geominfo common block. 
The FASTER command causes the TR program to skip calculation of the 
stability-limit and coexistence curves, and also skip cutting the surface along these 
curves. This is accomplished by assigning the value . true. to the faster 
variable located in the speed common block. 
The SHOWXYZ command is a debugging statement used to display the lower 
and upper limits of the diagram that are stored in the lowval and highval arrays 
of the dataarrays common block. 
Any other command followed by an sign is assumed to be an attempt to 
assign an expression to one of the variables located in the dataarrays common 
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block. The index of the variable is found by the nvar function, and the array is 
identified by the suffix appended to the symbolic variable name. To illustrate, the 
command "VL = 0. 5e vc*" assigns 0.5 times the value of the critical volume 
stored in the critval array to the low-volume limit of the diagram stored in the 
lowval array. Additional suffixes supported by the TR program are listed in the 
NOMENCLATURE section. 
Any text in the script file that does not fall into one of the above categories 
results in an error message. 
Creating the data and geometry files 
Once the TR program has finished reading the script file it begins building 
the intermediate data and geometry files. The intermediate data files are created by 
a single call to the makedata subroutine. Because of the large computational effort 
required to generate intermediate data files, makedata first determines whether a 
particular file already exists. If so. a new file is not created. All intermediate data 
files and also the surface geometry file may be deleted by including the "-n" switch 
in the command line (e.g., "TR -n pvtn"). Doing so deletes those files and thus 
forces recalculation of the entire surface. This is necessary when the script file has 
been changed. 
The geometry files are then created by the makesurf subroutine. This routine 
does not create the surface geometry file if it already exists, but all other geometry 
files are created. 
The final task performed by the TR program is the generation of a limit file for 
the surface. This file contains information used by the MT program to create the 
text geometry files used for labeling the diagram. Limit files for the single-
component \X{P,SJ and G^{T,P) surfaces are shown as (A) and (B) in Table D.4. 
E 
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Table D.4. Typical limit files 
script file: 
itinps 
number of components: 
1 
critical point composition: 
fixed variables: 
plot limits (low, high, units): 
0.9 1.1 N0-S0O/N@-SC 
-0.6 0.6 (0sm-0sm0-C0O)/RT0-C 
0.9 1.05 P/P0-C 
actual surface extents (x, y, z): 
-0.6439700, -1.0000000, 
0.7546960, 1.0000000, 
coexisting pair (x, y, z, state): 
0.4213, 0.5215, -1.0000, 
-0.3324, 0.5215, -1.0000, 
(A) 
-1.0000000 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
liquid 
vapor 
script file: 
gptn 
number of components: 
1 
critical point composition: 
fixed variables: 
plot limits (low, high, units): (B) 
-0.1 1.2 P/P0-C 
-0.6 2.4 (G0-N0O-G0-NC@O)/RT0-C, 
0.9 1.02 T/T0-C 
actual surface extents (x, y, z): 
-0.9297700, -1.0000000, -1.0000000 
1.0000000, 0.6690190, 1.0000000 
coexisting pair (dy/dx, state): 
0.0634, liquid 
0.5041, vapor 
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The first four lines in each file indicate the script file used to generate the 
surface and the number of components in the system. The next four lines contain 
the critical-point composition and the intensive fixed variables specified in the script 
file. For pure-material surfaces, these lines are left blank. For multicomponent 
systems, the text placed in them is written on the back wall of the coordinate box. 
The three lines below "plot limits" specify the labels for the three 
coordinate axes. The first number is placed at the low end of the coordinate axis, 
and the second is placed at the high end. This ordering is reversed if a negative 
sign follows the axis mapping specified by the SPACE= command. 
The text following the range limits is the label placed at the center of each 
coordinate axis. The "0" symbol is the formatting command: is the command 
to begin subscripting, "0+" the command to begin superscripting, and "@o" to 
terminate either. The "0s" command inserts a special symbol into the text: "0sm" 
inserts the n symbol and "gse" inserts the ri symbol. For example, the line ( @sm-
0sm0-c0O) /RT@-c in (A) produces the label RT^. 
The actual surface extents are then given, followed by information about the 
coexistence curves. For smooth surfaces, the "coexisting pair" heading is a 
misnomer. The two coordinate sets shown represent the actual locations of the 
endpoints of the liquid and vapor coexistence curves. On some smooth surfaces, 
these two points don't represent a coexisting pair. On swallowtail surfaces (B), the 
slopes identify the points uniquely rather than the positions. This information is 
used later when the investigator selects the color of each marker cross and places 
that information in the label file: red for liquid states, green for vapor. 
After completing the limit file, the TR program deletes the error file and 
terminates. 
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APPENDIX E. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Table E.1. Pure-component properties 
Component 1 : Ethylene 
Critical properties and acentric factor: 
Pç = 50.36 bar, = 282.4 K, a = 0.086 
Constant-volume ideal-gas molar heat-capacity coefficients; 
a = 3.527 J/mol-K, b = 0.1197 J/mol-K^ 
c = -3.651x10"® J/mol-K^ d = 0.0 J/mol-K'^ 
Reference quantities (at 1.01325 bar, 298.15 K); 
Â" = 0.0 J/mol, Sf = 219.83 J/mol-K 
'0 ' 0  
Component 2; n-Butane 
Critical properties and acentric factor; 
Pc = 37.97 bar. 7^ = 425.16 K. o = 0.201 
Constant-volume ideal-gas molar heat-capacity coefficients; 
a = 7.77 J/mol-K, b = 0.3069 J/mol-K^ 
c = -9.479x10"® J/mol-K^, d = 0.0 J/mol-K^ 
Peng-Robinson binary interaction parameter; 
= 0.0922 
Reference quantities (at 1.01325 bar, 298.15 K); 
Â'" = 0.0 J/mol, Sf = 309.74 J/mol-K 
'o '0 
Component 3; Carbon Dioxide 
Critical properties and acentric factor; 
Pc = 73.76 bar, = 304.15 K, co = 0.231 
Constant-volume ideal-gas molar heat-capacity coefficients; 
a = 13.927 J/mol-K, b = 5.977x10'^ J/mol-K^ 
c = -3.499x10"® J/mol-K^, d = 7.464x10'^ J/mol-K"* 
Peng-Robinson binary interaction parameters; 
Ài3 = 0.0552, A,23 = 0.1333 
Reference quantities (at 1.01325 bar, 298.15 K); 
Âf = 0.0 J/mol. Sf - 213.43 J/mol-K 
'0 '0 
f  
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Table E.2. Calculated critical properties 
Pure Ethylene 
Pc = 50.356 bar, = 282.39 K, = 0-1433 l/mol, S„c = 167.63 J/mol K 
^c = 14057 J/mol 
Pure n-Butane 
Pc = 37.967 bar, = 425.15 K, = 0.2862 l/mol, = 300.87 J/mol K 
|j,c = -28211 J/mol 
33% Ethylene/67% n-Butane 
Pc = 56.355 bar, = 396.69 K, = 0.2185 l/mol, S«c = 260.38 J/mol-K 
lA^c = -9448.9 J/mol, pijc = -20677 J/mol 
50% Ethylene/50% n-Butane 
Pc = 64.753 bar, = 375.08 K, !^c = 0.1860 l/mol, S„c = 236.80 J/mol-K 
H^c = -3824.7 J/mol, p-jc = -15183 J/mol 
67% Ethylene/33% n-Butane 
Pc = 67.904 bar, 7^ = 346.97 K, V%c = 0.1585 l/mol, = 212.37 J/mol K 
= 2223.9 J/mol, = -8362.8 J/mol 
33.3% Ethylene/33.3% n-Butane/33.3% Carbon Dioxide 
Pc = 75.298 bar, = 349.89 K, = 0.1505 l/mol, S^c = 213.72 J/mol-K 
H^c = -170.13 J/mol, jijc = -9060.2 J/mol, n^c = 518.79 J/mol 
